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PREFACE

In a previous study of vocational education in which tLe project
director and principal investigator were involved and which was com-
pleted in February 1967, the authors found, with respect to women en-
rolled in vocational education programs, that they were generally
satisfied with the skill training obtained in secondary schools.
But the authors raised the question: "Has vocational education served

females adequately?" This question was raised because while young
women were well prepared for a few occupations, their choices were

limited "by the prevailing stereotypes that restrict the vocational
concepts of young girls. Few jobs are perceived as appropriate, and
even these are considered subsidiary to the real female roles of wife

and mother."

The senior authors of the study concluded that "It has been
established for some time that there are no basic differences in
intelligence between the sexes. When given the opportunity, women
have proved they can handle almost any job that a man can. With the

increasing demand for highly skilled individuals, society can no
longer afford the waste of human resources caused by the prevailing
limitations on the utilization of female abilities."*

It might be noted that these statements and conclusions pre-dated

the resurgence of what has been popularly referred to as "the women's

revolution" and Title IX. In effect, the seeds for the. development
of a proposal, and the actual conduct of this study, were in our minds

about ten years ago.

A study of this type could not be conducted without the coopera-
tion of school administrators, teachers, students, and parents. Their

numbers are too numerous to be listed, but the omission of their names

in no way diminishes our appreciation for their cooperation.

In the conduct of the study, we were fortunate to have the advice

and participation as members of site visit teams of Mary L. Ellis,

Mary Allen Jolley, and Carl J. Schaefer. On one site visit Everett

Edington also assisted us. We obtained reactions to the report from

Carl J. Schaefer and Lois S. Gray. These contributions both broadened

our perspective and sharpened our focus. None of these persons is,

of course, responsible for any of the conclusions and recommendations.

Morgan V. Lewis, as has occurred'most frequently, bore the heavy

burden of the conduct of the study and was ably assisted by Lynne

Warfield Kaltreider. Others who assisted are listed on the title

The above quotations are ill Chapter 10 of The Role of the
Secondary Schools in the.Preparation of Youth for Employment, by

Jacob J. Kaufman, Carl J. Schaefer, Morgan V. Lewis et al., Insti,ute

for Research on Human Resources, The Pennsylvania State University,

1967.
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page. Naturally, the secretarial assistance of Bonnie Grove, Debra
Schultz, and Cindy Layser contributed in a way which 'only researchers

can fully appreciate. Rick Brewer and Sarah Crandall ably assisted
in the computer work.

This preface would not be complete without noting that the very
conduct of the study raised the consciousness concerning the role of
women in our society, not only among those directly involved in the

study but also among our colleagues in the Institute. This conscious-

ness also spread among the many persons we met on our visits to the

schools who cooperaced in the study. This effect, though not revealed

in the report, is one not to be ignored.

Jacob J. Kaufman
December 13, 1976
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Overview

This study is concerned with ways to increziL,e eupational oppor
tunities for women, but it is not a study of sex dicrimination. It
was planned and conducted in order to identify steps that can be taken
to encourage young women to enter vocational areas that have been tradi
tionally limited to males. When the study was originally planned, its
goal vas to locate ten "pacesetter" secondary schools--schools that
had succeeded in attracting young women into nontraditional areas.1
Once such schools were located, they were to be studied to develop.
recommendations for procedures that other schools could adopt to in
crease female enrollments in nontraditional areas. To a degree the
study achieved these.goals, but not completely.

During the 1974-75 academic year, the study could not find any
pacesetter schools. That is, the study did mot locate any schools
which had specific procedures or programs designed to encourage females
to consider entering traditionally male.occupations. What it did locate
were eleven vocational and comprehensive high schools that had enrolled
at least five females in one or more nontraditional courses, but these
schools had no programs to encourage females to enter nontraditional
areas Nor were these females'enrolled in "hard core" male programs
(such as construction, metalworking, or auto mechanics), but in "gray"
areas such as vocational agriculture, printing, industrial chemistry,
or-television arts. The study is thus based on vocational areas which,
while identified as traditionally male in the respective schools, are
not clearly identified as exclusively male occupations.

The distinction between the kinds of programs the staff had hoped
to study and those that were actually found is crucial. The data that
this study generated and the conclusions that were drawn from them
emerged from schools that were not pacesetters, but neither were they
typical. They did have significant numbers of females enrolled in
nontraditional areas, and some characteristics of the schools, the
communities, or the students themselves must have been responsible'.
This study tried to identify these characteristics.

1 4
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In general, the similarities between traditional and nontraditional
students were much more numerous than the differences. There was little
to suggest that the students who entered nontraditional areas were ex-
posed to a particular combination of experiences in their families or
in their schools that led to their choices. Nor does it appear that
taking nontraditional courses had a major impact on the way that
students were treated in school or after graduation. Some differences
were found, of course, between the traditional and nontraditional stu-
dents, but overall, the similarities dominate.

It should not be inferred, however, that these schools and their
students are typical of all nchools. For.example, the interviews with
teachers of traditionall- courses revealed that they had relatively
little resistance to Li.J. ring their courses. Would these same
attitudes have been iu Id hools without females in these courses?
It seems unlikely. The , ,Lxvity of the teachers undoubtedly played
a role in the decisions of students to enter the courses. The sample
schools probably represent the lowest level of resistance to females
that can be found in public high schools. Nevertheless, even in these
schools, very few females were found in hard-core male courses.

If one were to generalize from the nontraditional courses that were
studied, the conclusion would be that it is relatively easy to overcome
sex stereotyping in vocational education. A program to do so should,
include renaming courses and reorienting them slightly to broaden their
appeal; informing students,, educators, and parents of the realities of
the working lives of women; and providing guidance for and exposure to
nontraditional occupations. If such a program were followed, the,data
from the present study indicate that females will respond, that they
will enter nontraditional courses, and that they will feel accepted by
their classmates. Afterbeing graduated from high school, they will
find jobs that are related to their training about as often as their
traditional classmates do, and they will be satisfied with their jobs
and the preparation that their high schools provided.

But will such generally positive outcomes occur when such pro-
grams are tried in less receptive schools? Would such schools be
willing to make even the modest efforts outlined above? What would
be the response to females who.enrolled in masonry, automotive body
repair, plumbing, or other hard core male programs? Would females who
completed these courses find related jobs? The present study could
not answer these questions because it was conducted in receptive schools,
and even in these schools significant numbers of females were not en-
rolled in hard-core male courses.

1 5



The study did identify some procedures which should make some
vocational areas more attractive to females. Even if these measures
were adopted and pursued vigorously, however, they would have little
immediate impact on sex-role socialization in the family, or the
allocation of the sexes in the labor market. These will continue to
be the major influences shaping the careers of women. Nevertheless,
the public schools can play a vital role. As the major intermediary
between the family and the labor market, the school can stimulate
changes in both. By exposing females to nontraditional occupations,
the schools can cause families and employers to question assumptions
and practices which have limited the opportunities of young women.
Whether this questioning will lead to positive action, especially on
the part of employers, only time will tell. Fortunately, the schools
do not have to wait. They can begin now and this study.provides some
guidelines on how to bro;

6o,kaucting the Study

The Sample

The departments of education in each of the fifty states were con-
tacted and asked to provide the names and addresses of any vocational or
comprehensive high schools in which five or more females were ehrolled
in a traditional male vocational program in the 1973-74 school year.
Forty-seven of the states responded, although three deelined.to furnish
any information, alid thirteen other states either stated that theY had
no such schools or sent information on schools which were not suitable
for the study. (Their programs were not really vocational, e.g., courses
designed to familiarize females with simple car repairs.) When the
study team.followed up on the schools suggested by the remaining states,
it was found that a large number of them did not meet-the.. study's cri-
terion of five or more females in a nontraditional course. Only
sixteen schools were found which did meet the criterion, although due
to the difficulty in obtaining accurate enrollment data, others may
not have been located. Eleven of these schools, in 'regions with
diverse socioeconomic characteristics, served as the study sample. The

programs included, however, were not as hard core as those the study
team hoped to find, since very few crossover enrollments took place in
hard core male programs like auto mechanics. Categorization of the
programs, moreover, occasionally differed from school to school, since
a traditionally female program in one school was traditionally male in
another.

Ten of the eleven schools were visited by members of the study
team. In each of the ten schools, classes with females in traditionally
male areas were observed and the teachers of these classes were intervi:wed.
Interviews were also conducted with counselors, administrators, and
small groups of traditional and nontraditional students.

16
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A local coordinator was selected at eaea school who generated a
sample of current and former students (in Loth traditional and nontradi-
tional programs). It was necessary to obtain parental permission before
administering questionnaires to current students under the age of
eighteen. A total of 1,014 permission forms were distributed, and
completed questionnaires were obtained from 520 students (51 percent). '
The questionnaires to former students were collected by mail and by
personal follow-up of half of the nonrespondents to the mailings.
Usable questionnaires were collected from 356 of the 743 former students
(48 percent).

The Instruments

The questionnaires administered to current and former students
focused on their attitudes, experiences, and career plans. They also
requested background inform -_lon on household tasks the students per-
formed and toys the students played with as young children. Parents of
those current students who had completed and returned questionnaires
were also asked to fill out a questionnaire which asked about their

education, occupation, attitudes toward male and female roles,. and which
included other questions about their children. Three-hundred and thirty-
six usuable questionnaires (67 Percent) were obtined from 505 parents
after two mailings.

Major Findings

Influences on Career Decisions

Family Background. Very little of the information collected on
family background indicated that the experiences of the nontraditional
students differed greatly from those of traditional students. Their
socioeconomic backgrounds were comparable and the kinds of toys they
played with and household tasks they performed were similar. Most of

the toys and tasks were clearly identified by both the students and
their parents as male or female. There was no evidence, however, that
students who entered nontraditional courses were more likely to play
with the toys or perform the tasks typically associated with the oppo-
site sex.

One aspect of family background in which differences were suggested
concerned the career awareness of parents. The parents of nontraditional
females appeared to be a little more knowledgeable about and supportive
of the career choices of their daughters than the parents of traditional
females. Virtually all parents,, however, were satisfied or very satisfied
with the career choices of their children.



Influence on Course Choice. Most students reported having taken
part in a variety of school-initiated guidance activities or personal

discussions concerning their choice of courses. Three-fourths or more

of those who reported these experiences usually rated them as at least
a little helpful. In general, however, the respondents did not see
themselves as strongly influenced by any particular experience or indi-

vidual. Instead, they reported having made independent course choices
mainly to study things of personal interest or to prepare for employment
or postsecondary education.

A multiple regression analysis of possible influences on the
choice of nontraditional courses revealed two factors to be clearly
related: nontraditional females were more likely to attend separate

vocational schools than comprehensive high schools, and nontraditional
males were more likely to be nonwhite. These relationships were found
for both current and former students.

Counselors and Teachers. The interviews with counselors and teachers
tended to support the students' reports of independent course decisions.
NOne of the counselors or teachers reported that they encouraged students
to consider nontraditional occupations. In fact, many of the counselors
said that when studens indicated interest in nontraditional courses,
they "probed" to be sure the interest was serious. Such probing could,

of course, discourage some potential enrollees.

While counselors, in general, did not think it appropriate to
attempt to influence students' choices of courses or curricula, in many

cases their actions (or inaction) can have this effect. In one

vocational school, for example, a counselor reported that applications
for the automotive mechanics shop were received from females at five
different sending schools. These were all rejected, individually, on
the grounds that one female in the shop might be disruptive. If

the counselor had accumulated the five, even the weak (and illegal)

grounds on which the individual applications were rejected would have

been nullified.

As a group, though, counselors appeared to be more aware than
teachers or administrators of the problems of proNiiding equal opportuni-

ties to females. Only one-third of the counselors were satisfied with
the vocational guidance material available to them, much of which was

blatantly sex stereotyped. In those cases in which changes had been
made to overcome traditional sexist practices, such as having prospec-
tive students visit only "male" or "female" shops, it was usually the

counselors who had initiated the changes.

While there was little overt resistance to having females in their

classes among the teathers interviewed, neither did there appear to be

much enthusiasm. Most of the teachers did not consider equal opportunity
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for females an issue of concern, and they had few ideas about or aware-

ness of how vocational education could be used to increase the probability

of job success for nontraditional students. When asked about differences
between male and female students, the teachers often cited stereotyped

traits and attitudes--females are neater, keep the language purer, sexual

attraction causes problems, and males are more mechanicall3r inclined.

They did not, however, expect any entry level,Skills of students in their

classes, so the latter could hardly be cited -as an excuse for excluding

females. Moreover, none of the teachers indicated that they encouraged
their students to think and talk about the effects of nontraditional
enrollments in their classes. Overall, the teachers saw more positive
then negative aspects of having females enrolled, but this was rarely

reflected in efforts to increase female enrollment.

Consequences of Choosing Nontraditional Courses

The students who entered nontraditional courses generally reported

having positive expriences in them. For the most part, they felt accepted
by their teachers and classmates, found the things they studied to be,

interesting, and were satisfied with the education they received. The

females in traditional 'male areas, however, were a little more likely

to report some problems. In comparison to traditional females, the
nontraditional students felt that they lacked background in the areas

they were studying, thought their courses were hard to.understand, and

found their teachers attitudes toward them to be neutral rather than

encouraging.

Taking nontraditional courses did not appear to have much impact

on the jobs tEe former students obtained after leaving school or on

their satisfaction with them. Somewhat surprisingly, if one expected

greater career commitment among nontraditional females, more of them

were housewives than were traditional females. Perhaps they were unable

to find employment in their chosen fields. The difference, in any case,

was not large, and taking nontraditional courses was not associated with

increased unemployment or other significant differences in activities

angaged in after leaving high school.

The types of jobs students obtained, however, did differ. Non-

traditional females tended to have more professional, technical, and

semiskilled jobs than clerical or service jobs, and nontraditional

males were more likely to hold clerical, sales, and service jobs than

semiskilled or farm jobs. Thene findings indicate that the current non-
traditional female ,!.udents' preferences for professional-technical,

rather than clerical jobs, may be met when they actually begin to

work. Very 1:ew of the respondents reported encountering any employer

prejudice against women.

6
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Only about one-third of the respondents found jobs that were related
or highly related to the skills they studied in high school, about the
same proportion who rated their high school preparation for their jobs
as good or excellent. However, at least three-quarters of the respondents
in each group were satisfie0 or very satisfied with their jobs, which
implies.that job satisfaction is only marginally related to high school
preparation. Male students tended to work more often aftet graduation
than the females, and they also received higher pay. Overall, however,
except for the types of jobs obtained, differences in work experiences
between former traditional and nontraditional students of the same sex
were negligible.

lnck of m-rerences may be a positive indicator. Nontraditional
student:, oot hdve more successful job experiences, but they did not
have less successful experiences, either. As noted in tbe Overview,
these students were not in hard-core male occupations, and students who
prepare for such fields may experience more difficulty. Based on the
results from this sample, however, there is no need to warn nontraditional
students that they will have difficulty in obtaining jobs, or to deter
them from pursuing nontraditional studies. Some of them will indeed have
trouble securing jobs which are related to their courses of study, but
no more so than t.raditional students.

There is reason to doubt whether obtaining training related to
employment is an appropriate criterion for evAluating vocational educa-
tion. One of the strongest impressions that arose from the total study
was that the choice of nontraditional progroMs was not an especially
significant event in the lives of the students who were studied. Nor
did these students seem to see or expect a great deal of relationship

...between what they did in high school and what they did after they left.
When they were in school they had to study something, and it appears that
they "just happened" to make choices that a group of people from a uni-
versity considered important enough to investigate. Few of the students
saw themselves as doing anything special, and most of them--traditional
or nontraditional--did not have strong vocational goals. Very few
held their schools accountable for what happened to them after they left
school.

Recommendations for Schools

The following recommendations are the outcomes of the study team's
observations and findings. With the passage of the Education Amenc4ments
of 1976, funds will .Ir2 available, beginning in 1977, for activities and
actions sluch as thos,e recommended here for elimination of sex discrimina-
tion and sex stereot7ping in vocational schools.

7
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Vocational options muSt be expanded for all students regardless
of sex, not just for a few females interested in auto mechanics or a
few males interested in home furnishings. Efforts to increase the
number of students enrolled in nontraditional programs should not be-
come a simple "body count," typified by the attitude of one counselor
who stated that his goal for the following year was to bfl,,0 one female
in each traditional male vocational program, Instead, effort
should focus on ilelping students to co vocational pro. ':-,rnw; on

basis of interest and prosp Jr 'LL11flin il fulfilling ompioyment,
regardless of sex. All school personnel should be involved in efforts
to expand the general awareness of sex stereotyping, its effects, and
the means to eliminate it. Moreover, it must be stressed that efforts
whiCh involve school personnel alone are not as likely to be success-
ful as those which include parents, students, and other members of the
community. Federal legislation and guidelines may provide the initial
incentive for state and local programs, but in order for the programs
to succeed, they must have the support of those people most directly
Involved in and affected by them at the local level.

The suggestions for expanding occupational opportunities which
follow are grouped by topic or person most directly involved. They
are a product of the interviews which were conducted at the sample
schools and the observations of the visiting teams. These recommenda-
tions could be implemented by schools as part of their efforts to
widen the vocational options of their students.

Counselors

Counselors' potential impact on vocational choices of students is
discussed in detail in Chapter 6. The suggestions which follow are
designed to assist counselors.in developing the awareness of sex stereo-
typing that is necessary to provide unbiased guidance to their students.

1. Counselors need to be familiar with and have access to
career materials and employment data that demonstrate the
importance of careers to female students; e.g., the fact
that most women will work outside the home, that many women'
will need to work, that traditional female jobs pay less
and provide less opportunity for advancement than those
jobs typically held by men. These data are available in
this report, from the U.S. Department of LaboT (Women's
Bureau),' in the U.S. Census Report entitled A Statistical
Portrait of Women in the U.S.; and in several sourcebooks
designed to eliminate sex discrimination (see bibliography
at end of Chapter 6).

2. Counselors need to listen to the statements they make to
students concerning occupational plans and be able to
evaluate these statements for sex bias. Examples of
such -tatements were provided by Pietrofesa .and Schloss-
berg in their study of counselor bias.2 (NB) denotes nega-
tive bias, (PB) denotes positive bias.
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(NB) "Money isn't everything." (PB) "You could make much
more money as an ergineer,"

(NB) "Would ;IFP res,mt your bc an eng,neci
(PB) "Being 11 'Id not inter i,,1,. with your be-
coming mairied.'

3. Ccunselors need to be aware of the possible sex bias of
the interest inventories they are using. The National
Institute of Education (NIE) has drawn up guid&lines for
assessing sex fairness in career interest measurement (see
bibliography, Chapter 6). If materials currently in use do

.

--not meet the sex fairness test, they should be replaced or
used with appropriate modifications. Such modifications
could include informing the students that not all vocational
options actually.available to them are included on the
particular test.

4. Counselors need to seek career materials iwhich are not sex
stereotyped. Such materials are gradually becoming avail-
able (see bibliography, Chapter 6). Counselors could con-
tact publishers to inform them of their desire to have non-
sexist career materials available for purchase.

Sex-biased materials in use should be revised when
possible. When revisions cannot be made, the sex bias
should be pointed out to students who are using the materials.

Counselors might consider stamping sex-biased career
materials with the statement "Please read 'he or she'
wherever this booklet now suggests that only men (or women)
enter the field described herein. In fact, women (or men)
can and do perform in this occupation."

5. Counselors should be encouraged, and perhaps subsidized,
to attend workshops which focus on sexism in education. A
number of such workshops are being offered by state education
associations, women's groups, and professional organizations.
(Funds for such activities will be available under Title'II
of the new Education Amendments.)

6. Counselors and students should be aware of the fact that
taking a nontraditional course does not appear to lead to
special difficulties. This study's sample of former students
who had completed nontraditional vocational programs revealed
that nontraditional students did not suffer as a result of
electing these programs--in'terms of job satisfaction, wages,
rate of unemployment, or their recollection of treatment in
their vocational classes.

7. Career Fairs seem to he a useful way of disseminating in-
formaLion about occupations to students. In planning such
programs, counselors should consider the use of nontradi-
tional role models.

2 2
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8. All counselors should have a working knowledge of Title IX
and other legislation dealing with discrimination in educa-
tion and employment.

9. Counselors should work with subject-area advisory committees
when possible to keep themselves up to date about current
working conditions in the field.

10. Counselors at area vocational schools should work with
counselors from the sending schobls so that information
about the availability of all programs at the area faci-
lity is transmitted to all prospective students.

11. As far as possible, counselors should keep in touch with
prospective employers in an effort to communicate the need
for them to consider students of both sexes for any parti-
cular job.

Teachers

Because classroom teachers have daily contact with.their students,
their role in accepting and promoting nontraditional enrollments must
not be minimized The observations made by the visiting teams at the
sample schools support this.contention. The following recommendations
may help to increase teapers' awareness of and willingness to work
against sex stereotyping.

1. Teachers, like counselors, should be encouraged to attend
workshops on sex bias.

2. Teachers need to learn how to discuss nontraditional enroll-
ments in their classes without making the nontraditional
students feel they are on display or being used as guinea
pigs. (This can be a problem when the nontraditional
student outperforms the students of the traditional sex.)
One of the students who was interviewed said, "We shouldn't
have to feel that these nontraditional courses are odd--
we really don't want to stick out like a sore thumb." The

goal must be to minimize sex differences, not.to pit one
sex against the other.

3. Teachers need to know that research has revealed that their
expectations can influence the achievement levels of their
students.3 When teachers act upon long-held beliefs about
sex differences which research 1!as shown to be myths, they
may reduce the potential achievement of their nontraditional
students. 4

4. Teachers need to examine their own attitudes and actions in
the classroom. They must be careful to assign similar tasks
and projects to their nontraditional and traditional students.
Even small sex distinctions made by the teacher may be per-
ceived as unequal treatment by students. One nontraditional

2 3
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female student complained, "The teacherreally over compensates
for the girls. icor instance, I started one day to unstack
some chairs, and the teacher practically had hysterics. He
immediately rushed over to unstack them for me." Another
nontraditional student noted, "The teacher really tries to
be super. He sort of feels sorry for girls. He gives us
better grades than boys, and he lets us chew gum...The boys
recognize that we get special treatment."

5. Teachers should review all of their course material and
remove.sexist language wherever possible. Instead of
referring to the hypothetical student as "he," use the
plural "they" when possible; he/she when required. If such
revisions cannot be made because of printing costs or time
restrictions, teachers should call the questionable items
to the students' attention, thereby using the materials
as devices for increasing awareness of sex stereotyping.
For future use, nonsexist materials should be sought.

6. More vocational teathers of the nontraditional sex need to
be recruited in order to provide role models for prospective
students. The pool of prospective nontraditional employees
may be small at the present time, but as opportunities ex-
pand, the supply may increase.

7. As advisers to various student organizations, (e.g.,
Future Farmers and Future Homemakers of America) teachers
can encourage programs, discussions, and.projects which
will increase students' awareness of career possibilities
and existing conditions in the particular field, such as
median salaries, opportunities for advancement, sex dis-
crimination in certaih jobs, changes in family life and
child cure, etc.

8. Teachers should meet as a group to discuss sex stereotyping,
its implications, and possible strategies to reduce it in
their Glasses.

9. Teachers should be aware of working world problems in their
own vocational areas.

10. Teachers should be encouraged to utilize outside resources,
e.g., trade unions, women's groups, former students, parents,
and employers to provide information about occupations and
traditional and nontraditional workers.

Librarians

As noted, counselors and teachers may be able to use instructional
materials to increase awareness of sex stereotyping by discussing sexist
references or language with students. School librarians probably have
less direct contact with students, but most libraries have bulletin
boards, "now book" shelves, and/or display cases which can be used to
convey information and heighten awareness of occupational stereotyping
and its limitations.

2 4
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1. Librarians should purchase and display nonsexist occupational
materials (books, pamphlets, posters, etc.). A display which
contrasts sexist.with nonsexist career materials could alert
students to changing conditions in the world of work.

2. Librarians might provide exhibits which focus on particular
careers, being sure to include materials which show both
sexes performing in the same occupation. I Can Be Anything;

by Joyce Slayton Mitchell is an excellent source for pic-
tures of women performing in many traditional and nontradi-
tional occupations (see bibliography, Chapter 6).

3. Librarians should be sure thnt their schools'are on the mailing
list for publications from the Women's Bureau of the U.S.
Department of Labor. .

Students

School personnel who are interested in promOting career selection
on,the basis of interest and aptitude rather than on sex-based pro-
babilities must take into account the influence of students on each
other. Data from the present study revealed that male students were
the greatest critics of both nontraditional females and nontraditional

males. Peer pressure of this sort must be recognized. The recommenda-

tions listed below suggest ways in which students can support each other

in their vocational course selections.

1. Former students who have successfully entered a nontradi-
tional field should be viewed as resources for current and,
prospective vocational students. For example, on a Career

.
Day, one female and one male graduate who are working in
the same field could share their experiences with current
students.

2. Nontraditional students need support from each other.
Many young women and young men lack the courage to be
pacesetters and therefore enroll in "second choice"
traditional vocational programs (see Chapter 5 of this
report).

At one school, for example, several students re-
ported, "Cirls do have difficulty in getting into some
of these courses--primarily from teachers, counselors, and
parents. We took agriculture because the four of us agreed
In-advance-that ve,would stick together. We did it...in
spite of negative feelings from counselors, parents, and
fellow students."

Support for the students' contention of external
resistance came from a counselor who- told the visiting
team that some teachers are "leery" about admitting one
female (or one male) into a nontraditional class.

12
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3. Current nontraditional students can be used to visit
"sending schools" to recruit prospective students. They can

answer questions and help to allay the concerns of prospective

nontraditional students.

4. When prospective students tour a vocational facility, all
students should see all shops. During such tours, any
nontraditional students should be in evidence. If a

presentation is included as part of the tour, these students
should be involved. Teachers should stress that both sexes
are welcome in any program.

5. Applications from students of the nontraditional sex should

be compiled. As noted earlier, one area vocational school
received five applications to enter auto mechanics from
females in five different sending schools, but each was turned

down because of instructions from the teacher, who did not
want only one female in his class. (This, of course, is

illegal under Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1977).

Printed Materials

The following recommendations deal with materials commonly lound

in schools that can influence students' perceptions of "appropriate"

sex roles.

1. School newspapers can (a) include articles on job oppor-
tunities in nontraditional fields, (b) conduct interviews
with graduates who have entered nontraditional fields, and

(c) insert statistics on median salaries in various fields.

2. Displays (in lobbies, libraries, etc.) should present non-
stereotyped depictions of courses and activities.

3. Other printed materials:

a. Nonsexist career materials should be included in each
school library and counselor's office (see bibliography
at end of Chapter 6)-

b. Handbooks, program descriptions, course syllabi, etc.,
should be free of sex stereotyping. For example, a
question found in a teacher's handout in a foods class_
contained a question which is probablY irrelevant for
most of the females, and certainly irrelevant for the

males: "Is your skirt length appropriate?"

c. More information about potential salaries and job
opportunities should be included in vocational pro-
gram handbooks.

26
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d. Newsletters to parents could be used to inform parents
about sex stereotyping and its possible consequences
for their children.

Curriculum

Revising printed materials, as discussed above, can be time-con-
suming, but these revisions can be made more easily than chrmges in
curricula. School districts or individual schools which sincerely
desire to expand vocational options for all students might want to
consider some or all of the following:

1. Change sex-stereotyped course titles to nonsexist ones.
This recommendation is one of the simplest to implement,
and based on the experiences of the sample schools, it is
surprisingly effective in reducing sex segregation in vo-
cational enrollments. Schools report that even with little,
if any, content revision, changing a Vocational' Agriculture
program to Earth Environment Occupations, Bookkeeping courses
to Accounting, or Cooking classes to Food Production and
Management have substantially increased the number of non-
traditional enrollments in these programs.

2. Provide an unbiased career guidance program which begins in
the elementary school so that students are exposed to the
range of vocational opportunities long before they must make
a choice..

3. Institute a mandatory integrated home economics/industrial
arts course--perhaps to be called "Survival Skillr"--in
junior high school, which can help to break down ; reo-

typed attitudes concerning "appropriate" courses, upations,

and roles for each sex.

4. Allow students to take introductory vocational courses as
electives early in their high school years, and familiarize
students with career options which are available in the
field. Some of the sample schools allowed students to take
vocational agriculture courses under such a plan. Several
females continued in the program as a result.

5. Institute flexible programs which facilitate exploration
of a number of vocational and occupational options. One
member of the visiting team hypothesized that the more
nez.rly a vocational program represents a cluster of occupa-
tions, the more attraction it has for students of the non-
traditienal sex. When several occupations are clustered,
students are more likely to perceive opportunitii not readily
apparr'nt in more narrow vocational programs.



6. Offer anticipatory socialization programs to students who
are about to enroll in a nontraditional vocational area.

7. Offer a Work and Living Options course which integrates in-
formation usually provided in separate World of Work and
Family Living courses. Such a course could help students
to anticipate the probable interaction of their future
work and personal lives.

School Administration

Counselors, teachers, librarians, and other school personnel
can implement the preceding recommendations, but the school's adminis-
tration should provide innovative leadership which fosterS and supports
efforts to overcome-sex stereotyping. The suggestions which follow
affect more than a school's vocational programs, but only when the
overall tone of the school is positive can individual school programs
be truly successful.

1. Institute an Affirmative Action program. In employment and
enrollment recruiting, people of the nontraditional sex
should be actively sought. In a number of the sample schools,
the nontraditional enrollments appeared to have "just happened."
An affirmative action policy calls for active, deliberate re-
cruitment.

2. Establish open forums on sex stereotyping which include
parents, community leaders, and employers as well as
school personnel. The data from our study support the
need for schools to work more closely with parents to
familiarize them with the broad spectrum of occupations
available to all students. One nontraditional female
student noted in a group interview, "Parents sometimes
get the wrong ideas about nontraditional courses in
terms of girls. My dad thinks I'm in architectural
d/afting just to be around a lot of boys."

3. Employ competent women in nontraditional positions in'
the school.

4. Be willing to commit the time and resources necessary to
provide a nonsexist environment. Then establish goals
and objectives for.same.

5. Encourage inservice training-for teachers and counselors
and hold workshops and seminars to sensitize staff to the
issue of sex stereotyping and to help them develop ways
of dealing with the problem.

6. Meet with equal rights groups to publicize the school's
concern with the'issue and to use their expertise in

--working-to-reduce-sexism.
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7. Review all school policies and revise those which dis-
criminate against women. Certification requirements for
teachers could be revised to require the taking of at
least one course on sexism in education.

Policy Implications

The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare enforces Title
IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 primarily through voluntary
compliance. It requires the state and local education agencies that
receive federal funds to specify objectives in detailed plans for
eliminating sex-role stereotyping in vocational educational admissions
and enrollment policies. The plans must also include policies and
procedures for eliminating bias in locally developed curricular materials
and a discussion of the type of grievance procedure to be established by
the recipient institutions to ensure prompt attention to complaints.

Accountability and Incentives

A simple listing of objectives intended to eliminate sex-role
stereotyping does not guarantee results; federal policy holds states
accountable for actual implementation of programs. At the present
time, federal policies have had too little effect on the quality
and seriousness of efforts to implement programs, despite recent
evidence which indicates that the means for implementing federal
programs in local institutional settings are much more important in
effecting change than federal influence on program initiation.5 This
situation may be remedied as a result of the passage of the new
Education Amendments of 1976, which provide funds for the elimination
of sex dis&rimination and gex stereotyping in the nation's schools.

An incentive system that restricts vocational educational funds to
institutions that work to eliminate sex-role stereotyping appeals to the
self-interest of institutions and can help to accelerate change; For
example, potential budget increases can make proposals-for innovation--
such as programs to expand occupational opportunities--more attractive
to educational agencies. Internal organizational support for the
innovative program is another determinant of its success.

The innovative effort is most likely to succeed: (1) the greater
the extent to which the major actors in the implementation process are
drawn from within, rather than outside the accountable agency; (2) the
greater the say they have about how the program will be implemented; and
(3) the greater the degree to which the major actors in the innovative
process are perceived as being competent. In addition, administrative
support for the new program strongly affects its probability of incOrp-
oration. 7
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Program Planning

Ideally, all of the individuals who are responsible for imple-
menting the new policy or programs (suCh as teachers and counselors)
should participate throughout the planning process. In addition, all
of those who may be affected by the program (such as community and
student representatives) should participate in some way. They should
be familiar with local plans for eliminating sex discrimination and
sex bias in vocational education. (Projects such as EVE in Houston,
Texas, and the New Pioneers Project, operated in conjunction with the
North Carolina State Department of Public Instruction, are useful for
increasing teacher and counselor awareness of the existence of sex-role
stereotyping in the schools. See Appendix A.)8 It is also important
that those who are responsible for enforcing sex discrimination legis-
lation monitor the programs after they are incorpotated and not merely
at the initiation stage. Finally, delays in implementation should be
avoided.9 Title II of the Education Amendments of 1976 contains certain
provisions that will facilitate local representation in the planning
process, and receipt of funds for continuation of programs will be upon
annual accountability reports.10

Conclusions

The effort to achieve career selection on the basis of students'
interest and aptitudes rather than their sex must have the support
of the school administration and ideally should include all school
personnel as well as parents, students, and other members of the
community. A single committed counselor or a single committed voca-
tional teacher can make a difference, hut the difference will prob-
ably affect only those students with whom that person comes into
contact. For a lasting Change in the educational program, commitment
of all involved parties is required.

The,recommendations listed above are not all-inclugive. There
are undoubtedly a host of other actions which interested people can
take. Rather, these suggestions-are meant as a stimulus to further
action.

The_Education_Amendmez t e _en a ct ob

12, 1976, P.L. 1/94-482
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FOOTNOTES

1
Some of :he rEcrms used in this report may be unfamiliar. A

few definitions are in order.

Sex-role Stereotyping--the unconscious or conscious values and
assumptions which stereotype the sexes and channel females and
males into those attitudes, interests, activities, and goals
considered "appropriate" for their particular sex.

Sexism--any attitude, action, or institutional structure which
systematically subordinates a person or group on the basis of
gender.

Nontraditional Students--students who are enrolled in courses
or programs which are not typical for their sex; e.g., males in
home economics or females in vocational agriculture. Since the
present study found very few females who were enrolled in hard
core male programs, and because in some instances a program
which was typically male in one school was not in another, the
judgment of ilocal coordinators and past enrollment patterns
were relied upon to determine whether a program was nontradi-
tional for males or females.

Traditional Students--students who are enrolled in courses or
programs which are typical for their sex.

2John J. Pietrofesa and Nancy K. Schlossberg, "Counselor Bias
and the Female Occupational Role," in Women in the Society and Economy,
Nona Glazer-Malbin and H. Y. Walker, eds., (Chicago: Rand McNally,

1971).

3Robert Rosenthal and Lenore Jacobsen, pyamalion in-the Classroom:
Teacher Expectations-and-Pupilsl-Intellectual-Development-(New York:
Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1968).

4Eleanor Maccoby and Carol Jacklin, The Psychology of Sex Dif-
ferences, (Stanford, California: Stanford University Press, 1974).

5
Paul Berman and Milbrey Wallin McLaughlin, Federal Programs
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R-1589/4-HEW (Santa Monica: Rand, April 1975), p. 24.

6
Robert K.-791r ,?1= al., A Review of Case Studies of Technological
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I1,id. See also Michael Radnor et al. "Implementation in

Operations Research and R&D in Government and Business Organization,"
Operations Research, Vol. 18 (November-December 1970), pp. 967-991 and
Richard'S. Rosenbloom and John R. Russell, New Tools for Urban Manage-
ment, Harvard Business School, 1971.

8
For a description of this project see The Federal Education

Project Newsletter, May 1976, PP. 1-4 or Appendix A of this report.
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CHAPTER 1

THE CHANGING ROLE OF WOMEN IN THE WORLD OF WORK

Introduction

Because nine out of ten women now in secondary schools will york
outside the home at some time during their lives, and often for most
of their lives, young women need counseling and training that will
enable them to obtain fulfilling jobs that pay well and offer prospects
for advancement. Recent government data indicate an increasing need
for noncollege-educated workers with vocational or technical training in
a number of fields, including lithographic (offset) printing, computer
programming, photo lab occupations, welding, sewage plant operations,
cosmetology, cement maonry, sheet metal work, electrical repair, mechanics,
food processing, and health occupations.1 Many of these fields have
effectively excluded women or have not been considered desirable by
women themselves. In recent years, however, socioeconomic changes and
legislation and court decisions which mandate nondiscriminatory practices
in education and hiring have begun to clear the way for women to par-
ticipate in nontraditional occupations.

This study attempts to discover whether women are being enrolled
and how wall they are being trained in secondary school vocational pro-
grams which prepare them for traritionally male occupations, as well
as with wrays to increase their -..ticipation in these programs. This
chapter 4-uvides a perspective TIor the study by presenting information
relevant :to the changi-ng role o women in the world of wotL.

Socioe cmLomic Chanzes

Wor=- c_11..tinue to enter:the labor force in steadily increasing
numbers :Tr 19213, ahout 20 lam-rcent of the lahOr force were women;
by 1975 alimast 50 percent of :ail women between sixteen and sixty-four
'were el-qe-r- working or seeking:, work (see Table 1-1). Forty percent of

women now work cut:side their homes. Over the 3n-ct

decade, ai ]. number of female-neaded households increased considerably.
Ten yea.L.s7ago, one out of ey ten families was headed by a woman;
in Marcb 73, the figure was ane in eight.2 Forty-two percent of
women workers were single, mddamed, divorced, or separated in March
1973. _An_additional 19 percent had spouses who earned less than

3 4
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TABLE 1-1

Women in the Labor Force,
Selected Years, 1900-75

Year

Women in
labor force
(thousands)

Women in lobor force as
percent of

Total labor
force

All women of
working age

1900 5,114 18 20
1910 7,889 21 .'25

1920 8,430 20 23

1930 10,679 22 24

1940 12,845 24 25

1945 19,270 30 36

1950 18,412 29 34

1955 20,584 30 36

1960 23,272 32 38

1965 26,232 34 39

1970 31,560 37 43

1972 33,320 37 44

1975* 70,000 40 46

Source: "The Economic Rale of Women," reprinted fro-1 Economi- Report
of the President, 1973. Washington: Women's Bureau, Employment
SiiivJards lvfministratinn, Departmcnt of Labor, 1973, p. 91.

Department of Ilbor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. Monthly
Labor Review (Have-7.- .1975), p. 2.

$7,000 annn,=11y.
3 E.pre-than one-third of the poverty level households

have women as their sole heads,4 and in 1973, about one-half of5 the
family inc.:1=es of $15,mo and over included two income sources. Thus,

for many farilies,the combined incomes of husband and wife are neces-

sary to madetain a.Middle---class standard of living, and for many ottNers,

a woman's income provides the sole means oT support.

Adul.:: women ar s. now working more frequently and for longer
periods trtan they rilelves would have expected. A Jongitudinal
study conZue2.ed het:we-eh 1968 .ar. 1970 by :rile renter EOT Haman Re-

source 7.&7e'arch, The Ohio State.- University, found that about two-fifths

24
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of the 14 to 24 year old women surveyed had altered their career plans
for age 35 during those years. They moved overwhelmingly in the di-
rection of entry into the labor force in addition to or instead of
the role of homemaker. The 4evised nlans expressed by the fourteen to
twenty-four year olds (Table 1-2., are consistent with current labor
force participation rates of women aged thirty-five to forty-four--61
percent for black women and 51 percent for white women.

MILE 1-2

Proportion of Women Age 14 :-7.01 24 Planning to Work at Age 356

Race 1968 1970

Black . . 47 59

White 27 42

While many women work of necessity, studies also indicate that
the majority of women workers womld continue to work even if they omzld
live comfortably without rheir eatnings.7 This preference man be aLtli-
buted in part to several factors, including a higt need fmr achievement
accompanied by a desire for upwarE social Inability and a 'Ea-sire for a
sense of competence."8

Other factors which also affe the probability of voromem's working
may be the declining birth rate;9 shift tn the population from rural
to urban areas where jobs are MOTe aecesathle; and the shif-t in -nonfarm
employment from the goods to the saavires -=eect=z that occurred_aullowing
World War II, resulting in an expaion of 7.3rrional anti zleical
employment. (The professional, cl,=---feal act_ seLvice occupations now

account for two-thirds of all womer emp1oyac..)111 The lattem-fartors
may be related to the higher educational attainment of women in the
last ten years. In 1967, the median number of school years cam/eted
by females 25 years of age and older was 10.9 years; in 1970 the figure
rose to 12.1 years--the same as for males. This relationship between
educational levels and employmemt may occur "not merely because education
facilitates employment but cdso ecause eau=ation is a mani:-.7.?station of

a stimulation of the achieveme motivation."1-

Although the role of the en's movement as a catalys: fiL__ these

changes is difficult to assess, the existence and growth or the-move-
ment during the 1960s serve& to challenge rhe notion that elmnomic
necessity is the only justificarion for wolIMIr to work, and tto establish
the right of women to work in occupations traditionally res,-_rinted to

men. The women's movement has also defined end defended rights which
can be attained through the courts and haslpmestioned the validity of
claims by occupational gatekeepers (such as educrtional institutions
or trade unions) that women are not presently working in aurtain posi-

tions bLcause they lack the aptitude or quolifications az do not want

the responsibility. 12
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The women's movement, whether a catalyst in this area or not,
has supported women who choose to pursue nontraditional life styles.

Even so, the women's movement and legislative and judicial actions

tfiat affect women have not yet had widespread effect in changing pat-

terns of employment opportunity, particularly in traditionally male-

dominated fields. Ehrlich (1974) pointed out:

Anyone who thinks that the Women's Movement has changed

this situation substantially is deluded by the few sporadic

cases that won publicity. Ten years after the rebirth of the

Women's Movement,...even within the same job categories, women

earn less than men [see Tables 1-3 and 1-41. Occupational

segregation is greater for women now than at the turn of the

century. In fact, 68 percent of one sex would have to change

jobs to equalize the distribution of the sexes in occupations.

This is a major reason for the wage differentials between

males and females. Women hold the majority of the low status,

low-paying jobs. Vocations such as secretaries, clerical

workers, household workers, telephone operators, stenographers,

practical nurses, typists, sewers and stitchers are filled 90

percent or more by women.13

U.S. Department of Labor statistics confirm Ehrlich's contentions.

These figures indicate that a female college graduate will probably

earn less money than a male high school graduate, and a female high

school graduate will not earn as much as a male with less than eight

years of school, despite the passage of 2qual opportunity legislation.

This earnings differential is largely due to the different types of

occupations men and women tend to hold.

In fact, in 1971, nearly one-fifth of employed women with four

years of college were working as service workers (including private

household), operatives, sales workets,or
clerical workers, as were

some two-thirds of those who had completed one to three years of col-

lege.14 The data for February 1976 continue to show 65 percent of

working women participating in three major occupational categories--

clerical workers,
operatives, and service workers (see Table 1-4).

Some progress in the elimination of occupational stereotyping is

occurring, but changes are gradual. Laws and regulations have helped

to curb overt discrimination, but subtler forms persist. The schools

can help to rememdy this situation (see the Executive Summary). Outten-

tag reports in a recent (1975) study of sex stereotyping that "...less

sexist definitions of male and female family socioemotional roles could

have an ameliorative effect on the stresses which many women now exper-

ience.... The schools are one socializing instrument which can imme-

diately serve in the primary prevention of sexism."15
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TABLE 1-3

Median Earnings of Year-Round Full-Time
Workers, by Sex, 1970-74

(Persons 14 years of age and ov' 7)

Year
Median Earnings
Women Men

Women's Median
Earnings as
Percent of Men's

1974 $6,972 $11,835 57

1973 6,335 11,186 57

1972 5,903 10,202 58

1971 5,593 9,399 59

1970 5,323 8,966 59

Source: "A Statistical Portrait of WoMen in -the U.S.," U.S. Department
of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. (Current Population Reports: Special
Studies: Series P-23, No. 58, Washington, D.C., 1976), p. 48.

Legislative Initiatives

The Vocational Education Act

The Vocational Education Act of 1963 was amended in 1968 to extend
vocational education to wider segments of the population. It authorizes
grants for innovative programs to states, nonprofit agencies,or other
institutions; provides stipends for training of vocational personnel;
and supports training for new kinds of occupations and improved voca-
tional counseling and guidance for young people.

According to the data of the U.S. Office of Education (1971-1972),
73.4 percent of all women enrolled in vocational training programs
were in either consumer and homemaking fields (45.4 percent) or office
occupations (28.0 percent). In contrast, 58.4 percent of the male
students were enrolled in technical, trade and industrial, or agri-
cultural programs.16

While ,;ome advances have been made in widening occupational op-
portunities for young women, especially by the Federal GOvernment,

1972 was the last year the Office of Education collected enroll-
ment data by sex. It will do so again beginning July.1976, but according
to the Federal Education Project's September 1976 newSletter, only for the
large,t schools in each state (about 10 percent oLall schools offering
vocational programs).
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TABLE 1-4

Occupational Distribution of Employed Persons by Education, Sex, and Income, 1970

High School College Graduates
Median Income of Year-Round Full-

Time Workers

1-3 Years 4-Years

Percent

Men

Percent

Women Men Women

Women's

Earnings

as Percent

of Meels

Percent

Men Women

Percent

Men Women

technical

workers 2.8 3.6 7.6 7.1 58.9 77.4 $11,806 $7,878 66.7

proprietors 6.9 2.9 11.4 3.8 20.1 4.8 12,117 6,834 56.4

5.6 10.2 7.5 8.1 8.6 2.3 9,750 4,188 42.8

kindred workers 6.8 25.3 10.0 50.4 4.9 12.1 8,617 5,551 64.4

25.6 2.4 26.4 1.8 3.3 .4 9,254 5,089 55.0

27.3 22.5 20.6 11.4 1.4 .6 7,623 4,510 59.2

ers 9.9 1.6 5.3 .8 .5 .1 6,563 4,291 65.4

and foremen 1.9 .6 .9 .3 .2 .1 3,519

arm managers 2.2 .2 2.9 .2 .8 .1 1,260

rs excluding

ehold 10.8 25.4 7.5 14.5 1.4 1.9 6,955 3,953 56.8

hold service

.2 5.2 (1) 1.7 (1) .3 2,101

-nomic Problems of Women, Hearings before the Joint Economic Committee, Congress of the 'United States, Ninety

s, First Session, Part I, July 10, 11, and 12, 1973, Washington: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1973,
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women in the 1970s continue to perform a narrow range of traditionally
female occupations (see Table 1-5). It is interesting to note that the
proportion of women in professional and technical jobs has declined sharply
over the pas.t thirty-five yelrs7-from 45 percent in 1940 to 37 percent in
1969, and to lb percent in 1976--despito the fact that the proportion of
women who work rose from 29 to 46 percent over the same period of time.

17

The,U.S. Bureau of the Census lists 250 distinct occupations, but half
of all women workers are employed in only twenty-one of them. (In fact,
one-fourth of all working women are employed in only five occupations:
secretary/stenographer, household worker, bookkeeper, elementary school
teacher, and waitress) .18 The U.S. Office of Education recognizes
that while an additional 200,000 technicians of all kinds are needed
each year, less than half of this number are being graduated from
formal training programs.19

The problem of the expansion of training and employment opportunities
to include more women is certainly not new. Proposed solutions were
suggested over fifty years ago, but no legislative action was taken at
that time. A survey in 1921 by Bertha M. Nienburg of the Women's Bureau
of the U.S. Department of Labor discussed the training opportunities
which existed for girls at the secondary school level. She observed
then the same conditions which are prevalent today--most programs were
confined to general subjects, home economics, and commercial arts.
She advocated the admission of girls to male-dominated courses and en-
couraged girls to enter training courses in machine shop practice,
tool and die making, mechanical drafting, metallurgy, automobile me-
chanics, sheet-metal drafting, and electrical instrument making. 20
According to the findings of this study, however, over fifty years later,
only a handful of girls in secondary schools across the country are en-
rolled in hard core male vocational programs.

Title IX of the '!:ducation Amendments of 1972

In recognition of the crucial role that schools play in the
socialization of individuals, which includes the formation of their
ideas about options open to them in the world of work and preparation
for their chosen careers, Title IX of the 1972 Education Amendments
provides that:

no person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex,
be excluded from participation in, be denied benefits of,
or be subjected to discrimination under any education
program or activity receiving federal financial assistance.

21

The major provisions of this title, as they relate to vocational
education; are summarized below.

Admissions and Recruitment. Under Title IX, with regard to admis-
sions, coverage extends to "institutions of vocational education" as
well as to professional schools and schools of higher education, but
public elementary schools and secondary schools (with the exception of
vocational schools) are exempt from this aspect of the Act. However,
even those institutions whose admissions policies are exempt from
coverage must treat students equally once both sexes are admitted.

29
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TABLE 1-5

Women Sixteen Years of Age and Over in the Labor Force
February 1976-75

February 1976
Women of
minority

All wamen races*

February 1975
Women of
minority

All women races*

Occupations of Employed Women

Number (in thousands) 34,213 4,245 32,756 3,996
Percent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Professional and technical workers 16.1 14.8 15.8 12.4
Managers and administrators

(except farm) 5.4 3.2 4.9 2.7
Sales workers 6.4 2.8 6.8 2.7
Clerical workers 35.8 25.1 36.0 26.5
Craft and kindred workers 1.6 1.2 1.4 1.6
Operatives, except transport 11.3 15.0 10.9 13.6
Transport equipment operatives .6 .4 .6 .6

Nonfarm laborers 1.0 1.4 1.0 1.4
Private household workers 3.0 9.2 3.6 11.3
Service workers (except private

household) 17.9 26.5 18.1 27.0
Farmers and farm managers .2 -- .3 --

Farm laborers and supervisors .5 .3 .7 .5

Unemployment Rates
(not seasOnally adjusted)

Total 16 years and over 9.1 14.2 9.5 13.6
16,to 19 years 19.1 34.5 19.0 40.2
20 years and over . 8.0 12.5 8.4 11.2

Percent of unemployed seeking
part-time work 24.5 19.7 23.0 20.0

Full-Timetrart-Time Vork
(nonagriculture)

Percent on full-time schedules 70.1 75.8 69.8 72.8
Percent on part-time schedules 29.9 24.2 30.2 27.2

*Includes all races other than white; Spanish-speaking persons are included in
the- white population.

Source: Data uistributed by.Women's Bureau, U.S. Department of Labor, March 1976.
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The regulations under Title IX prohibit sex discrimination in
recruitment and admissions policies, including "The separate ranking
of applicants, application of sex-based quotas, administration of sex-
biased tests or selection criteria, and granting of preference to
applicants based on their attendance at particular institutions, if
the preference results in sex discrimination."

Application of rules concerning marital or parental status in a
manner which discriminates in admissions on the basis of sex is spe-
cifically prohibited. The regulation states that disabilities re-
lated to pregnancy and related conditions must be treated in the same
manner and under the same policies as any other temporary disability
or physical condition.22 In addition, the use of tests which are
shown to have a disproportionately adverse effect on members of one
sex must be shown to be valid indicators of performance before they
are used. Furthermore, they may be used only if alternative tests or
criteria which do not have a disproportionately adverse effect are
shown to be unavailable.23

Treatment. All schools must treat students without discrimina-
tion on the basis of sex. Specifically, the regulation covers the
following areas:

1. Access to and participation in course offerings and
extracurricular activities;

2. Eligibility for and receipt or enjoyment of benefits,
services, and financial aid;

3. Use of facilities (comparability and availability)
and policies or practices concerning occupancy. 24

Curricular Materials. The final regulation does not confront the
problem of sex-biased textbooks. In fact, the final regulation ex-
plicitly states that "nothing in the regulation shall be interpreted
as requiring or Trohibiting or abridging in any way the use of par-
ticular textbooks or curricular materials." The wording of the final
regulation was adopted because the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare (HEW) decided that the imposition of restrictions in curricu-
lar materials "would inevitably limit communication and thrust the
Department into the role of federal censor."25

HEW has indicated that it will increase its efforts to provide
research, assistance, and guidance to local educational agencies in
the area of curricular materials. Specific policies and procedures
for eliminating bias in curricular materials, however, will be left
to local, authorities to devise.26 The findings of the present study
indicate that curricular and guidance materials, including tests and
vocational booklets (see Chapters 2 and 6), often present sex-stereotyped
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information, and Ehat the number of unbiased texts and other educa-

tional materials available is limited.

Enforcement. HEW's enforcement record under Title IX has caused

various groups to charge that HEW has been remiss in several respects:
(1) its failure to issue a final regulation until three years after
enactment of Title IX; (2) its failure to enforce even the clearcut,
unambiguous provisions during the interim; (3) its failure to provide

adequate notice to school administrators of Title IX requirements, and
(4) its failure to consider Title IX a high priority concern.27

HEW has also failed to give institutions covered by Title IX'
adequate notice of their rights and responsibilities.28 Not until
July 1975 did the Department require institutions to submit assurances
that they will comply with Title IX. The requirement of an assurance
of compliance would have ensured at a minimum that all institutions
were.aware that they were covered by the legislation.

It is said that HEW has also been deficient in collecting the basic

survey data that it needs to pinpoint compliance problems in schools

that offer vocational programs. The Federal Education Project's News-
letter of September 1976 states that "the 1976-77 school year has begun,

but OCR [Office for Civil Rights, the title IX enforcement arm of HEW]

still has not finalized its planning, much less mailed out the survey
forms." A survey conducted in 1974 of the nation's "specialized" voca-,
tional schools revealed thatalmost all responding schools have potential
sex discrimination problems.29

Enforcement of Title IX will continue to be sought primarily
through voluntary compliance. If attempts to secure voluntary com-

pliance fail, enforcement action may occur by: (1) administrative

proceedings to terminate federal financial assistance, or (2) other

legal means, including referral to the Justice Department for initia-

tion of court proceedings. The second means of enforcement does not

jeopardize the recipient's federal funds."

The final regulation requires recipient institutions to initiate

programs of self-evaluation to determine the extent of sex discrimina-

tion within their schools by July 1976. Schools are also required

to take whatever steps are necessary to end this discrimination, a

record of which is to be kept on file for three years. The intent

of the self-evaluations is to reduce the existing sex discrimination

without resort to federal intervention by ensuring that responsible.-

school officials are aware of the extent of discrimination based on

sex in their schools. The procedure will enable HEW to take intoac-

count those actions already initiated by the recipient institution

as dresult of the self-evaluation when determining.thc.necessary

corrective measures.31
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The regulation also requires the establishment of grievance

procedures for students and employees to facilitate compliance and

achieve prompt correction of complaints. The recipient institution
is allowed considerable flexibility in choosing the type of grievance

procedure to be established.32

Affirmative action efforts are permitted but not reguired to

overcome the effects of conditions which have resulted in limited

participation in all or a part of the recipient's education program.

Affirmative actions are required only when the limited participation

of one or the other sex was due to discriminatory policies recently

in effect at the schoo1.33

The affirmative action concept, when applied to employers, re-

quires that they do more than merely refrain from discriminatory

practices. The employer must actively attempt to eliminate employ-

ment barriers for women. Although schools are not required to pro-

mote equality in this way, schools can take many steps, some of them

quite simple, to help women to enter nontraditional vocations. Some of

these steps are suggested in the Executive Summary of this report.

The Education Amendments of 1976

To date, the government's enforcement priorities.have not empha-

sized the elimination of discrimination based on sex. The passage of

the Education Amendments of 1976 (S.2657) in October of 1976 may help

to remedy this situation, since the new law incorporates incentive and

accountability provisions aimed at eliminating sex stereotyping in

vocational education. The new bill provides at least $50,000 per year

to each state that establishes (within the state.board of education or

any appropriate agency) an office for the elimination of sex stereotyping

in educational programs; funds for special project grants to assist in

overcoming sex bias; and additional funds that may be used to train

counselors in the "changing work patterns of women and ways of over-

coming sex stereotyping.".34

Title II of the Education Amendments of 1976 is designed to rectify

some of the shortcomings in existing legislation by focusing attention

on the elimination of sex stereotyping in vocational education as a

national objective. The requirement that each state must submit detailed

plans for eliminating sex stereotyping, followed by annual assessments

of the states' success in achieving their goals, will provide local,

state, and federal officials with information about the extent of sex

stereotyping and the relative success of various techniques used to

eliminate it. Feedback to state and local officials from the federal

government will include suggestions about how programs can be improved.

However, legislation that requires accountability at the state and

local levels can provide only an external impetuss--it cannot guarantee

the elimination of sex stereotyping. The key to success rests in locally

effective programs.'
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Summary

The time lag between enactment of legislation barring sex discrimina-
tion and the emergence of truly meaningful and widespread social change
seems to be a long one, but societal attitudes are slow to adjust to

unaccustomed ideas and practices which promote sexual equality. As

Lyle and Ross have noted in Women in Industry "The most important
changes which will bring about equal employment opportunities lie
beyond the realm of federal enforcement. They are changes in social
attitudes about women and work. We have to rethink our ideas about
what is proper women's work and the commitment of women to their jobs.
We must reevaluate the way in which we educate young women and the oc-
cupations we encourage them to enter."35

Because nine out of ten high school women will work outside the

home for some part of their lives, because not enough traditionally

female jobs will exist to accommodate the women who must work in the

future, and because shortages of skilled labor which could be per-

formed by women exist right now, encouraging women to enter trnditionallY

male vocations makes good economic, political, and social sensa. Per-

haps better than any other.single agency, schools can effect those

changes which will contribute to the expansion of opportunity for

women. -Th.ey can provide increased access te a range of e'dmnational

and training -programs which will lead women to careers in aath tradi-

tional amd nmntraditional occupations.
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CRAFTER 2

SOCIALIZATION IN THE WORLD OF WORK,
THE HOME, AND THE SCHOOLS

Introduction

Vocational education has a unique opportunity to contribute to the
goal of career selection on the basis of interest and aptitude rather
than on sex-based probabilities. It can do so by offering equal access
to both females and males to all vocational programs, thus niaetimizing
the probability of success in the world of work for all candidates.
HOWeVer, the data presently available indicate that many current prac-
tices in vocational education reflect the prevalent sex stereotypes.

Educational institutions tend to share and perpetuate the dominant
norms, values, and role expectations of the total culture. Students
and school personnel are the products of a variety of socializing influ-
ences. As a result, change in educational institutions is a alow pro-
cess, because everyone does not agree on the need for change or how it
should be effected. When the proposed change threatens long-held be-
liefs about appropriate behavior for males and females, the process may
be even slower. Although legislative and judicial mandates prescribe
elimination of sex discrimination in education and employment,cultural
practices and attitudes continue to exert strong pressures that result
in sex-stereotyped work roles. OpportUnities in the world of work,
socialization in the home, and sex atereotyping in schools and curricular
materiale are three major cultural influences on the vocational choices
of students.

Women and the World of Work

One of the realities facing any female student who must choose
a vocation is the situation that currently exists in the world of work,
discussed in detail in the previous chapter. Cultural role models for
female students tend to reflect limited occupational choice and achievement.
Many jobs have been limited to males because of the costs of on-the-job
training. Employers often have not been willing to risk the time and
expense on training a woman when they believed she would not stay on the job
or would have a higher rate of absenteeism than men. Many employers'
attitudes wele formed when most women workers were young and single
and'likely to leave the labor force upon marriage. These attitudes
prevail even though the data suggest that women's career patterns have
changed. Jaffe and Ridley found that the majority of women who work
do not move in pld out of the labor force.1
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Even when women are hired, they are frequently denied the incen-
tives which result in men's staying on the job, perhaps due partly to
the widespread belief that it is best not to have women as supervisors,
particularly of male workers. High occupational aspirations on the
part of married women are particularly suspect, because they are seen
as interfering with family responsibilities.

Young girls continue to be influenced by occupational segregation
which was established in the past because women worked for low wages,
were perceived as having the alternative of homemaking in times of con-
tracting labor demand, and performed jobs for which they had been trained
through the socialization process.2 Although such occupational segrega-
tion was never valid, many of the practices which gave rise to it are
now illegal. Young girls must be educated to the realities of the labor
market and to the opportunities which are available to them under the
law.

Socialization in the Home

WitlIr little or no formal preparation for the role, parents have
the maj,or responsibility for the initial socialization of children.
This process of social shaping is of great importance in children's
acquisition of sex-typical behavior, self-esteem, vocational aspiration,
and vocational choice. While extensive research has been conducted to
determine the differential effects of this socialization process on male
,and female children, most studies,have been done within sex using tradi-
tional definitions of feminine and masculine behavior. This body of
normative research forms the base of our current understanding of the
outcome of parental influence. Another factor to be borne in mind is
that past research has emphasized interactions-of mother and child rather
than the effects of both parents.

Research on differential socialization of males and females includes
total.parent-child interaction, verbal interaction, parental warmth,
granting of autonomy, reaction to the child's aggression, negative
sanctions, pressure to achieve, and parental response to children's
sexuality. Regardless of the focus of the research, in generalizing
about differential socialization, Maccoby and Jacklin note:

On the whole, these studies indicate that parents are trying

to socialize children of both sexes toward the same major

goals, but they believe they are starting from different
points, with each sex having a different set of "natural"

liabilities and assets.3

Many experts think that it is this belief in different inherent
qualities, rather than any such qualities themselves, that results
in different outcomes for females and males. Kagan and Moss have noted,

some behavioral differences in male and fema.Le children as early as

six months. By three years of age, cultural norms regarding sex-specific

behavior hre been well learned and are reflected in both play and task
selection.
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This difference in behavior is not surprising in view of the re-

search conducted by Rubin, Provenzano, and Luria, who report on parents'

descriptions of their newborn children. Even though there were no

significant differences in the infants' birth weights, birth lengths

or Apgar scores (a rating scale used routinely for newborns), female

children were more likely to be described as "little," "beautiful,"

and "resembles her mother." Fathers made more extreme and stereotyped

rating judgments of newborns than did mothers.5

In summarizing what research has shown about sex differences, Maccoby

and Jacklin report the following sex differences to be fairly well esta-

blished:

1. Females have greater verbal ability than males.

2. Males excel in visual-spatial ability.
3. Males excel in mathematical ability.

4. Males are more agressive.

They cite the following beliefs asunfounded:

1. Females are more "social" than males.

2. Females are more "suggestible" than males.

3. Females have lower*seIf-esteem.

4. Females are better at rote learning and simple repetitive

tasks, males at tasks that require higher level cognitive

processing and the inhibition of previously learned responses.

5. Males are more "analytic."
6. Females are affected by heredity, males by environment.

7. Females lack achievement motivation.

8. Females are auditory, males visual.6

Regardless of the research evidence, parents continue to operate

upon what they believe (consciously or unconsciously), and cultural sex

stereotypes foster and perpetuate the unfounded.beliefs. The socializa-

tion process proceeds a generation behind time, because most parents

react to a child's behavior in terms of their present feelings with

little thought to the ultimate consequence that behavior and their

reaction to it may have for the future adult role of their child.

One expression of sex-role stereotyping in the family occurs in the

assignment of household tasks to various family members. In a study of

task responsibilities of 806 school-age children, Lynch found that tradi-

tional patterns prevail, with girls doing,l'girls' Amrk"and boys doing

"boys' work."7 As if in preparation for future life situations (when they

are likely to work both inside and outside the home), the girls' participa-

tion was more intense. As early as nine to eleven years of age, female

children did eight minutes of work for every five minutes contributed by

male children. At ages twelve to seventeen, females worked at household

tasks at about double the rate of males.
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Another subtle means of teaching "appropriate" sex-role behaviors
is the differential selection of toys provided to male and female
children. Because children's play is their work, toys are their tools
and the means whereby they learn future roles.8 Male children have
traditionally been the recipients of action toys such as trucks, guns,
building kits, and sports equipment; girls have been given dolls, doll
houses and dishes for playing "mother."

Although based on a small sample, the work of Will,.Self, and
Datan indicates that mothers respond only to external clothing cues
when the actual sex of the child is not known. They presented dolls
and smiled more at the infant they believed to be female. Similarly,

mothers presented trains to the child they believed to be male. Even

though mothers behaved differently on the basis of what they believed
a particular child's sex to be, they all stated that there was no dif-

ference in the way six-month infants ought to act.9

The findings of the present study tend to support those of the

earlier studies cited here with regard to differentiation of tasks per-

formed by females and males and toys presented to children by their

parents. Parents of female students in nontraditional vocational
programs reported that they tried to influence their daughters' career

choices by giving appropriate toys, and female students and their parents

reported that female children spend More time.on household tasks than .

tales.

Parents exert influence on their children's vocational aspira-

tions and their selection of an area of work. Investigations of
parental influence have focused on father-son and mother-daughter re-

lationships. Women's career orientation seems to be linked with their

mothers' employment histories,10 but it has been noted that relatively
little is known about career decision patterns of women at the present
time.11 One of the major difficulties in studying women's career develop-
ment is the central position that marriage occupies in their future plans.
It does seem that if a woman'works at an early age, she is likely to be
working at Older ages. In fact, according to Jaffe and Ridley, if pre-
sent trends continue, 75 percent of women between the ages of 41g and 60
will be in the work force in the future.

In the present study, the role that parents play in their children's

career choi:ce is difficult to determine with accuracy, but several points

can be made. That parents influence their children's attitudes is

clear: students and parents tend to agree in their assessments of the
individual student's characteristics and about appropriate roles for

women. Parents of nontraditional female students were more,likely to

support equal occupational opportunities than others. Parents' responses

to questionnaire items are explored in greater detail in Chapter 4.
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Sex-Stereotyping_in Schools

The stated purpose of schools is to educate and equalize
opportunity for all citizens. Indications are, however, that
student success is primarily dependent upon race, socioeconomic
class, and sex.12

It has been noted that one of the most interesting phenomena
about sexism in public education is the openness with which it is
practiced.13 Although Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972
mandates that sex discrimlnation be eliminated in federally assisted
education programs, teachers' interactions with male and.female stu-
dents continue to be biased in many cases.

Teachers

Sex-stereotyped behavior on the part of teachers, particularly
toward elementary school students, is reported by Levy as follows:

For girls, the schools' expectations and traditional sex-roles
are congruent and provide a strong double-barreled message re-
inforcing girls' obedience, docility, and dependence. For boys,
the school's expectations often conflict with traditional sex-
role expectations, resulting in a confusing double message:
Be aggressive, active, achieving, and independent (be masculine),
but also be passive, quiet, and conforming .(be a good pupil),14

The preponderance of women as teachers (particularly in nursery'
and elementary schools) deprives male students of sex-specific role
models; but most traditionally male vocational courses are taught by
men, which deprives female students of sex-specific role models. Male
students, moreover, receive more of the teacher's active attention than
do females. This attention takes the form of more one-to-one instruc-
tion, more expressions of approval and disapproval, and more active
listening on the part of the teacher.

i5

Teachers, like employers, may expect females or males to perform
specific tasks because of the belief that the traits needed are con-
sidered, though not necessarily proven to be, attributes of one sex.
The Johnson O'Connor Research Foundation Human Engineering Laboratory
reports that in testing on twenty-two aptitude and knowledge areas, no
sex difference exists in fourteen areas; women excel in six; and man
ekcel in two.16 Often, however, as technology makes a previously re-
quired sex-linked trait obsolete (and even when the job required no
particular ".male" or "female" qualitites to begin with), jobs or training
for jobs are not necessarily open to members of both sexes.

Teachers in the present study's sample do not actively discriminate
against female- in their classes, but they do perceive differences be-
tween maJe and female students, some of which are sex-stereotyped. There
is no evidence to suggest that teachers actively encourage nontraditional
enrollments (see Chapter 7).
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Curricular Materials

Teachers' behavior based on sex stereotypes works to the disad-
vantage of both male and female students; however, female students are

most disadvantaged by sex-stereotyped classroom or counseling materials.

Women on Words and Images, a task force of the National Organization for

Women (NOW), reports that both the number of females portrayed and the

manner in which they are portrayed in elementary school readers are

detrimental to females.17 (It must be borne in mind, however, that de-

fining and measuring sex-role stereotyping presents methodological prob-

lems due to the subjective nature_of ratings.)18

While the impetus for concern about sex stereotyping in educational

materials arose as a result of the women's movement, the subsequent

concern expressed by teachers' associations and others has influenced

major pal;lisners. The tone of more recent materials indicates that
deliberate efforts are being made and will continue to be made to
eliminate sex stereotyping in curricular materials (see Chapter 6,

Bibliography). Despite this trend, many materials now in use are quite

inadequate.

Educational materials to which students are exposed reinforce

the negative aspects of sex-role stereotypes. Female characters in
classroom materials are more likely to be portrayed as passive, incom-

petent, fearful, and likely to retreat, to the home for support in de-

manding situations. Females are also presented as capitalizing on
their appearance rather than on their intelligence. Most women in

educational materials are presented as housewives or professionals,

roles which do not reflect the range of roles of all modern women,

and which are not varied enough to serve as positive models for the

future. Male characters, in contrast, are adventurous, brave, resource-

ful, industrious, and generally in charge of themselves and situations.

The males show neither weaknesses nor emotion, nor do they care about

how they look.
19 The role models presented by such materials for

either sex are decidedly incomplete.

At least two studies have examined the degree of sex bias in

career guidance materials. To the extent that many such materials

categorize jobs as "male" or "female," use one-sex illustrations,

and present sex-based norms, they serve to reinforce existing sex

role stereotypes in the world of work.20

Guidance materials vary widely in their appropriateness for

either sex. Considerable career guidance material depicts blatantly
stereotyped sex-roles in careers, with only women shown as nurses or

secretaries, only men as welders or farmers. Although counselors in

our sample did not use separw_e vocational interest test forms in their

work, some of them did use separate scoring keys for males and females.

One-third of the counselors expressed dissat'sfaction with the VQ-

cational guidance materials currently available (see Chapter 6).
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Counselors

Research evidence to date indicates that many counselors are un-
informed (or misinformed) about the work roles of women. It is diffi-
cult to determine whether counselors are simply misinformed or if they
harbor negative attitudes toward women's labor force participation.21
Although as a group counselors are dedicated to the principle of serv-
ing each client as an individual, the work of several resea.:chers in-
dicates that counselors react negatively to "deviate," nontraditional
career goals, especially when the client is female. The counselors'
own life experiences--sex, marital status, community setting--were
clearly related to the degree to which they accepted the emerging work
roles of women. Some research has also disclosed that male counselors
are more sex-biased than female counselors, although evidence on this
point is conflicting., 22

The present study found that, like teachers, counselors do not
overtly discourage nontraditional enrollments, but they do not en-
courage them, either--and this in schools discOvered after a nationwide
search for those with nontraditional enrollments. (See Chapter 6 for a
more detailed discussion of counselors' roles.)

'..,Jne evidence of the effectiveness of the sex-based socialization
process in schools can be found in the proportion of males to females
in the teaching and administrative positions in schools themselves,
as well as in the higher levels of educational leadership. Figure 1
indicates that although females are well represented in educatioahl de-
grees conferred, they are minimally represented in leadership posi-
tions, particularly those highly visible to students. Estler con-
cludes that this situation results from discrimination.23 Clarke
presents evidence that the percentage of women in such positions is
declining. For example, the proportion of female junior high,school
principals decreased by 9.1 percent between 1950 and 1973.2g
One result of these trends is that female students have fewer models
in leadership roles and both female and male students are deprived of
the experience of seeing women as supervisors of other adults.

Vocational Education

While there may be a tendency to believe that more male students
are enrolled in vocational education programs, between 1970 and 1972*
the proportion of females in all vocational programs was 55 percent,
primarily in traditional female courses. In secondary level programs,
about 66 percent of enrolleeswere women. The female enrollment in
post-seconda2y programs was 39.9 percent, and females represented about
46 percent of adult education enrollments. Figure 2 illustrates the limited
program options selected by women. In discussing this distribution,.
Steele notes that whether by subtle societal conditioning or by overt

The most recent data available. HEW will begin to collect such data
again in 1976.
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FIGURE 1

Proportion of Women at Levels of Educational Leadership
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Teachers
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discriminatory educational practices, limited educational options fg
females obviously lead to fewer opportunities in the world of work.
As Table 2-1 indicates, almost half (45 percent) of the female enroll-
ment is in Consumer Homemaking and Home Economics programs which are

intended to teach wage-earning skills. They are designated "useful"
or "gainful" programs, but if this is the case, they would no doubt

be useful or gainful to males.

Further, the expenditures per student figures suggest that female
students are receiving the short end of the dollar, due to the type
of courses in which they are enrolled. For example, the cost per
student ranges from $191.32 in Trade and Industrial to $65.22 in

Consumer Homemaking. 26 Moreover, student to teacher ratios are less
favorable in traditionally female programs (see Table 2-2).

In general, there seems to have been little improvement in the
status of female students in vocational education since 1967 when

Kaufman, et al., reported:

When the favorable and unfavorable evidence is added up, vo-
cational education does appear to be doing an adequate iob,
but it is being restricted by the prevailing stereotypes as
to the proper occupations for women. These are the same

stereotypes that restrict the vocational self-concepts of young

girls. Few jobs are perceived as appropriate, and even these

are considered subsidiary to the real female roles of wife

and mother.27

Sex discrimination vocational education has aroused consider-

able concern. Testimony at the hearings on this subject before the
Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education of the

Committee on Education and Labor of the U.S. House of Representatives

held March 17 and April 21 and 28, 1975, documented the need for change

and presented some strategies to effect change, many of which were in-

cluded in Title II (Vocational Education) of the Education Amendments

of 1976.

Why, then, do young women report that they are satisfied with
current programs? Trecker suggests three factors: outright exclusion
of females from many vocational opportunities open to males, cultural
pressures and assumptions, and both circumstance and policy in coun-
seling and administration.28 Another factor may be the lack of female
role models within vocational education. In a survey of secondary

vocational teachers (1972), HEW reported the following percentages:

Teachers
Teachers
Teachers
Teachers
Teachers
Teachers

of'agriculture
of technical; T & I
of distributive education -
of health occupations
of home economics
of office occupations

48
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100% male
89% male
77% male
89% female.
!.,S% female

72% female29



TABLE 2-1

Distribution of Total Enrollments in Vocational Education

and Percentage by Sex and Program, 1972*

Total Enrollments in

Vocational Education

% of

Total

Enroll-

ment

Female

Enrollments

Male

Enrollments

Percent

Female

Percent

Male

Females

as % of

Tt;t1

culture

ribution

th

Economics

inful

896,460

640,423

336,652

3,445,698

( 279,966)

7.7

5.5

2.9

29.7

( 2.4)

48,153

290,020

285,071

3,157,935

( 240,948)

848,307

350,403

51,581

287,763

( 39,018

5.4

45.3

84.7

91.6

(86.1)

94.6

54.7

15.3

8.4

(13.9)

27 '2

( 2.

nsumer (3,165,732) (27.3) (2,916,987) (248,745) (92.1) ( 7.9) (25.1)

Homemaking

ce 2,351,878 20.3 1,796,387 555,491 76.4 23.6 15.'.)

nical 337,069 2.9 33,006 304,063 9.8 90.2 .3

e & Industry 2,397,968 20.7 279,680 2,118,288 11.7 88.3 18,3

ial Programs 1,304,619 11.2 582,715 721,904 44.7 55.3 5,0

1 11,602,144 100.9 6,422,115 5,180,029 55.8

ludas below grade 9 and postsecondary enrollments.

ce: Division of Vocational and Technical Education, Summar Data Vocational Education Fiscal Year

Washington: Office of Education, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, May 1973, p. 1.



TABLE 2-2

Vocational Education Programs Percentage Distribution of Enrollment by Sex,

by Total Number of Teachers, by Average Teachers per Student,

and by Teachers per Male and Female Enrollments in 1972*

Average

Total

Teachers

per

Total

Teachers

per

Students Male Female

Percent Percent Total per Enroll- Enroll-

Occupational Areas Male** Female** Teachers** Teacher*** ments** ments*

Agriculture 94.6 5.4 13,270 49.2 12,553.4 716.6

Distribution 54.7 45.3 13,795 67.5 7,545.9 6,249.1

Health 15.3 84.7 14,552 23.1 2,226.4 12,325.5

Consumer & Homemaking 7.9 92.1 34,820 90.9 2,751.0 32,069.0

Home Economics - Gainful 13.9 86.1 6,727 82.9 935.0 5,792.0

Office 23.6 76.4 52,662 44.6 12,428.3 40,233.7

Technical 90.2 9.8 16,820 20.0 15,171.6 1,648.4

Trades & Industry 88.3 12.2 65,105 36.8 57,487.7 7,617.3

Total
AV . 44.6 AV

.55.4 217,751
AV

'47.8 111,099.4 106,651.6

Includes unduplicated enrollments. enrolltents below grade 9, and postsecondary enrollments.

Source: **Division of Vocational.and Technical Education, Trends in Vocational Education Fiscal

Year 1972, Washington: Office of Education, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, June

1973, p. 7.

***Division of Vocational and Technical Education, Summary_pata Vocational Education

Fiscal Year 1972, Washington: Office of Education, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,

May 1973, p. 3.



There is not presently any compilation of data about women
educators at other levels of vocational education. Kievet notes that

anyone concerned with the status of women as professioaal vocational
educators in higher education must rely on observation, deduction, and
specific cases which may or may not be generalizable.30 However, the
sex distribution of women in vocational education appears to follow

that of the secondary programs. (Title II of the Education Amendments
of 1976 authorizes funds for states to gather, analyze, and disseminate

data on the status of men and women students and employees beginning in

1977,)31

Another area about which very little is known is the attitudes
of male vocational educators toward their female colleagues and students.
Gine has said that:

In many places, the attitude toward professional women in
vocational education remains chauvinistic. The myth that
certain occupations are male, and others are female....
persists, and is likely to for a long time. Mixed in with
all this, and hanging on, are such traditional views as
that the male is the chief provider of the family unit while
the married woman's chief role is that of mother and house-
keeper. Such traditions, considered by sane to be societal
mechanisms for keeping women out of the occupational mainstream,
will die hard--if at all. True equality for professional women
in vocational education (or any other profession for that
matter) can take place only when the self-concepts of professional
males are modified with respect to their relationships with
professional women.32

Inservice training sessions or workshops on sex-role stereotyping
for teachers and counselors could be one way of educating both to the
need for broadening the students' range of choice,and might have the
further effect of increasing these professionals' respect for one
another regardless of sex.

Summary

Even though over half of the students in vocational programs are
females, the program selection of female students indicates that the
traditional norms and values of home and society about roles for women
are being reinforced in educational institutions. Women's effective
participation in the work force depends on changing these roles. For

females to select traditionally male occupations, for males to select
traditionally female occupations, and for each to find subsequent em-
ployment in those occupations may require great determination in the
face of many deterrents in the total system.

Sex stereotyping appears to be a realit: in the home, the schools,

and the world of work. While this places constraints on vocational
educators, they are in a position to serve as positive influences. As

one of the major institutions at thr. juncture of home and work, schools

can develop vocational programs that not only compensate for, but
transcend the influences that result in the selection of careers on

sex-based probabilities.
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CHAPTER 3

SAMPLE AND METHODS

Introduction

To meet the objectives of this study it was necessary to identify
ten comprehensive high schools or specialized secondary vocational
schools in which five or more females were enrolled in a traditional
male vocational program;1 and to establish a) the curricular objectives
of these vocational programs, and b) the techniques used to attract
students, to provide occupational preparation, and to place graduates
in appropriate jobs. The study also sought to determine which, if any,
factors in the schools and/or communities in which females have enrolled
traditional male vocational programs appear to contribute to the
acceptance of such enrollment, and what kinds of developmental or
situational characteristics inay differentiate fenales,vho select
traditional male vocational programs from those who do not.

A search was conducte6 for programs which.met the established
. criteria. All fifty state departments of education were contacted.
After the sample schools were selected, they were visited by a team of
vocational educators who investigated the objectives of the selected
programs, recruitment methods used by the schools, occupational prepared,
received by the students, placement of students, and School and community
factors which might contribute to acceptance of nontraditional enrollment

Finally, questionnaires were administered to present and former
traditional and nontraditional students in the same programs and to the

parents of current students in an effort to identify the characteristics,

if any, which distinguish these students from each other. Students were

questioned about their general attitudes toward their high school experi-

ences and their attitudes toward the specific programs which were being

studied. Former students were asked about their occupational experiences

Parents were asked about their methods of child rearing and their satis-

faction with their children's vocational choices. All of the question-

naires addressed educational satisfaction and attitudes toward sex roles.

Identification of Prograns

The U.S. Office of Education was contacted in the hope that its

personnel could suggest the names of at least ten schools which Imd

successfully enrolled females in traditional male vocational programs.

The Office, however, had no knowledge of any such schools, and from

1972 until 1976, it has not required that,the states provide enrollment

data differentiated on the basis of sex Thus, the information needed

for the selection of the sample was not available at the federal level.
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to the directors of vocational education in each state. In some case
the director was reached; in others, the call was referred to someone
else. A member of the project staff spoke with at least one appropri
official in each state, briefly explained the purpose of the study, a
sought state assistance. An explanatory letter providing more detail
followed the telephone calls.

Each state department of education was asked to provide the name
and addresses of.any of its secondary schools (vocational or compre-
hensive) in which five or more females were enrolled in a nontraditio
vocational program in the 1973-74 school year.3 Nontraditional vocat
programs for females were defined to include technical programs,- most
of the Trade and Industrial programs such as carpentry, auto mechanic
welding, and masonry; and agricultural programs such as production
agriculture, livestock science, etc.

The criterion of five females is an arbitrary one, but it was se
lected for several reasons. First, it was necessary to establish a
standard which could be applied to all states. In addition, setting
absolute female enrollment rather than asking for a percentage of tot
enrollment appeared to be a less time-consuming and more realistic
request for state officials to fulfill. Finally, it was decided that
an enrollment of less than five females in a traditional male program
was more likely to represent an effort by a few unusual females to
break the sex barrier rather than an encouraging climate fostered by
the school.

Only two states and the District of Columbia failed to respo:
after several follow-up contacts. Three states declined the initial
request for this information on the grounds that it was too costly
to provide (e.g., necessitating a sper..ial computer run) or too
difficult to fulfill for other reasons, including failure to collect
enrollment data by sex. Three states stated categorically at the .

time of the initial telephone contact that no schools in their states
would meet the study's criterion of five females enrolled in a
trarUtional male vocational program in a single school. Another thre
states checked and found no programs, and two more could not provide
the requested information in discrete enougn form to be useful. Five
states sent the names of schools having programs with females enrolle
which were considered by the project staff to be insufficiently non-
traditional to be included in the sample. Thirteen other states sent
the names and addresses of schools which they believed might have the
required female enrollment. All of the schools suggested were contac
Many of these schools reported that they did not, in fact, have femal
enrollments which met the study's criteria. The remaining nineteen
states provided lists of schools, programs, and 1973-74 enrollment fi
for these programs, based on reports submitted by the local schools t
their state departments of education. Those schools with sizlble
female enrollment in "hardcore" male vocational progyams were contact
and asked to verify their 1973-74 enrollment figures and to provice
projected enrollment fivres for the 1974-75 school year.
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In the spring of 1976, as this project was drawing'to a close, we
conducted a follow-up survey of vocational enrollments in secondary
schools in an effort to update our data. We contacted the departments
of education in the fifty states and the District of Columbia, asking
them to provide their aggregate secondary school enrollments for eaCh
vocational Program by sex. Thirty-two states responded to our request.
Unfortunately, technical problems in the manner of reporting made it
impossible in half of these cases to determine female enrollments on
the secondary level alone. Enrollments were reported by sex, but often
with secondary, postsecondary, and adult enrollments combined.

From the data provided by the remaining fifteen state,J which were
able to identify their female enrollments on the secondary 1vel by
program, we found no great increases in the numbers of high sehool
women enrolling in traditional male vocational programs from 1973-74
to 1975-76. One state did provide figures for 1973-74 and 1974-75,
including the percentage increases in female enrollments during that
period. In that state the proportion of females enrolled in Metals
increased 213 percent--an impressive gain. The actual number of
enrollments howel,er, simply highlights the small number of women
enrolled in the Metals program: eight of 1510 in 1973and twenty-
five of 1595 in 1974. Percentages of females enrol'ed in the Trade
and Industrial programs (aggregate) in the fifteen states which
provided usable data ranged from a low of 2 percent to a high of
22 percent in 1975-76. (It must be remembered that the T&I program
area includes at least one hardcore traditional female program--
cosmetology--and that the large numbers of females who choose this
program boost the overall percentage of women enrolled in the T&I
vocational area.) The percentages of women in agriculture programs
(aggregate) in these fifteen states ranged from a low of 3 percent
to a high of 22 percent in 1975-76. (Female enrollment in ornamental
horticulture may boost the percentages in this area.) It can be seen,
therefore, that while the numbers of females enrolled in nontraditional
programs may be increasing,slowly, the same is not true of proportions..

In the process of verifying enrollment figures with the local
schools, a number of inaccuracies were revealed in the data obtained
at the state level. When contact was made with these school districts,
it was frequently found that females had either never been enrolled
in the cited program(s), or that they had been enrolled in much smaller
numbers than indicated by the lists received from the state departments
of education. The reasons for the discrepancies could not be verified--
perhaps some states' figures do not reflect course completions but
simply the number of students enrolled in class on the first day of
the term. Perhaps the errors resulted from carelessness in transferring
figures from local school reports to district reports to state report
forms. In some cases, the person who provided the project team with
information may have erred in copying figures from state reports, or
in identifying courses coded with Office of Education numbers. Follow-

up contacts, however, revealed enrollment discrepancies even in some
states which provided the project team with computer printouts of

enrollments. An earnest attempt was made to document the enrollment
of females in traditional male vocational programs throughout the
country, but the presentation of the data must be prefaced with a strong
caveat concerning potential errors.
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A list of schools and programs to be considered for possible in-

clusion in the sample was compiled and submitted to the team of voca-

ti7-611 !,1,,ducators who served on the advisory board for the project. At

the outset, it bad been hoped that schools could be identified in which

a number of females were successfully enrolling in hardcore traditional

male vocational programs such as auto mechanics. The search described

above did not uncover sizable enrollments in such programs. Thus, the

schools ultimately seleLted to be included in the sample were those

in which-females had beg, to enroll in vocational programs traditionally

associated more with males than with females, but which do not represent

the extreme male end of the traditional vocational spectrum. In other

words, the programs finally selected were not as hardcore traditionally

male as had been planned.

The advisory board, in consultation with the project staff, selected

the programs which, in their judgment, should be visited and evaluated.

Of sixteen letters sent to school districts inviting:them to participate

in the study, cleven acceptances were received. These schools made up

the study sample. After securing the'cOoperation of the school districts,

each district was asked to designate a person to serve as a local coordinatol

with responsibility for local data collection and liaison between the

participating school and the project staff.

Prior to the site visit by the advisory team, sociodemographic and

economic background information was collected from the U.S. Census Reports

and from the chambers of commerce in the sample areas. In addition,

prior to the site visit, an appropriate school administrator in each

district completed a preliminary data form which provided general informatio

about vocational education at the school (enrollments, faculty size, and

budget), and more detailed information concerning the program(s) to be

studied, such as admissions criteria, recruitment methods, and program

objectives (see Appendix B-1).

Description of Sample SiteS

The schools in the sample will not be identified by name in this

report. The information that follows, however, describes the

schools which were visited and tbe communities in which they are

located. Of the eleven schools selected, five are area vocational-

technical schools; the remaining six are comprehensive senior high

schools (see Table 3-1).

Two of the schools are located in major metropolitan areas--one on

the west coast and one in the Southwest. Six ofthe schools are located

in rural or semi-rural areas--a town of 1j,000 in the Midwest, an

Indian reservation in the Southwest, two communities of less than 2,500

people in northcentral states .(one of the towns is located within

commuting distance of two major cities), and a town of 15,000 in the

West. The remaining three sites included a .uburb of 9,000 within

commuting distance of a major eastern city; a city of approximately

45,000 in a southeastern state; and a resOrt county on the east coast.
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TAILS 3-1
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Site A

This comprehensive high school is located in a small town of 15,000
in a western state. Farming is the county's largest source, of income.
The town is within commuting distance of the state capital in an
adjoining county, and almost half of.the town's workers are employed
outside the county--presumably many of them are state emOloyees. The

biggest. local employers are food manufacturers., meat packers, and a
a.distribution Center fOr farming, lUMbering,

and, mineral products..

The school enrolls 2,500 students. Approximately 460 are enrolled
in the eighteen vocational classes offered by the school (of these 460,
almost 300 are Male). In 1974-75-the enrollment of females in several
of the formerly all-male agricultural classes equalled or exceeded fiVe.
These classes included landscape horticulture, outdoor education, Plant
science, and animal science. As recently as 1967, females Were not
allowed to become members of Future Farmers of America, and all of the
agriculture classes offered at this school were male-dominated. One

of eight female teachers of agriculture in the entire State taught
animal science at this school.

Site B

A midwestern community of 15,000, this town is the center of a

heavy milk producing area and is steeped in tho history and legends of

the Old West. The town has forty diversified industrial firms, including

those which produce aircraft components, concrete products, seed and

grain products, oil field equipment, and founary products.

111e school selected-for the_sample is part of_a statewide system ,

of area vocational-technical schools. It enrolls approximately 500

students, 140 of whom are secondary students. (Of chese 140, thirty-

eight are female.) Six vocational programs are offered during the

day; seven at night. The school serves five area high schools, one

junior high school, and two community junior colleges. Ten secondary-

age females were enrolled in vocational agriculture in 1974-75 and

five in drafting. Nine postsecondary females were enrolled in machine

shop.

Because several other schools had been visited which had at least

five females enrolled in vocational agriculture, and because all of

the machine shop.enrollees were postseLondary, a site visit was lot

made to this school. However, information was collected from the

administrators and questionnaires were administered to selected students

and parents.

Site C

The city in which this sample school is located has a metropolitan

population of more than 1,00,001). The city is a manufacturing, fi-

nancial, aLd distribution center with large electronics and aerospace

industries, and it ranks high in cocton, Oil, and consumer goods

production and distrIbution.
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The innovative educational complex selected for inclusion in the
study has been in operation since the early 1970s. The facility is
multi-purpose, combining a regular comrrehensive high school, a voca-
tional career development center, and an adult education program.
Careers are organized into twenty-eight clusters. Total student
enrollment in 1974-75 in these career clusters was 975 males and
930 females. Students normally spend three hours daily working in
a career cluster. Six career clusters were identified which had
enrolled five or more students of the nontraditional sex. The programs
which were nontraditional for females and their femgle enrollments
for 1974-75 were plastics (thiity-six females), graphics (nineteen
females), photography (forty, six females), and television arts (fourteen
females). The programs which were nontraditional for males and
their male enrollments for 1974-75 were business occupations (six
males) and foods (twenty-three males).

One member of the visiting team indicated that "the school's
philosophy appeared to be more student-needs centered than is usually
found in a more traditionally-oriented vocational approach." Equipment
and hardware in this sfthool are some of the most industrially advanced
that one is likely to see in a vocational school. The school deals
with three racial groups--black (29 percent), white (65 percent), and
Hispanic (6 percent), and there appears to be little informal mixing
of these groups.

Site D

This suburb of 9,000 people is located approximately thirty

miles from a major eastern city. It is part of a county which in

the last twenty yacrs has grown from a rural community of 82,000

people to become a thriving suburb of 308,000. The area is a

retailing hub, a distribution center, and a site for the manufacture

of'steel, defense and-space-exploratorY equipment, and chemicals.

The school is a county technical school with twenty-nine course

offerings and an enrollment of about 1,700 students, 60 percent of

whom are male. This school enrolls students from eleven sending

schools. Students attend on a "two-week about" schedule, i.e.,

students alternate two weeks fulltime at their home school and two

weeks fulltime at the vocational school. This arrangement has been

used for the last sixteen years and appears to be quite successful

in providing continuity to the instruction. The programs observed

were printing (fifteen females enrolled), civil technology (six

females enrolled) and industrial chemistry (fifteen females enrolled).

This is a "traditional" vocational school with a businesslike

atmosphere and with heavy emphasis on preparation for employment, ex-

emplified by the presence at the school of a fulltime employee of

the State Employment Service who places graduates in jobs.

Site E

The city in which the selected schoOl is located is a major metro-

politan area with a population of -nore than 400,000. The city also

includes electronics and computer industries. It serves as a processing

and shipping center for the surrounding agricultural area, known for

its wine grapes.
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The school Is a regional vocational center which offers sixteen
major career programs, including more than fifty "4ecialty areas."
Student enrollment is approximately 1,400 (70 percent-male). Thirty

area schools with a total student population of 27,000 send students

to this vocational center for half-day sessions,

A number of females were enrolled in a variety of traditional male
vocational areas including industrial drafting, machine shop, metals
testing, welding, and electronics (part of electromechanical technology).
However, only in the electromechanical technology cluster were there
more than five young women enrolled. This area, which includes electri-
cal technology, electronic circuitry, and radio/TV repair, had a total
of thirty females enrolled in the 1974-75 school year.

Site F

Many of the students are members of farm families in this
predominantly agricultural area in a northcentral state. An "agri-
cultural awareness" is in evidence in the community--a great interest

in ecology and gardening. At the same time, the town of less than
2,500 is becoming a "bedroom community" for a large midwestern

city. The area is middle class, with approximately 50 percent of

the high school students going on to college.

The local comprehensive high school which was included in the
sample is part of a consortium of six schools. Each school in the

consortium specializes in one or more vocational areas. Students

are bussed for two periods a day from their home school to the partici-

pating school which offers the vocational programs they wish to take.

Total high school enrollment in the subject school is 1,088. Of

these students, approximately 274 (25 percent) are enrolled in voca-

tional programs--252 at the sample school, which 6ffers Seven prograMs,

and the remainder at other schools in the consortium. Seventy-four

males and thirty-two females were enrolled in the vocational agricul-

ture program in 1974-75.

Site G

This southeastern city with a population of approximately 45,000
owes much of its growth to the space program of the 1960s. The school--

a comprehensive nongraded school--was responsible for educating the

children of many of the nation's leading space scientists, and in the

1960s it was ranked academically as one of the top schools in the

country. It is still viewed by its administration, faculty, and staff

as unique and nontraditional. The phrase "the philosophy of our

school," spoken with pride, is heard frequently.

More residents of the city are employed as "professional, tech-

nical, and kindred workers" than in any other occupational category.

Major employers are the electronics and data processing indu3tries.

A relaxed and informal atmosphere prevails on the campus of the

local comprehensive high school.. Me school stresses flexibility,

and vocational offerings can Le taken as electives by college-bound

youth. Thus, many of the students in the vocational programs observed

were not career-oriented toward those areas. Of the approximately

2,450 students attending this schcol, more than 1,000 (609 males,
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444 females) were enrolled in the ni:Leteen vocational courses offered

in 1974-75. The classes which met the study's criterion of five

nontraditional enrollments were electronics, drafting, and architectural

drawing (with enrollments of twenty-one, twelve, and twenty-one females

respectively), and foods, child care, and home furnishings (with

enrollments of fifteen, thirty-two, and twenty-two males respectively).

Site H

This community is part of a seashore area whose summer population

is approximately eight-and-one-half times its winter population. Thus,

the local labor market is very seasonal. 'In the winter, the rate of

unemployment is as high as 25 percent; during the tourist season,

however, almost every working-age member of the average family is

employe&

The selected school is an area vocational school with an enrollment

of approximately 750 students (62 percent of whom are male) who come

from five different "sending schools." Students are bussed to the

school from their home schools for half-day sessions. This school

offers twenty-three different vocational options.

Site I

This northcentral community of less than 2,500 people is

surrounded by farm land. Huge grain elevators dominate the landscape.

Observations suggest that the town is highly conservative and tradi-

tional in its attitudes.

The community school had a total enrollment (1974-75) of 447

students, 221 of whom were taking vocational courses. Twelve females

were enrolled at the school in livestock science, part of the

vocational agriculture program and an acceptable course for fulfillment

of the science requirement for graduation. For the first time, students

from the school were being bussed to a nearby area vocational center.

This highly structured school exacted harsh punishments for rule

infractions, and.the entire community atmosphere reminded one member

of the visisting team of a "little town out of the 1950s." However,

female athletes at the school had recently conducted a successful

campaign to be admitted into the varsity letter club, so the town

and school nrovide a study in contradictions.

Site J

This school and its location--an Indian reservation in the South-

west--are unique in the sample. Major employers in the area are the

U.S. Public Health Service and the U.S. :Bureau of Indian Affairs, which

is currently working with the community to develop a major irrigation

project. Until recently, the reservation was home to a multinational

manufacturer, but this company left following a labor dispute.

In 1974-75, the comprehensive high school had an enrollment of

803 students, 291 of whom were taking one of the five vocational

programs which are offered by the school. The program selected for

observation was production agriculcure, with an enrollment of
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thirty-one females. The culture of the reservatYxi is heavily
matriarchal and female enrollment in vocational agriculture programs
is, in fact, traditional and not viewed as unusual by the people in
the area. Students at this school tended to be ::ather shy and retiring,
and the atmosphere was quieter than that in most public schools. No
real feeling of community was sensed at this school. Teachers perceive
some conflict between their dual roles of a) enabling the students
to relate to the society in which they must live, and b) helping
the students to maintain a sense of closeness with their own culture
and family values.

Site K

This northcentral community of less than 2,500 people is located_
in a county wh!ch is 78 percent rural. The major industry in the
area is the production and processing of turkeys. Maple syrup is
another local product.

The local "consolidated" school serves students from four small
towns (and schools) who are bussed to the sample school for vocational
programs. Total school enrollment is 504. The school had more than
five females enrolled in two traditional male vocational programs--
vocational agriculture (twenty-five females) and graphic arts (thirty-
nine fenales). A graduate of the school was about to receive her
college degree in agriculture--a first in the state, and a source of
pride for both the school and the community. The school uses a modular
system of scheduling which, according to the students who were inter-
viewed, facilitates their exploration of diverse program offerings. At
the same time, these students indicated that many parents oppose the
flexible scheduling and that this is a point of contention between
the school and the town.

Site Visits

Visits were made to ten of the eleven schools selected for the
sample during the spring of 1975.5 The procedure followed during
these visits was for the visiting team to meet with the appropriate
school officials for an evening orientation session. The school
visit took place the following day. At each school, the visiting
team of vocational cducators and the project staff interviewed

teachers of nontraditional students, observed classes, interviewed
counselors, administrators, and students (of both the traditional
and nontraditional sex for the programs), and made arrangements for
generating a sample of present and former students (in both traditional
and nontraditional programs) and parents tlo whom questionnaires could
be administered.

Structured interview schedules were used for teacher and counselor
interviews (see Appendix B-2, and 3). The teacher's form included ques-
tions concerning the pzogram which was being ,:xamined (objectives typical

occupations for which it prepares students, level of skills expected
of Aew students in the program), and a series of items which asked
teachers to discuss their experience and-attitudes concerning the
female and male students enrolled in their programs,
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The counselors were asked about their guidance acfivities and

materials--specifically with regard to encouraging females to seek

careers in the trades and other traditional male occupations. pther

questions concerned typical occupational interests of students, the

reasons for their course choices, the influence of parents on students'

career choices, and counselors' attitudes toward students who express

nontraditional vocational interests and other related matters.

During each site visit, semistructured interviews were'conducted

with small groups of students. These groups usually consisted of

four to five females enrolled in a traditional male vocational

program, an equal number of males from the same program, and several

males and females in traditional programs. If males were enrolled

in traditional female programs, they were interviewed along with

females from these programs.

Wherever possible, members of local school boards and advisory

committees were also interviewed by a member of the visiting team.

After each site visit, each of the members of the visiting team

(advisory board members and project staff) submitted a short memo-

randum which outlined their impressions of the site with regard to

the objectives of the study.

Sampling and Data Collection

Current Students and Parents

Each local coordinator was asked to draw a sample of students

presently enrolled in programs nontraditional for their sex. Each of

these students was to be matched with a student of the traditional

sex in the same program. Matching was done on the basis of race_end

academic aptitude, as measured by the most recent IQ or reading

achievement score available in the student's file. Because most of

the students in this sample were under 18 years of age, parental

permission was secured before questionnaires were administered to

them (see Appendix B-4). Each local coordinator reproduced a letter to

parents using the school's letterhead and signed by the principal which

briefly explained the study and requested their permission. After the

parents agreed that their children could participate in the study,

questionnaires were administered to these students. Table 1 lists

the number of parental requests distributed and the number and

percentaee of usable ouestionnaires completed for each of the study

sites.

In early July 1976, a parent que7tionnaire was mailed to the

family of each current student who r Lurned a completed questionnaire.

The information requested in the parent questionnaire paralleled and

supplemented, in abbreviate(' form, much of that covered in the student

questionnaire: family background, ineluding favorite toys and house-

hold chores; influences on course choice, cereer plans, satisfaction

with child's education; and the respondent's perceptions of appropriate

roles for men and women (see Appendix B-5). A second mailing was sent

to parents who had not returned a questionnaire after three weeks.

Table 3-2 presents the number and percentages of usable parent

questionnaires received from each study site, and Table 3-3 indicates

the response to the separate mailings.
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TABLE 3-2

Number of Questionnaires Distributed and Returned by Site

Lurrent Students Parents Former Students

Parental Permission

Slips Distributed
Questionnaires

Returned

N %

Distributed Returned

N % .

Distributed Returned

N %

52 22 42 22 18 82 .24 18 75

50 11 22 11 7 64 11 5 45

312 126 40 124 80
i

64 182 84 46

80 46 57 46 33 72 20 13 65

60 18. 30 18 15 83 8 3 37

64. 33 51 32,. 23 74 30 24 80

136 102 75 96 68 71 169 . 69 41

48 40 83 39 14 36 35 10 28

50 35 70 33 25 76 92 52 56

62 30 48 28 17 61 6 3 50

lop 57 57 57 36 63 166 75 45

; 1,014 520 51 505 336a 67 743 356a 48

se figures represent the number of usable questionnaires returned, i.e., the number used in the

a analysis.

number of questionnaires distributed to parents is less than the number of current student questionnaires

:urned because of apparent errors in the addresses provided by a few students and becauSe-several families

more than one child participating in the study.



Former Studci-Lts

In aildition, the local coordinator drew a sample of former students
(graduates of the classes of 1972, 1973, and 1974) who had completed
vocational programs which were nontraditional for their sex. Each

of these former students was also matched with a person of the
opposite sex who had completed the same program in the same year.
The school provided only names and addresses; all further contacts
with these former students were madv by the project staff.

The survey of the former students was made by mail and personal
interview. A first mailing of the questionnaire was sent in mid-
July 1975 to all the former students on the lists prepared by the
coordinators. This questionnaire includud many of the same items
about family background, satisfaction with education, and female
and male role- as did the current student,and parent questionnaires.
It also inclut .1 a section on employment eXperiences and post-high
school education and training (see Appendix B-6). Three weeks after
the first mailing, a list of the names of those who had not responded
to the first mailing, minus those which were returned as undeliverable,
was divided approximately in half. One 1,1f was sent a second

mailing and the othor half was assigned to interviewers to be
contacted personally. Those from whom no response had been obtained
within six weeks were sent a third mailing i the last week of

September 1975. TIz the third mailing a dime was enclosed as a

response incentive. The returns produced by the four contacts are

shown in Table 3-3. The dime incentive was quite productive; it
generated an additional 13 percent response From a sample that had

been contacted twice before.

TABLE 3-3

Response Rates to Mailings by Former Students
and Parents of Current Students

Mailings to Former
Students

Number Percent Returned

Mailed

Undeli-
verable

Usable Ques-
tionnaires

Total
Sample

20

5

10

13

48

Minus
lundeliverable

22

6

12

14

53

First mailing

Second mailing
Interviewers

third mailing

Totals

743

238
293

439

64

11
NA

2

77

148

38

77

93

356

Mailinzs to Parents

First mailing

Second mailing

Totals

505

310

7

-

188

148

336

37

29

67

38

30,.

677
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Whenever a mail survey is conducted, the question arises as to how
representative the respondents are of the total sample. On the assumption
that the information that was collected by interviewers or in response
to the third mailing would tend to reflect the characteristics of non-
respondents, comparisons were made across mailing/interviewer for the
152 variables on which data were available. This analysis yielded only
nine differences significant at the .05 level or less. Six of these
differences were related to the tendency of respondents to the first
mailing to engage in more traditional female activities. They were
more likely than the later respondents to have played with dollhouses
when they were children, to have cooked, made beds and done dishes
while attending high school, to be out of the labor force because they
were housewives, and to expect to continue to be housewives one year
in the future. The results on these six variables are summarized in
Table 3,4.These differences are not due solely to a higher proportion

of female respondents to the first mailing. The proportion is slightly

higher (61 percent compared to an average of 51 percent in the other
three groups), but this sex difference is not significant.

TABLE 3-4

Six Variables on Which the Differences Across Respondents
to Three Mailings/Interviews Were Statistically Significant

Variables
Mailing

1st 2nd 3rd Interviewer
% % % %

Played with dollhouse as a child 44 24 36 23

Chores performed while in high school-
Cooked .T.L.eals 50 40 29 38

Made beds 66 56 46 64

Washed and dried dishes 71 63 50 69

Homemaker at time of completing
questionnaire

13 11 4 4

Expect to be homemaker one year
from now 15 24 8 8

Ease number 148 36 93 73

'The differences across groups on the variables shown are all
signgicant at,the .05 level or less.

8 4
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Significant differences occurred on three additional variables

across the mailings/interviews. CA a measure of appropriate roles for

.fonales, the respondents to the first mailing were most likely to endorse

traditional roles. The respondents to the third mailing were the

most likely to report high school grades below average. The .

respondents who were interviewed were the most likely to be in the

labor force.

None of the other differences on the remaining 143 variables

was statistically significant. The variables that did not differ
included the important classification categories and measures of

educational and employment experience. Because the similarities

in the groups were far greater than the differences, weighting for

possible nonresponse bias was considered unnecessary.

Characteristics of the Sample

Tablls 3-5 through 3-9 present some basic background data on

the characteristir:s of the current and former students. These data

are presented merely to provide an overview of the charar.feristics

of the respondents. No attempt is made at this point to .11ate

these characteristics to possible reasons underlying the choice

of a nontraditional curriculum. These issues are discussed at

appropriate points in the following chapters.

TABLE 3-5

Sex of Current and Former Students

by Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

Course ClaF3ification

Current Students Former Students

Female Male Female Male

Nontraditional 49 23 49 18

Traditionai 39 62 43 79

Nonclassifiable 12 15 8 3

Base Number 294 220 160
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TABLE 3-6

Grade Level of Current Students and Year of Graduation of

Former Students by S and Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

Current Students
Grade Level

Females Males

Nontradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Nontradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

%

Tenth grade or less 38 33 22 29

Eleventh grade 41 31 34 31

Twelth grade 22 36 44 4C

Base Number 144 115 50 134

Former Students
Year of Graduation

7
,,. % %

1972 25 29 28 25

1973 30 18 17. 30

1974-75 45 54 55 45

Base number 95 84 29 126
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"!.ABLE 3-7

Color/Ethnicity of Current and Former Students by Sex and
Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

)lor/Ethnicity

.
_

Current Students Former Students

Females Males Females Males
Nontradi-fTradi-

tional tional

Nontradi-

tional

Tradi-

tional

Nontradi-

tional

Ttadi-

tional

Nontradi-

tional

Tradi-.

tional

% % % % %
0/

% %

White 76 71 37a 85 93
a

76 60
a

93

Black 20 28 12 4 22 32 4

Rispanic 4 1 4 2 3 2 8 3

3ther - - 2 - - - - -
.

.........

Base number 119 98 46 106 74 53 25 75

a
The differences between nontraditional and traditional students of the same sex are

statistically significant at the levels shown:

Current ma]es, chi square = 38.32, p <.001

Former females, chi square = 11.00, p C .02

Former males, chi square.= 17.15, p C .001
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TABLE 3-8

Level of Education of Mothers of Current and Former

Students, By Sex and Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

cational

evel

Current Students

,

Former Students

Females Males Pemales Males

Nontradi-

tional

Tradi-

tional

Nontradi-

tional

Tradi-

tional

Nontradi-

tional

Tradi-

tional

Nontradi-

tional ,

Tradi-

tional

%

scholl or
a

ss .8 4 10 4 2 4 17 8

high school 26 2S 26 20 19 26 21 15

3chool graduate 32 40 26 40 39 44 21 42

ional business

ool 6 6 8 6 11 8 10 9

college 8 12 2 14 15 8 14 13

ge graduate
14 10 10 12 , 13 5 14 11

re

know 6 3 16 5 1 6 3 2

'number 141 114 49 131 94 80 29 123

Difference between traditional and nontraditional male current students significant, chi square

16,31 < .02
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TABLE 3-9

Respondents' Estimates of High School Grades,Current

and Former Students by Sex and Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

S'N,S

Grade Estimates

Current Students Former Students

Females Males Females

Tradi-

tional

Males

Nontrara-

tional

Tradi-

tional
Nontradi-

tional

Tradi-

tional

.:ontradi-

tional

Tradi-

tional --]

Nontradi-

tional

% %

Far above average 9 12 7 NA NA NA NA

(Well) above averagea 36 41 34 36 24 13 0 9

Slightly above average 34 41 42 39 55 61 69 68

Slightly below average 17 5 20 12 20 25 31 20

(Well) below average 3 2 0 4 0 1 0 2

Far below average 2 0 2 NA NA NA NA

Base number 145 118 50. 136 94 84 29 123

a
For the former students the scale had only four points from "well above average" to "well

below average."

NA = Not applicable.
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Although the selection procedure should have yielded equal
numbers of_traditicnal.and nontraditlonal.students.foreaèh.sex, it
is obvious that such a distribution was not obtained. As Table 3-5
indicates, tle male samples are particularly overweighted with
traditional students. This appears to be due more to the limited
number of nontraditional males in the schools than to systematic
differences in response rates. .

Th4. classifications "traditional/nontraditional" used in the
analysis were based on the enrollment patterns in each of the
schools studied, plus the local coordinator's judgment as to which
programs were appropriate for each sex. Some programs, especially
food-relatad occupations such as baking, were traditional fc. males
in some schools and for females in others. The way in which the
programs were regarded in their communities determined the clas-
sifications reported in the tables of this report. As can be
seen in Table 3-5, many of the respondents were enrolled in programs
that could not be classified traditional or nontraditional because
they had always included significant numbers of both sexes. These

respondents were omitted from the analyses.

In the remaining tables, relatively few significant differences
appear between traditional and nontraditional students of the same
sex. The major exception occurs in Table 3-7 in which significant
differences obtain in the color/ethnicity variable. Among the males,

both current and former, nontraditional students were significantly
more likely to be nonwhite. Among the females, the difference was
reversed for the former students--nontraditionals were significantly
more likely to be white--while the difference between the current
students was not significant.

Calculation of Factor Scres and Indices

To reduce the number of var les that the c-ialysis had to deal

with and to increase the relial- of the scores assigned to respon-
dents, a number of factor scores and indices were calculated. These
combined the information from several related questions into summary
scores which were then used in other analyses. The methods used to
calculate the factor scores were a p.-inciple components analysis and
a varimax rotation. The factor patterns resulting from these operations
were used to calculate standardized factor scores with a mean of 50
and a st-ndard deviation of 10. The computer programs used for these
analyses were taken from the second edition of Statistical Programs
for the Social Sciences. To be included in the factor analysis, each
respondent must have responded to 75 percent of the questions included
in the analysis. If a respondent met this cr4 .ion but had one or
more missing items, the mean value of the missing item, as calculated
from the total sample, was inserted. Using this general procedure,
the following f%ctor scores were calculated. Tables appear in the
pertinent text unless otherwise indicated.
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1. Socioeconomic Indicator 2 - Education, Occupation of Parents
(Appendix Table C-1).

2. Socioeconomic Indicator 1 - Family Possessions (Appendix
Table C-1).

3. GeneLal School Satisfaction - All Students.
4. Satisfaction with Vocational Courses - Vocational Students,
5. Female Tasks Score.
6. Male Tasks Score.
7. Female Career Roles.
8. Traditional Female Role.

For the factor scores 7 and 8, three separate sets of data t.,c.ce

available: on current students, pa-ents of current students, and former

students. Separate factor analyses were conducted for the three groups
of respondents, and highly similar factor patterns were obtained for

all three.

9. Self-esteem, Negative Items (Appendix Table C-2).

10. Self-esteem, Positive Items (Appendix Table C-?).

In addition to thrse scores, three additional indices were cal-

culated by comparing the percentage of traditional male and female

students who indicated that they usually played with thirteen differeat

types of toys or usually did thirteen different household tasks. The

differences in the percentages of traditional males and traditional

females who responded to these items, adjusted to assure statistical

significance, were used as weights to calculate toy and task indices:

11. Toy Index, Current Students.
12. Toy Index, Former Students.
13. Task Index, Former Students.

Factor scores were not calculated for the items that make up
these indices because all of the responses were dichotomous, and on
many of the items the results w-re quite extreme. That is, either
virtually all of the traditional males and ve%-y few of the traditional
females reported engaging in the behaviors in question or vice-versa.

Summary

In order to determine which factors in the schools, homes, and
communities influence students' vocational progra,,, choices, a search
was conducted to locate ten_high schools in which five or more females
were enrolled in traditionally male vocational programs. Only sixteen
schools met the study's criteria, and of these, eleven were included
in the study sample, which represents a wide range of geographic and
socioeconomic characteristics.

The schools were visited by members of the project staff and its
advisory board, who observed classes and interviewed administrators,
teachers, counsereirs, and students. Local coordinators at the schools
generated a sample of current and'former students and parents to whom
structured questionnaires were administered.
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Sample students Ilurcently enrolled in classes nontraditional
for their sex were matched with traditional students in the same
program ca the basis of race and academic aptitude. Parents of cur-

rent students and traditional and nontraditional fotmer students

were also sent questionnaires. (The classificat , "traditional"

and "nontraditional" were based on the local coc,oinators judgments

and typical school enrollments.) All of the questionnaires addressed,
to some degree, factors such as family background, influences on

course choice, career plans, educational satisfaction, and attitudes

toward sex roles. Former students were also asked about employment
experiences and post-high school education.and training. First, second,

and third mailiags were sent when necessary.

Comparisons were made across mailing/interviewer for the 152
variables on which data were available in order to determine whether or

not the information collected by interviewers or that given in response

to third-mailing questionnaires reflected the characteristics of

nonrespondents. Only nine significant differences emerged. In addition,

to reduce the number of variables that the analyses dealt with and to

increase the reliability of the scores assigned to respondents, a
number of factor scores and indices wer: calculated for respondents

who had answered 75 percent or more of the questions.

Relatively few significant differences emerged between tradittonal
and nontraditional students of the same sex. Nontraditional males

were more likely to be nonwhite; however, nontraditional females were

more likely to be white. Nontraditional females were more likely to

be found in vocational, as opposed to comprehensive, high sshools.

Detailed information on characteristics of students, parents, teachers,

and c-uns(Aors is provided in subsequent chapters.

9 5
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Footnotes

1The focus of this study was the role that the schools can
play in widening occupational opportunities for women. Thus, schools

were selected for the sample on the basis of their enrollment of "non-

traditional" females. However, data were also colic,cted for any males
enrolled in traditional female vocational programs in the sample

schools.

2A directory of federal and otate officials in vocational
education, published in the April 1974 issue of School Shop, was
invaluable in enabling us to make these contacts. The U.S. Office

of Education, Division of Vocational and Technical Education, can
now provide a similar listing of state directors of vocational educa-

tion.

3The initial contacts were made late in the summer of 1974,

prior to the 1974-75 school year.

4During the follow-up phase-of the study, the study team re-

ceived information about two exemplary projects in Texas and North

Carolina which were designed to broatien occupational education oppor-

tunities in secondary schools. Both projects had begun too late for

inclusion in the present study's sample, but they represent the types
of programs the study team had hoped to find. These projects--EVE
and New Pioneers--are described in Appendix A.

5The site visit to one school was cancelled. Data were collected,

however, and questionnaires were administered.
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PART III
THE STUDENTS
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CHAPTER 4

INFLUENCES ON THE CHOICE OF A
NONTRADITIONAL PROGRAM

Introduction

A number of analyses were conducted in an attempt to identify some
of the important influences on students' vocational decisions. Some
differences were found between traditional and nontraditional students
in such areas as exposure to guidance activities, future plans, and per-
sonal characteristics, but it is not clear that the nontraditional stu-
dents were the products of an identifiable set of influential experiences.
Nontraditional female students were, however, exposed to parental atti-
tudes that differed somewhat from those that traditional students were
exposed to.

This chapter comprises four major sections. The first examines the
family environment of the students as reflected in their own and their
parents' attitudes toward appropriate male and female roles, the toys
the students played with as children, and the household tasks they per-
formed. The second section concerns school-related experiences, such
as participation in career guidance activities, and interpersonal contacts
that could influence curriculum choices. The third section brings many
of these separate variables together in a multiple regression analysis.
This analysis yielded two variables that were significant for both cur-
rent and former students when the effects of other variables were held
constant: nontraditional females were more likely to be found in vo-
cational rather than comprehensive high schools; and nontraditional
males were more likely to be nonwhite Chan white. The fourth section
examines the future plans of the current students with regard to jobs,
additional education, and marriage.

The Family Environment

The family provides the first, and probably the most important,
training in the behavior that is considered "appropriate" for each sex.
The influences at work in a family are many and mutually reinforcing,
but among the most important are parental attitudes toward children's
behavior, the kinds of toys provided for children, and the types of
household tasks the children perform. Other studies have shown that
there are clear differences in the toys and tasks of boys and girls
(see, for example, Lynch (1975) and Denzin (1975), cited in Chapter 2).
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Information was collected on these variables to determine whether stu-
dents who entered traditional and nontraditional programs were influ-
enced by different parental attitudes or by exposure to different toys
and tasks. If the parents of nontraditional students held less rigid
attitudes toward sex roles, these would probably be communicated to
their children and would also be reflected in the toys they provided
them, the tasks they required them to do, and the household tasks
which the parents performed themselves.

Clear differences were found in the attitudes and in the toys and tasks
which are customarily associated with each sex. There was little indi-
cation, however, that the nontraditional students differed from tradi-
tional students of the same sex.

Since the data on these variables were collected from three sources--
the current students, their parents, and former students--it was possi-
ble to conduct a number of intergroup comparisons. These comparisons
yielded consistent results, very few of which indicated any significant
differences between traditional and nontraditional students. The manner
in which these comparisons were made and the results obtained are discussed
separately for the attitudinal, toys, and tasks variables.

Attitudes Toward Appropriate female Roles

To assess attitudes toward appropriate roles for men and women,
all respondents were presented with a set of twenty-three attitudinal
statements, such as "Most executive jobs can be handled better by men,"
and "A wife should devote a lot of time to satisfying her husband."
They were asked to respond to these on a five point scale from "strongly
agree" to "strongly disagree." (See Q72 in Appendix B-4, Q22 in Appen-
dix B-5, and Q25 in Appendix B-6). The items were scored so that an
endorsement of traditional female roles received the highest weight.
For example, on both of the items presented above, a "strongly agree"
response was scored 5, while for an item like "A woman should be able
to hold and be promoted in any job she prepares herself for," a "strongly
disagree" response was scored 5.

All of the items were intercorrelated and factor analyzed using the
general procedures discussed in Chapter 3. Of the twenty-three items,
seventeen were found to have significant loadings on two common factors.
These seventeen items were reanalyzed for each of the groups of respon-
dents separately. The factor patterns for the three groups were highly
similar, as Table 4-1 demonstrates. The factor loadings in Table 4-1 are
interpreted juf,t like correlation coefficients; in fact, the loadings
really represent the correlations between the items and the factor.
The closer the loadings approach 1.00, the more the items correlate
with the factor; the closer they approach .00, the less they correlate.

9 9
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TABLE 4-1

07arimax Rotation of Factor Matrix for Attitudes Toward Appropriate

Females Roles, Current Students, Their Parents, and Former Students

questionnaire Items

(Numbers 72 and 22, 25)

Career Factor Traditional Factor

Current
Students

Parents of

Current

Students

Former

Students

Current

Students

Parents of

Current

Students

Former

Students

Women should stick to "women'a"

jobs such as ... (g,e) .65 .65 .53 .29 .33 .39

Most executive jobs can be

handled better ... (c,b) .57 .67 .53 .33 .13 .43

Most jobs can be done as well

by women as men (aa,0)* .52 .48 .66 .17 .08 .13

It is difficult for a woman

to have her career ... (u,k) .51 .45 .40 .18 .24 .15

A woman should be able to hold and

be promoted ... (1,h)* .49 .49 .58 .01 .01 .-.00

The employment of mothers leads

to juvenile ... (z,n) .45 .55 .41 :23 .29 .38

A woman must get married to

feel completely ... (d,c) .44 .31 .32 .22 .32 .31

Raving a challenging job oyareer

is as important ... (x,m) .42 .53 .40 .15 .13 .26

Woman should avoid politics community

activities ... (q,j) .44 .36 .34 .44 .48 .44

There is nothing more fulfilling to

a woman than raising ... (dd,q) .09 .10 .11 .64 .68 .59
A woman's greatest natural ability

..

lies in being ... (ii,t) .16 .16 .18 .59 ..69 .61

Except in special cases, the wife

should do cooking (bb,p) .35 .23 .32 : .57 .60 .61

A wife should devote a lot of time

to pleasing husband (j,f) .22 .16 .19 .. .51 .32 .48

Man ought to feel free to relax

when he gets home (P.i) .07 -.00 .07 .44 .32 .34

Raising children is more a mother's

job than father's (v,1) .22 .26 .30 .40 .29 .22

Man who helps around the kitchen

doing more ... (gg,$) .34 .18 :34 .40 .44 .31

If the husband is working to support

the family ... (ff,r) .24 .10 .30 .35 .36 .19

Percent total variance explained 16 15 15 15 15 15

*All items marked * were scored so that "strongly disagree" w 5; in all those unmarked, 'strongly agree" w 5.

a
The higher the loading the more of the variance in the responses to the item is explained by the

factor. A loading of 1.00 would mean all of the variance in a particular item is explained.



The results in Table 4-1 represent a cross-validation of these factors
across current students, parents of the current students, and former
students.

The factor patterns in Table 4-1 indicate that the responses to
the seventeen items reflected two general attitudes. The first con-
cerns the nature and importance of jobs for women, and the second con-
cerns the importance of a woman being a wife and mother and maintaining
the traditional division of male and female roles in the family. Respon-
dents who endorsed the items that scored highly on the first factor were,
in effect, denying that equal occupational opportunities are important
to women. They agreed with such items as "Women should stick to
"women's" jobs such as teaching, nursing, and secretarial work and not
compete with men," and disagreed with items like, "Most jobs can be
done as well by women as men." The second factor mainly reflects atti-
tudes toward the proper role for women in the family. Once again, high
scores reflect traditional attitudes, such as the importance of mother-
hood to the exclusion of outside jobs and the need for a clear separa-
tion of tasks in the family.

The fact that these two factors were identified so clearly in
three different groups of respondents indicates that these factors
reflect quite general and widely held attitudes toward appropriate
roles for women in the labor market and in the family.

Although the factor patterns were quite similar across the three
groups, they were not identical. So that comparisons could be made
across the groups, the loadings were used to calculate factor scores for

each respondent for both of the factors. These scores were standardized
so that fifty was the mean score for each group and ten was the scandard

deviation. High scores indicate approval of traditional roles for
females and low scores indicate approval of equality between the sexes.

The distributions of the factor scpres for each of the groups of

respondents are showa in Table 4-2. The groups are divided by the sex
of the students and whether they attended traditional or nontraditional
programs.

Consistent sex differences are revealed in Table 4-2, with male
students (both present and former) and their parents more supportive of
traditional roles than female students and their parents were. The
hypothesized difference--that nontraditional students would favor
equality more consistently than traditional students--was not found for
eleven of the ywelve comparisons. The one exception occurred in the
career factor for parents of nontraditional females. These parents
tended to endorse the importance of equal job opportunities for women
more than parents of traditional females.

1
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TABLE 4-2

Factor Score Distributions for Attitudes Toward Equal Opportunity and Traditional Female Roles,

Current Students, Their Parents, and Former Students by Sex and

Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

Factor I: Female Careers

Current Students Parents of Current Students Former Students

Female Male Female Male Female Male

Non- Non- Non- Non- Non- Non-

tradi- Tradi- tradi- Tradi- tradi- Tradi- tradi- Tradi- tradi- Tradi- tradi- Tradi-

tional tional tional tional tional tional tional tional tional tional tional tional

- - - - 1 1 - - - - - -

27 25 4 4 26 8 13 12 22 20 14 22

41 39 38 31 39 49 20 39 47 40 34 29

29 34 44 36 21 35 53 34 27 33 38 46

! 3 2 14 29 12 7 13 15 3 6 14 24

Factor II: Traditional Female Role

; 3 3 4 1 2 2 - 2 2 - - -

15 11 6 7 15 9 10 10 22 13 - 4

39 39 40 44 37 39 33 36 38 43 24 30

30 39 44 38 37 40 43 43 32 36 48 53

.1 12 8 6 10 8 9 13 8 6 8 28 14

n- 145 118 50 134 99 75 30 88 95 84 29 125

erence between parents of female traditional and nontraditional current students significant chi square =

< .03.
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When the attitudes of current students were compared with those
of their parents, modest but significant correlations were found for
both factors. For the 336 matched pairs of current students and parents,
a correlation of .20 was found for the career factor scores and a corre-
lation of .21 for the traditional female role scores (p = .001). Per-
ental attitudes, as reflected in these measures, apparently have a
small but significant influence on the attitudes of their children.

Toys and Tasks

Information on the toys the students played with as children and
the household tasks they usually performed was requested both from the
students and from their parents. Data of this sort are especially prone
to errors of selective recall--respondents report an idealized image
of the child they remember and not the actual behavior of that child.
Fortunately, it was possible to compare current students' reports with
those of theiryarents. The method used to make these comparisons is
the multitrait-multirater matrix. The reader who is interested in the
technical details of this matrix is referred to Appendix C, Tables 3 and
4. Essentially, this analysis permits an estimate of the validity of
data collected from two. (or more) different sources on the same variables.

All of the responses concerning toys from both the current stu-
dents and their parents were intercorrelated, as were all of the re-
sponses concerning household tasks. Almost all of these correlations
were significant, which indicates that respondents definitely related

the toys and tasks to sex. Some toys and tasks were clearly seen as
male (e.g., trains and house repairs) and others (e.g., dolls and
ironing) were clearly female. Among the various toys which were listed,
only on the responses to playing with blocks were most of the correla-
tions below statistical significance. In Other words, blocks were the
only toys that were not plainly identified with either sex. All of
the correlations between the student and parent responses on the same
toys and tasks were significant at less than the .001 probability level

and were usually higher than other correlations. These results indicate
that the respondents did discriminate among che toys and tasks and did

not simply respond to "male" and "female" items.

Having established validity in the responses, the differences
between male and female traditional students were calculated. This

analysis was limited to traditional students. If, as hypothesized,
nontraditional students had received greater exposure to toys and tasks
not typical for their sex, including them in the comparison would have

obscured traditional sex differences.
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Tables 4-3 and 4-4 report the percentages of traditional males
and females who played with the toys and performed the tasks listed as
reported by the current students, their parents, and the former students.
The differences are quite consistent across the three groups. Clearly,
most of these toys and tasks are labeled "male" and "female" in the
minds of the respondents.

The results of these comparisons of traditional students were used
to construct indices of the extent to which all respondents, traditional
and nontraditional, played with "male" or "female" toys and performed
"male" or "female" tasks. The toy index was constructed by weighting
each respondent's answer by the significant difference between the male
and female percentages shown in Table 4-3. Appendix Table C-5 presents
the details of this index. The highest score possible, 41.7, indicated
that a respondent played only with "male" toys. The lowest score, .4,
meant that the respondent played only with "female" toys.

The task index was constructed from a fac_or analyis of the current
student's ratings of how often they performed .the tasks listed. Instead
of simply indicating whether or not they usually did the tasks, the
current students reported whether they performed them "always" (weighted
3), "sometimes" (weighted 2), or "never" (weighced 1). Appendix Table
C-6 shows the rotated factor matrix. As would be expected from the per-
centage differences in Table 4-4, separatr male and female factors
emerged. The rotated loadings were used to calculate factor scores for
each respondent. As usual, the factor scores were standardized to a
mean of fifty and standard deviation of ten. The highest score on the
female factor indicated that the respondent performed only female tasks,
and on the male factor only male tasks.

The toy and task scores were then compared across traditional and
nontraditional students as shown in Tables 4-5 and 4-6. As in the
attitudinal data, distinct sex differences were found; however, no
significant differences were found between traditional and nontraditional
students of the same sex.

It is obvious from these data that there are definite differences
in the kinds of toys that male and female children play with and in the
kinds of tasks they do in their homes. The sex-role training that these
experiences provide, however, daes not appear to influence the decision
to enter a nontraditional curriculum. These measures offer no evidence
that the socialization of nontraditional students is any different from
that of traditional students.

Parental Influence

Several other questions were asked of parents which explored their
general approach to discipline, whether or not they discussed course
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TABLE 4-3

Toys Usually Played With as a Small Child as ReP-orted by Traditional Current Students,

Their Parents,and Traditional FormEr Students by Sex of Student

Usual Toys

Current Students Parents of Current Students Former Students

Female Male

Male

minus

Female Female Male

Male

minus

Female Female Male

Male

minus

Female

7.

12 58 46 4 35 31 14 60 46

70 72 2a 60 66 6a 50 51 la

1g sets 51 74 23 32 75 43 37 68 31

's kits 49 23 -26 32 20 _12a 36 16 -20

94 12 -82 93 12 -81 95 1 -94

)uses 77 2 -75 68 1 -67 64 0 -64

Lc trains 18 66 48 7 61 54 19 57 38

(its (ships, cars, etc.) 18 82 65 8 84 76 14 84 70

kits 15 47 31 15 43 28 5 42 37

equipment 46 82 37 31 73 42 36 75 39

rs, trucks 40 93 53 31 89 58 40 86 46

ghes, pots and pans 90 7 -83 88 4 -84 83 2 -81

)1 kits 18 68 50 9 56 47 13 56 43

;caber 118 137 75 88 84 126

rence between males and females not significant at the .05 level.

ifference not footnoted is significant at the .01 level.
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TABLE 4-4

Household Tasks Students Usually Performed While in High School, Reported by

Traditional Current Students, Their Parents, and Traditional Former Students by Sex of Student

Usual Tasks

Current Students Parents of Current Students Former Students

Female " "

Male

minus

''emale Female Male

Male

minus

Female Female Male

Male

minus

Female

-------

% % % %

ut trash, garbage 82 .R.) 14 55 84 -I 57 82 25

:he house 99 70 -29 84 34 -50 94 32 -62

!als 87 69 -18 61 25 -36 62 19 -43

ironing 81 27 -54 45 7 -38 63 7 -56

laundry 82 44 -38 55 11 -44 56 8 -48

his 97 90 -7a 84 57 -27 82 30 -52

iall,repairs on house

lothes sew buttons

56

94

92

41

36

-53

8

49

56

7

48

-42

11

62

65

12

54

-50

?. lawn 65 92 27 36 89 53 49 88 39

)r groceries 77 63 -14b 37 25. -12a 37 14 -23

ire of family car 60 87 27 15 54.. 39 11 44 33

Ire of Younger children 72 71 -11a 53 27 -26 49 23 -26

ld dry dishes
_

97 74 -23 92 41 -51 89 37 -52

amber 114e 131 75 88 84 126

Questionnaire for current students asked them to indicate whether they did the task listed "always,"

"sometimes," or "never." Parents and former students were asked to indicate whether or not the student

"usually" performed the task. The percentages shown for the current students are the totals of

"always" and "sometimes" answers. Percentages for parents and former students are those who in-

dicated the students "usually" performed the tasks.

rence between males and females not significant at .05 level.

rence between males and females significant at .05 level. Any difference not footnoted significant at the

vel.

base numiers are averages because some respondents did not answer certain items. Range of Ns for females

o 116; range for males 122 to 136.
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TABLE 4-5

Toy Index Scores of Current Students
by Sex and Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

Toy Index Scorea

Females Males

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

5 or less

6 to 10

11 to 15

ID

30

23

21

39

29

12

16 to 20 14 13 2 2

21 to 25 6 5 8 2

26 to 30 5 2 8 20

31 to 35 38 28

36 to 40 28 33

41 or more 16 17

Base Number 146 118 50 137

a
Low scores indicate the respondent played mainly with traditional

female toys; high scores indicate the respondent played mainly

with traditional male toys.

1 1 1
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TABLE 4-6

factor Scores for Female and Male Tasks

Usually Performed by Current Students

by Sex and Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

Factor
a

Scores

Female Tasks Male Tasks

Female Male Female Male

Non-

tradi-

tional

Tradi-

tional

Non-

tradi-

tional

Tradi-

tional

Non-

tradi-

tional

Tradi-

tional

Non-

tradi-

tional

Tradi-

tional

30 or

31 to 40

41 to 50

51 to 60

61 to 70

71 or more

1

38

38

20

2

-

3

30

49

16

3

2

26

43

26

-

2

2

39

45

14

1

-

1

23

44

31

1

1

-

23

50

23

3

-

-

2

. 20

63

14

-

-

1

28

57

13

2

Base Number 146 116 49 137 146 116 49 137

a
Low

.s

cores for each of the tasks indicate the respondents rarely performed them; high scores

indicate they often performed them.
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choices with their children, and whether their children ever wanted to
take courses that the parents objected to. In most cases there was
little evidence that the nontraditional students were exposed to any
different influences than traditional students. Parents of nontraditional
females, however, were more aware of the occupational interests of their
daughters than were their traditional counterparts. The nontraditional
parents were more likely to report that they had tried to influence
their daughter's interests by providing appropriate toy kits and books
(althouh this was not reflected in the toys analysis above); and they
were more aware that their daughters had considered and were preparing
for occupations that were unusual for their sex. There was also some
indication (at .08 level of significance) that the nontraditional par-
ents were more supportive of their daughter's choices. These findings,
together with the nontraditional females' parents' tendency to support
equal opportunities for women, suggest that students are more likely to
choose nontraditional courses when their parents encourage such choices.

Most parents were satisfied (43 percent) or very satisfied (45
percent) with the occupational choices of their children, regardless of
the curricula in which they were enrolled. There were no significant
differences in satisfaction between parents of traditional and nontradi-
tional students.

Schoo? and Peer Influences

When children enter school, they become subject to a host of poten-
tial influences on their attitudes and behavior in addition to those of
the family environment discussed in the previous section. This section
examines school and peer influences as they relate to the student's
choice of a vocational program.

Guidance Activities

The students in the sample were provided with a list of experiences
which could have influenced the choice of a course of study in high
school. Students were asked first to indicate whether they had had any
of the experiences listed. If they had, they were asked to rate the ex-
perience on a five point scale according to how helpful it had been in
their vocational course selection in order to discover whether the non-
traditional students had been exposed to different kinds of experiences
and/or whether they viewed any of these experiences as being more help-
ful in making their course choices than did the traditional students.

The questionnaire listed three kinds of experiences as possible in-
fluences on course choice:

1 i 1
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1. Those provided by the school (particularly by the guidance
departments); e.g., careers courses, vocational interest
tests, vocational aptitude tests, guidance or library
materials on occupations, special programs or activities.

2. Influence of others on the student's choice; e.g., students,
parents, relatives, teachers, and counselors.

3. Personal activities; e.g., summer or part-time jobs, hobbies,
or leisure-time activities.

Because of the difficulty of presenting all of these data on a single
table, the percentages of students who simply indicated they had bad
such experiences are provided first. These are grouped in Table 4-7
according to the three categories listed above. Statistical tests
performed (chi-square) to determine whether the traditional students
differed significantly from the nontraditional students on any of these
items.

Significant differences existed between the nontraditional and
traditional females on two items: traditional females vere more likely
to have held part-time or summer jobs that influenced their-choices (2. <
.01), and traditional females were more likely than nontraditional
females to have had hobbies or other leisure time activities that were
influential (p. < .001).

Traditional males were more likely to report having taken a vo-
cational interest test (p. < .01) or a vocational aptitude test (2. <
.05) than nontraditional males. A larger proportion of nontraditional
males indicated that they had discussed their course choice with teachers
Qe. < .02), and a larger proportion of nontraditional than traditional
males had held part-time or summer jobs that influenced their choices
(je. < .05).

It might be expected that because of the high teenage unemployment
rate, nontraditional summer or part-time jobs would have been difficult
to obtain for both sexes. Yet 66 percent of the nontraditional males
claimed to have had job experiences which influenced their course choices.
A possible explanation is that they worked at traditional jobs which
triggered or reinforced their desire to try a nontraditional program.
The available data are not sufficiently specific to test this hypothe-
sis. Overall, however, more males in the sample had had employment
experience than females.

The sample students were asked to provide some specific details
about their work experience--number of regular, part-time, or summer
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TABLE 4-7

Experiences Reported as Influencing the

Vocational Course Choices of Current Students,

by Sex and Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

Experiences

Females Males

Tradi-
tional

School-initiated

gu,uance/library
materials on careers

PrOgram/activities which
describe courses of

study

Took vocational interest
test

Took vocational
aptitude test

Took course on
careers

Personal Discussions

With other students

With parents

With siblings or
other relatives

With counselors

With teachers

Individual Activities

Hobbies or other
leisure time
activities

Part-time or
summer job

Base Number-Range

55
b

26
b

142-144 116-118

65

62

70

63

41

85

86

65

63

60

68

39

151-134

aThese percentaes do not sum to 100 percent. Each figure represents

the percentage of all vocational students in the respective categories

that reported experiencing the various items listed. Any one student

could check all, some, or none of the experiences.

Difference between nontraditional and traditional students of the same

nnifirant at the .G5 level or less.



jobs and total months spent at such jobs. While more than 80 percent of
the males had held jobs, only 65 percent of the females .had (see Table
4-8). The number of jobs each group had held did not-differ signifi
cantly either between the sexes (2.1 for females and 2.6 for males) or
between traditional and nontraditional students within each sex.

These data provide no support for the notion that nontraditional
students may have had a greater number of jobs encompass greater
variety of tasks which might have increa0,1 the number of -,cational
cOurse options which they percoived 1; appropriate. Howeve, oontiadi_
tional males had worked for fourteen lunths on the average, while the
trAditional males had held jobs for a total of 6.5 months on the average.
These differences are statistically significant (p < .009). The average
number of months females had worked were 9.2 for the nontraditional and
8.1 for the traditional females (not statistiCally significant).

It can be seen from Table 4-7 that of the three types of influences
listed, the students were most likely to cite those in Group 2--personal
discussions with others concerning their course choices. Parents and
other students were those most often consulted by all students. (That
parents and other students are most often involved in students' course
choices is supported hy the responses to several other questions dis
cussed below.)

As for the schools' efforts to provide the students with informa
tion to assist them in choosing their courses of study, approximately
threequarters of nontraditional students of both sexes reported that
they read materials from the guidance department or library which
described various occupations. Based on the responses to the counselors'
interview guides, perusals of the libraries in the sample schools, and
the findings of other studies (Birk, et al., 1973, Vetter, et al.,
1974, cited in Chapter 2), however, it appears that guidance materials
on people in nontraditional occupations are in short supply. How help
ful, then, were the materials the nontraditional students read? (See
Table 4-9.)

A majority of the students assessed these career materials as
helpful, but less than 50 percent considered them to be quite or very
helpful. What cannot be determined from the data is the nature of the
helpfulness. Were they useful simply as descriptions of duties, sala
ries, training, etc. for various occupations? Were they-useful in
helping students to eliminate certain vocational options, thus narrowing
the selection process? Did they provide pictures of role models of the
nontraditional sex for these students?
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TABLE 478

Reported Incidence of Part-time or Summer Jobs,
Current Students by Sex and Traditional/Nont,Aitional Enrollment

Females Males

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Held job

Never held job

% % 7. %

65

35

64

36

88

12

81

19

Base Number 146 118 50 137

TABLE 4-9

Helpfulness of Guidance or Library Materials
Which Describe Occupations as Reported by

All Current Students Who Had Used These Materials

Degree of Helpfulness

Females Ma les

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

le

Quite or very helpful 42 55 46. 49

A little helpful 39 34 35 34

Not helpful 4 6 3 8

Don't know how helpful 10 5 8 8

No rating of helpfulnessa 6 2 8 1

Base Number 103 90 37 86

a
This category consists of those respondents who indicated they
had read occupational information material but did not rate its
helpfulness.



TABLE 4-10

Helpfulness of School Programs/Activities
About Courses as Reported by All Current Students
Who Indicated Their Schools Offered Such Activities

Degree of Helpfulness

Females Ma es

Non-
tradi=
tional

Tradi-
tional

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

z %* fO

Quite or very helpful 48 48 54 39

A little helpful 34 27 31 30

Not helpful 5 5 3 7

Don't know 7 15 3 17

No rating of helpfulnessa 5 1 8 7

Base NuMber 97 73 35 83

aThis category consists of students who reported their school
conducted programs but who did not rate the helpfulness of
these programs.
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TABLE 4-11

People Who Influenced Vocational Course Choices of

Current Students, by Sex and Traditional/

Nontraditional Enrollment

Source

Suggested Course Had Most Influence

Females Males Females Males

Non-

tradi-

tional

Tradi-

tional

Non-

tradi-

tional

Tradi-

tional

Non-

tradi-

tional

Tradi-

tional

.Non-

tradi-

tional

Tradi-

tional

No one

Parent

Counselor-

Another student

Sibling or other

relative

Teachc.:

Other

za
7. 7. /0 /0 % 7. 7.

56

21

15

14

12

10b

5

54

29

22

20

13

19

3

56

20

16

16

8

14

6

53

26

14

21

12

15

4

54

19

4

7

5

9

2

41

19

13

7

9

10

2

47

18

0

16

12,

4

2

46

24

7

7

6

9

I

Base Number 146 118 50 137 144 118 49 135

a
These percentages do not sum to 100 percent. Each figure represents the percentage of all voca-

tional students in the respective categories that reported receiving suggestions from the people

listed. Any one student could check all, some, or none of the choices.

b
Difference between nontraditional and traditional females significant at the .04 level or less.,



Between 60 and 70 percent of all the students indicated that their
schools conducted programs or activities designed to introduce them to
different courses of study. Further information on these programs and
activities was provided by the counselor interviews conductad at each of
the sample schools. Counselor responses are discussed in greater detail
in Chapter 6, but in brief, they indicated that such programs and
activities usually took the form of tours of area vocational schools by
prospective students and/or career fairs to which outside resource
people were invited. The students' ratings of the degree of helpfulness
of suchlschool activities are shown in Table.4-10.

Less than half of the students rated the programs or activities
which the schools conducted as quite or very helpful. Those who found

-these programs or activities to be most helpful were the nontraditional
males, although only 54 percent of them gave the two highest ratings.
This suggests that schools should make a greater effort to acquaint
students with the various courses of study which are offered.

As for courses about -Careers, less than half of all the students in
the sample had been exposed to one. By group; the percentages ranged
from a low of 31 percent for nontraditional females to a high of 47
percent for traditional females.

People Who Influenced Students in their Program Selection

The students were asked to indicate all of those people who sug-
gested that they take the course of study they were following as well as
the one person who had the most influence on their choice. Responses to
these questions are shown in Table 4-11.

At least 50 percent of each group indicated that no one suggested
they take the vocational program in which they were enrolled, and less
than one-quarter indicated having received the suggestion from their
guidance counselors. For all four groups, the most frequent source of
suggestions about programs was parents. This indicates the need to
educate parents to the variety of vocational options which should be
available for their children.

The data which identify the most influential persons are similar to
those which identify people who suggested the program to the students.
For approximately half of the studats in the sample, their own per-
ceptions and desires played the major role in their course selection.
This was most dramatically the case for nontraditional females, lending
support to the frequently stated notion that females are not informed
about or encouraged to enter nontraditional fields. There are no sta-
tistically significant differences between traditional and nontraditional
students for either sex on this question. Again, the responses indicate

2 2
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that, after themselves, the students' parents had the most influence on
their choices, although for nontraditional males, other students appeared
to have been almost as influential as their parents; and among tradi-
tional females, the counselors came in a close third. The latter finding
supports the notion that counselors are likely to reinforce traditional
female occupational orientation.

Reported Reasons for Students' Program Choice

The respondents were asked to identify the most important reason
for choosing the courses of study in whith they were currently enrolled.
Based on the results of earlier studies of vocational students (Kaufman
et al., 1967; Eninger, 1965)1, it was hypothesized that the two most
popular responses to this question would be "to prepare for employment"
and "to study things of personal interest." For three of the four groups--
nontraditional females, traditional females, and nontraditional males--
these were the most frequently cited reasons, accounting for at least 50
percent of the responses in each group (see Tab]e 4-12). Among nontradi-
tional males, "to prepare for more education" was selected more often
than personal interest or employment. For both traditional groups,
however--females and males--"interest" was cited more often than "em-
ployment." That more than one-third of the students chose their particular
courses of study because of personal interest suggests that'they may not
view the vocational programs as providing specific job training skills.

Nontraditional iemales were more likely to have employment in mind
when choosing their vocational courses than traditional females (33
percent versus 20 percent). In fact, a higher proportion of nontradi-
tional females indicated that they selected their courses to prepare for
employment than any of the other three groups. A comparison of the
proportion of nontraditional and traditional females who selected em-
ployment versus interest versus all other choices revealer 1 statis-
tically significant difference (j a < .05). In other words, lie nontradi-
tional females in the sample differed from the traditional .-alales in
the reasons they gave for their vocational course selection. Perhaps
the nontraditional females had a more realistic view of their future
lives than the traditional females, i.e., they perceived the need for a
vocation, and they selected traditional male courses because they recog-
nized the low-paying, dead-end nature of many traditional female occupa-
tions. This cannot be proven with the available data. It can be
hypothesized, however, that as more females realize that they are likely
to work outside the home for an average of twenty to twenty-five years,
they may begin to explore the multitude of career options available.
Such exploration should lead to increased enrollments of females in
nontraditional vocational programs.

When the responses of former students (Table 4-13) are compared to
those of current students, it can be seen that greater proportions of
all four groups of former students selected their courses as a result.,of
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TABLE 4-12

Most Important Reason for Choosing Course of Study for
Current Students by Sex and Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

Reasons

Females Ma les

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Prepare for employment 33 20 22 27

Study things of personal
interest 32 43 28 37

Prepare for college,
Lusiness school,
technical school, etc. 15 22 30 17

Followed suggestion of
school 6 3 4

To have easy courses 1 1 6 2

To satisfy parents 1 2 1

To be in same classes
with friends 0 2 0 3

Other 5 5 4 2

Don't know main reason 7 5 8 7

Base Number 145 116 50 135
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TABLE 4-13

Most Important Reason for Choosing Course of Study for
Former Students by Sex and Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

Reasons

Females Males

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Study things of
personal interest 52 43 24. 40

Prepare for college,
business school,
technical school, etc. 19 21 28 18

Prepare for employment 10 23 14 22

Followed suggestion of
school 6 5 7 6

To have easy courses 5 2 0 4

To be in same classes
with friends 2 1 7 4

Other 0 1 3 0

Don't know main reason 6 4 14 6

Base Number 95
_

84 29 125
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personal interest" than for any other reason. Roughly the same per-
centages selected their courses of study to prepare for postsecondary
vocational training. A significantly higher proportion of the current
nontraditional students (both female and male) selected their courses of
study to prepare for employment (10 percent of the former nontraditional
females versus 33 percent of the current nontraditional females (2_ <
.001); 14 percent of former nontraditional males versus 22 percent of
current nontraditional males (2. < .05). Nhether these percentages have
increased because current students believe that opportunities for em-
ployment in nontraditional fields are increasing can only be surmised.
If true, however, this would be an encouraging sign of increased accep-
tance of nontraditional workers.

All students were asked if there were any other programs they would
have preferred to take had they been available. For those who responded
"yes" (32 percent of the nontraditional females, 31 percent of the
traditional females, 32 percent of the nontraditional males, and 26
percent of the traditional males), the preferred course choices were
examined. Because not all of the courses chosen by students could be
classified as traditionally male or traditionally female, it was not
possible to evaluate all of the students' preferred course options.

Among those courses that could be identified as traditional or
nontraditional, however, approximately one-third of the female students
who indicated that they would have preferred another course of study
selected a course in the opposite category. In other words, one-third
of the traditional females would have preferred a nontraditional course,
and one-third of the nontraditional females would have preferred a
traditional female course. Among the male students who would have
preferred some other program, one-fifth of the nontraditional males
apparently really wanted a traditional course. One-seventh of the
traditional males would have preferred a traditional female course.

Perceived Acceptance of Students' Course Selections

Students were-asked whether they encountered any resistance or--
criticism when they decided to take their present course of study.
Those who answered "yes" were asked to indicate from whom (see Table 4-
14).

Both nontraditional males and nontraditional females cited male
friends as their most frequent critics. This is not surprising, since
traditional males are the group most likely to feel threatened by changes
in the occupational structure. Both groups challenge long-held assump-
tions about women's and men's roles in society. The traditional male,
who dominates societal institutions, stands to lose the most power if
sex stereotypes are broken down and roles in society reordered.
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TABLE 4-14

Resistance or Criticism Reported Because of Vocational
Course Choice by Current Vocational Students,by Sex

and Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

Sources of Resistance
or Criticism

Females Males

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tra''-
tional

%a

Male friends 12 6 22b 6

Female friends 10 15 6 4

Parents 7 3 7

Counselors 6 3 3

Sibling or other
relatives 3 6 6 2 .

Teachers 1 5 4 4

Encountered NO resis-
tance or criticism 77 76 76 82

Base Number 146 118 50 137

aThese percentages do not sum to 100 percent. Each figure ex-

cept for the final one represents the percentage of all voca-
tional students in the respective categories that reported en-
countering resistance or criticism from the_sources listed.
Any one srudemt could check all, some, or none of these sources.

b
Differenat tween nontraditional and traditional males signifi-

cant at the A03 level.
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The data in Table 4-14 conform to expectations about the importance
of peer pressure and are further supported by responses to the question,
"Were you ever teased by the other students because of the course of
study you chose?" Thirty-two percent of the nontraditional males and 30
percent of the nontraditional females responded "yes," as opposed to
only 19 percent of the traditional males and 20 percent of the tradi-
tional females. These differences, while in the expected-dire-Aion, did
not quite reach statistical significance at the .05 level.

The_c.tudents reported overwhelming parental satisfaction with their
program choices. Over 80 percent of all groups thought their parcnts
were satisfied or very satisfied with their choice of a course of study.

Nontraditional Job Aspirations

The students were asked if they had ever thought seriously about
entering occupations that were not traditional for their sex. A sig-
nificantly larger percentage of the females (both nontraditional and
traditional) reported considering nontraditional occupations than did
either group of males (see Table 4-15). It is somewhat puzzling that
larger percentages of nontraditional students did not respond positively
to this question. Perhaps they (particularly the males) were unaware
that their vocational programs were nontraditional. This may have
occurred partly because the examples provided in the questionnaire were
very. "hardcore," such as a female becoming an auto mechanic or a male
becoming a secretary. In addition, several studies of vocational stu-
dents have found low relatedness between the high school programs
taken and the types of jobs the students obtained.2 The data for former
students in this study, for example, revealed that only one-third or
less of the respondents in the four groups found jobs that were the same
or highly related to the skills they studied in high school (see Chapter 8).

It cannot be determined whether these students sought highly
related jobs and simply ended up with something,else,,, or_whether they
did not view their vocational programs as providing specific job train-
ing skills. Some support for the latter view can be found in the high
proportions of the current students who selected their vocationcl pro-
grams "to study things of personal interest" rather than "to pare for
employment" (see Table 4-12 above). It must also be remembeL_ that
a number of the students were not enrolled in their first-choice voca-
tional programs. An examination of the nontraditional occupatioms which
the students had considered revealed no significant differenr- between
those enrolled in nontraditional and traditional programs ammz-z_ either
the females or the males.
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Those who had considered a nontraditional occupation were asked
whether they had ever discussed with anyone the possibility of such an
occupational choice. Their responses are shown in Table 4-16.

While there were no significant differences between the two groups
of males, the females currently enrolled in nontraditional vocational
programs were more i2Lkely than the traditional females to have discussed
the possibility of a nontraditional occupation, and the discussants were
more likely to have been other students and counselors.

Multiple Regression Analysis

With so many possible influences on the decision to enter a non-
traditional program, multiple regression analyses were conducted to test
which variables were significant when the effects of others were held
constant. Several preliminary equations--which included information
about the students, their family backgrounds, and their schools--were
constructed and analyzed. Since the definitions of nontraditional
courses differed for males and females, the analyses were conducted
separately for each sex. Separate analyses were also conducted for
current and former students.

Multiple regression is a powerful analytic tool which allows the
independent effeart of each variable to be tested while the influence of
all others is held constant. However, because this technique tests all
poSsible combinations of the variables until it finds the weighting that
explains the maximum proportion of the variability in the dependent
variable (in this case, enrollment in a nontraditional program), it Ls
also highly likely to capitalize on chance relationships among the
variables. For this reason, relationships that are found to be signi-
ficant must be interpreted cautiously unless they fit into an established
theoretical framework or are based on very large samples. In the
present analyses neither the theory nor the large samples were avail-
able. The reasons for nontraditional program choice have not been

a,theoretically --the-number- -of-respondents in-the-separate
samples is relatively low. Furthermnr, when the dependent variable z::s
a dichotomous one, milt-iple regressior7tends to underestimate relationships.

For all of these measons, the mulmiple regression analysis pre-
sented here is a very conservative one- Tables 4-17 and 4-18 contain
the results for curren: and former male and female students for whom
complete data were avable. Respondents who had missing data on the
variahaes listed it tables were dropped from the analysis. The
variaales reported = these tables are those fox which at least one of
the pmeliminary anaLyses had found a sfgnificamt relationship with the
tradfrional/nontraditional classificatfon.
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TABLE 4-15 .

Percentage of Current Students Who Seriously Considered
Entering a Nontraditional_Occupation,by Sex and

Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

Females Hal s

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Non-
tradi-
tiOnal

Tradi-
tional

Yes

No

% %

52

48

43

57

18

82

9

91

Base Number 146 118 50 137
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TABLE 4-16

Reported Discussion of Possible Nontraditional Occupations,
_Current Students by Sex and Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

Discussants

Females Males

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Considered NT occupation
but never discussed it
with anyone

Discussed with someone:

another student

parent

brother, &ster ,
other relative

teacher

counselor

other

CA

25
b

75
49ab

49

28

28

24
b

4

53

47

30

33

26

14

7

4

60

40

33

33

33

33

20

0

53

47

20

33

27

13

13

-6

Base Mimber 75 57 10 15

aThese percenraes do not sum to 100 percent. Eall figure repre-

sents the percentage of all students in the respective -categories

that zonsidered a_ nontraditional occupation and reported discussdng
the occupation with the people listed. Any one student could

chedk all, some, ar none of these people.

bDifference between traditional and nontrcditional females si ifd-

cant at the .05 level or less.
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Multiple Regression Analysis of Influences on Choice of
_Nontraditional Curriculum, Current and Former Female Students

Independent Variables with
Coding for Equa tIon

Current Female Students Form

Mean
a

SD r B SE Mean SD

Father's Occupation

Professional, technical, manag 1 ° 1.
others 0 ..31 .46 -.09 .23* .11 44 .:

Sales, clerical, skilled worker ° 1.
others 0 .32 .47 .09 .24* .11 .19 .:

Semi-skilled, protective, servtme ° 1,
others .., 0 .23 .42 . .15 39** .11 .21 .,

All others ° 0 (enters intercw,-) 1

Mother's years of work (7 point *le) 2.31 2.23 -.08 NE 2.43 2.;

Father's education (8 point sta22e) 4.42 1.69 -.04 .02 .02 4.60 .7...

Mother's education (8 point scale) 4.41 1.62 -.02 NE 4.43 1.,

Comprehensive or vocational schmol
(comp 1, voc ° 0) .80 .40 -.37 -.45** .08 .91 .

School location (urban ° 1, others ° 0) .49 .50 -.08 -.11 .07 .52 .

Female tasks (factor score current. 53.59 7.63 .0: M 11.49 6.

School satis- 2 based index fonmer)
faction 49:.60 8.86 -.OF NE 3.51 1.,

Male-female toys (Z based index) 9.48 ..r 7.14 :22 .01* .00- 10.74 7.

Dependent variable, nontraditional enroll-
ment .57 .50 .57 .

Intercept
I

.74 .44

Multiple lib -2
Explained variance (R 1 .=

Number of observations ass

a
SD standard.demiation otasmaa,t_---zero orner cmmtssIation of:.:intamander.t with dependent variables,

cient, SE 0 standard errortof ma ---efient, 17.---vo7ims-:enter intermeplt NE ° not entered, F value
bCorrected for degrees of freedom
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TABLE 4-18

Multiple Regression Analysis of Influences on Choice of

Nontraditional Curriculum, Current and Former Male Students

-..-....

Independent Variables with

Coding for Equation

......

Current Male Students

wwwww.

Former Male Students

Mean
a

SD r 8

I

SE Mean SD r B SE

Father's 0ccupatio,1

Prof.'sional, technical, tanagerial " 1,

others . 0 .46 .50 -.12 -.25 .13 .40 .49 -.02 .09 .12

Sales, clerical, skilled worker . 1,

others . 0 .28 .45 -.10 -.27 .14 .24 .43 .12 .16 .13

Semi-skilled, protective, service 1,

others 0 .17 .38 .10 -.00 .15 .17 .38 -.12 -.08 .14

All others . 0 (enters interce2t) I I

Mother's years of work (7 point scale) 2.21 2.33 .02 NE 2.15 2.38 .07 NE

Father's education (8 point scale) 4.62 1.97 .04 .02 .02 4.41 1.77 .16 .04 .03

Comprehensive or vocational school

(comp . 1, voc 0) .79 .41 .31 .32** .10 .94 .23' .14 NE

School location (urban 1, others ' 0) .26 .44 -.22 -.21* .09 .43 .50 -.27 NE

Color (white . 1, other . 0) .79 .41 -.44 -.41** .10 .90 .31 -.33 -.49** .14

Attitude toward female career

(factor score) 54.06 9.14 -.12 NE . 53.29 7.43 -.16 -.01 .01

Attitude toward traditional female

role (factor score) 50.44 7.47 -.11 -.01* .00 51.47 7.67 .09 .01 .01

Male-female toys (% based index) 34.74 5.22 -.08 -NE 32.62 5.44 -.24 -.02* .01

Dependent variable, nontraditional enroll-
ment .27 .44 .24 .43

Intercept 1.02 .36 1.12 .39
,

-b
Multiple R .59**
Explained variance .35 .19

Number of observations
_

112 87

a
Same as Table 4-17.

b
Same as Table 4-17.



For the female students, it can be stated with considerable con-
fidence that enrollment in a nontraditional program is associated with
attending a vocational school. Which is the cause and which the effect
caonot be determined. A student may wish to study a program which is
offered only at a varzrnal school. If the student enrolls in the
progr m purely becanee of interest in the skill, attendance at the
vacatvonal school i. zar effect of having chosen a nontraditional cur-
riculmm. If, insteao- the student tours a vocational school, sees the
opport_inities available there, and hears good reports about the school
from other students, s may choose a nontraditional program because it
_is conducted at that schlool. When informal interviews were conducted
during the site visit:a, students frequently said that at the vocational
school they "counmed ":-Lrl_ something." They felt less likely to be judged
an the basis of amadet,-r- performance or social standing by other stu-
dents or teachers that they did in their home schools. Thus, in most
cases, the mo influemoes probably interact. The atmosphere at the
vocational schnol may tambine with the interest of the student and the
relative absence of peer pressure to yield the choice of a nontradi-
tional program.

Whatever the direr-rion of the influence, the vocational school
would appear to have an advantage in recruiting females into nontradi-
ffnnal occupations. The usual arguments raised against separate voca-
tinnal schools--a..g., that students do not like to leave their home
schools--certainiy do not apply to the nontraditional female. Voca-
tional schools cmmId capitalize on this inherent advantage in the
recruitment of females into traditional male programs. Among the male
students, race was_ the only significant variable for both current and
former students. ifinnwhites were more likely to be enrolled in nontradi-
tional programs than whites. The only interpretation that can be made
is that being nonwhite increases the probability that a male will enter
a nontraditional_program. Why this should be so is not clear either
from the questionnaire data or other information gathered in the course
of the study. lane possible explanation is that administrators may be
less likely to reject the requests of monwhite males to enter tradi-
tionally female areas'than they would those of white males. The site
visits conducted for this study suggested that most administrators were
far more sensitive to racial discrimination than they were to sex dis-
crimination.

The male-female toy index was significant for two of the four
analyses, and in ail four the signs were in the expected directions,
positive for femalfiw.s and negative for males. Other variables that were
predicted to be im-fluential, such as the education of the parents, the
presence of a working mother, and an urban location, failed to yield any
significant relatlionships or did so only once.
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Thus, the data that this study was able to gather identified two
factors that lie behind the decision to enter nontraditional programs.
Females who do so are more likely to be in vocational schools; males who

do so are more likely to be nonwhite. Factors other than these could

not be clarly identified. In a sense, however, this lack of differ-

ences may be interpreted positively. It suggests that the decision to
enter a nontraditional program is not the result of a number of forces

over which neither the student nor the school has any control. On the

contrary, efforts to widen career options for both sexes would appear to
have considerable potential for success.

Future Plans

A number of questions were asked concerning the students' per-
ceptions of their futures. They were asked to indicate their main plans
after high school, what types of jobs they hoped to get, how many years
they expected to hold full- or part-time jobs, whether or not they
thought they would get married, how many years they would work after
marriage, problems they expected to encounter in the world of work, and
how much money they expected to be earning one and five years after
completing their education. Very large percentages of the students
checked "undecided, don't know, no idea" when replying to these ques-
tions. Their responses suggest a great degree of uncertainty about
their future plans. As would be expected, the degree of uncertainty .

expressed about the future increased as the projected time period
lengthened.

Students' Main Plans Following High School

Because the students in the sample were enrolled in vocational
programs, it was assumed that most would plan either to work at full-

time jobs or to take advanced training at vocational, technical, or
business schools. In fact, the most frequent response for all groups
but the tr-Iditional males was "attend college".(See Table 4-19). Only

traditionai males anticipated working full-time immediately after
graduation, and only 10 to 16 percent of all the students in the sample

expected to,go immediately to advanced vocational training. Military

service was a popular option only for nontraditional males (18 percent).

This is an unexpected finding since the military--at least in the past--

has been a symbol of traditionality. However, the military has also
been viewed by some as a place fer those who do not "fit" into tradi-

tional societal categories. Overall, the pattern of plans of the
nontraditional males differed significantly from the plans of the
traditional males (2. < .02).

Approximately one-quarter of all the females expected to go di-
rectly to full-time jobs after graduation. Only 10 percent of non-
traditional and 6 percent of traditional females anticipated becoming
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TABLE 4-19

Reported Main Plans Following High School, Current Students

by Sex and Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

Main Plans

Females Mal es

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

CI

Attend college full-time 33 42 44a 29

Get full-time job 27 25 18 15 ,,-

Attend vocational,
technical, or business
school full-time

11 16 10 11

Be a housewife 10 6 0

Go into military service 1 2 18

Other 1 0 1

Undecided, don't know 16 10 10 18

Base Number 146 118 50 137

aDifference between nontraditional and traditional males signifi-
cant at the .01 level or less.
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housewives right after high schoo1.3 (The question referred to "main
[emphasis in original] plans for when you leave high school, not in-
cluding part-time or summer plans"--see Appendix B-4, Question 63.)
Between 10 and 18 percent of all the students (female and male) were
undecided concerning their main plans, with the most indecision dis-
closed by nontraditional females and traditional males (16 and 18
percent respectively). The nontraditional females' indecision may
reflect the conflicting pressures which they maY experience as a func-
tion of women's changing roles. The indecision of traditional males may
reflect their knowledge that their work lives are likely to be long and
continuous, and that their choice of a vocation is not a decision to be
made lightly.

If the traditional males were influenced by this consideration,
however, it was not reflected in their estimates of their future working
years. Over half of all the students were unable to estimate the number
of years they would hold regular part-time or full-time jobs after they
completed their education (see Table 4-20). The "no idea" responses
ranged from 46 percent of the nontraditional males to 64 percent of the
traditional females. The average man in the United States will work for
forty-three years; the average woman for twenty to twenty-five years.
Yet less than 20 percent of the males and females estimated their future
working lives to be as long as the average for their sex.

Occupational Preference

The students were asked what kind of jobs they hoped to get after
they finished their education (see Table 4-21). It can be seen that the

'!EN,tudents in the sample selected jobs which ranged across the occupational
gectrum.--However, there were significant differences in-the types-of
Italtraditional and nontraditional students hoped to get. Nontradi-
tioA.1 females were more likely to hope for jobs in the data-oriented
prof ysional and technical areas and less likely to want clerical jobs
than were the traditional females. Almost 50 percent of the nontradi-
tional females selected jobs in the professional and technical areas.
Nontraditional males were more likely to want to be service workers and
people-oriented professional or technical workers than the traditional
males, who were more likely to be interested in skilled and semi-skilled
work. Questions asked of the parents concerning the occupational pre-
ferences of their children yielded results that paralleled those ob-
tained from the students.

The males in the sample were less certain of the types of jobs they
hoped to get than were the females. In fact, the most frequently
checked response of the traditional and nontraditional males was "un-
decided, don't know." This may be a function of the wider variety of
vocational options which have been perceived as appropriate for males,
combined with the males' expectations of longer working lives which may
make them more conscious of the importance of selecting an occupation
which will be cownatible with their interests and skills. It may also

be a function of an uncertain labor market.
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TABLE 4-20

Estimated Length of Work Life of Current Students
by Sex and Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

Number of Years

Females Males

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Jo Io

1 year or less 3 4 6 2

2-3 years 6 3 3

4-5 years 8 6 4 4

6-10 years 3 4 4 0

11-20 years 4 8 2 5

21-30 years 5 5 6 9

31-40 years 4 3 12 _10,

41+ years 10 3 20 12

No idea 57 64 46 56

Average number of years
students estimated they
would work 18 15 27 26

Base Number 146 118 50 135
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TABLE 4-21

Current Students' Reports of Kind of Job They Hoped
to Obtain After Finishing Their Education, by Sex and

Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

Types of Jobs Planned

Females Males

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Professional, technical a
(data oriented) 25a 8 22- 28

Professional, technical
(people oriented) 21 22 10 4

Managers, officials,
proprietors 2 4 7

Sales 2 0 2 0

Clerical 8 27 2 0

Skilled work 3 2 4 12

Semi-skilled 3 1 4 9

Service workers 7 8 12 6

Unskilled .7 0 0 1

Farm Work 1 2 2 3

Undecided, don't
know 25 25 36 36

Base Number 146 118 50 137

aTypes of jobs desired by traditional and nontraditional current
students differ significantly

Females chi square = 42.67 2. < .001

Males chi square - 42.27 2. < .001
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The importance of role models was discussed earlier in this report
(see Chapter 2). Sixty percent of all the students in the sample in-
dicated that they personally knew someone who held the kind of job they
hoped to get. These students were asked the sex of this role model.
The responses are shown in Table 4-22. There is a statistically signi-
ficant difference between the sex of the role models identified by the
nontraditional and traditional females (2. < .001), and the results tend
to confirm expectations. Very few of the traditional females had male
role models, whereas the nontraditional females were almost equally
divided in the sex of their role models. This may reflect the growing
numbers of women in traditional male occupations, and it may indicate
that many young women are able to pattern themselves on role models of
either sex--something which is not reflected in the responses of the
male students.

Very few male students--either traditional or nontraditional--knew
personally any females who were performing in the student's chosen
occupation, while two-thirds of the male students knew males who held
such jobs. These results may be interpreted in several ways. Non-
traditional males may not specify female role models because they are
not, in fact, looking for nontraditional jobs. Or, nontraditional males
may be more visible to young males than nontraditional females ate r..0
the female students. Perhaps communication is better among males,
resulting in males' being able to find and identify with other males
performing nontraditional jobs. Or, the results may reinforne the point
made above =hat:females find it easier to identify with adultaof either
sex, while males still find it extremely difficult to see ff.miqgic as role
models for thed=occupational choices. The inability of malins-= use
females as occrnational role models-has been noted in the
This is not surprising, since men are usually not respected ...an wanting
to be "like' a woman, no matter how accomplished she may be.

The students were also asked what relationship, if any, their role
model had to them. The results are shown in Table 4-23 below. It can
be seen that these models are most often friends for all four student
groups. For all but the traditional females, the second most likely
relationship of the role model to the student was professional. (It is
assumed that the students interpreted 'professional' to mean anyone
performing in an occupation).

Another question asked sample students what jobs they would like to
have if they could do anything in the world of work. Their responses
are shown in Table 4-24.
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TABLE 4-22

Sex of Person Who Holds the Type of Job Current

Students Hope to Get, by Sex of Students

and Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

Sex of Role Models

Male

Know no individual
personally with
desired job

Base Number

Females Males

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Non:-

radi-
tional

Tradt-
timal

cx,

33a

28

41

53

8

39

3

64

33

65:

111 88 33 96

aDifference between nontraditional and traditional females signifi-

cant at .001 level or less.
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TABLE 4-23

Relationsnip of Role Models to TraditIonalf
Nontraditional Female and Male Current Students

Zelationship

Females Males

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Friend 50 44 46 56

Professional 15 16 29 16

Relative (not parent
or sibling) 14 18 8 6

Brother, sister 10 10 4 4

Parent 4 3 4 11

Employer 3 5 4 4

Other 4 3 4 3

Base Number 72 61 24 70
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TABLE 4-24

Type of job Current Students Reported They Would
Like tc_Have if They Could Do Anything in the

World of Work, by Sex and Traditional/
Nontraditional Enrollment

Type of Job Desired

Females Males

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

%

Professional., technical
(data oriented) 24a 23 16

a
34

Professional, technical
(people oriented) 27 21 24 I 13

Managers, officials,
proprietors 5 6 8 I 9

Sales 0 0 0 0

Clerical 2 10 2 0

Skilled work 3 1 0 12

Semi-skilled 1 3 2 8

Service workers 4 4 12 5

Unskilled 0 0 2 0

Farm work 4 2 0 3

Don't know 30 30 34 16

Base Number 146 117 50
J

137

a
Types of jobs desired by traditional and nontraditional current
students differ significantly.

Females chi square = 24.33, < .06
Males chi square = 31.45, 2. < .01
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There is a statistically significant diff,erence betwemn the choices
of the nontraditional and traditional students, both females and males

< .06 for femmles, < ALfor males).- Of-most interest,:however, is
the comparison uf the types of jobs stndents actually expe: to get (see
Table 4-21) and the jobs they would seLect if they could doanything
(see Table 4-24). A comparison of the -responses to these tmo questions
suggests that if students could do anything they liked,

1. Only one-third the number of females would choose -to go
into clerical work.

2. Only half as many females would select service wort

3. Slightly more students would choose to be managers- officials,
and proprietors.

4. Except for the traditional males, almost none of the other
students would select skilled work.

5. Two times as many of the traditional temeles would like to
have data-oriented professional or technical jobs as plan
to go into those areas.

6. Twice as many of the nontraditional males and three times
as many of the traditional males would like people-oriented
professional or technical jobs as expect to go intsm these
areas.

These findings indicate that despite the increased emphasis on voca-
tional-technical education at the secondary level, many of the students
who have chosen this training aspire to occupations for which a college
education is usually required.

Marital and Work Plans

Over three-fourths of all the students in the sample expected to
marry someday. Approximately 20 percent of each group was undecided,
while only 3 - 7 percent believed they would not marry.

The students were also asked to project the integration of their
future work and marital lives. Although both females and males were
asked this question, the responses reflect current societal expectations
(see Table 4-25). There is a striking difference in the proportions of
females and males who responded that they expect to work "all the time"
after marriage (15 and 84 percent respectively).
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TABLE 4-25

Current Students' Perceptions of Number of
Years They Would Work After Marriage by Sex
and Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

Number of Years

Females Mal es

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Will not work after
marriage 4 4 2 1

Will work until we have
children 24 23 0 0

Will work until we have
children and after
children enter school 27 26 2 1

Will work all the time 17 12 81 86

Undecided, don't know 28 36 15 13

Base Number 136 110 48 117
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Almost no males related the pattern of their work lives to their
marital status, whereas approximately one-quarter of the females (both
traditional and nontraditional) envisioned working only until marriage
and/or until they had children. An additional one-quarter of the female
students in the sample believed that they would not work while they had
preschool children at hOme. Yet it is this very group of women--those
with preschool children--who are entering the labor market at the
fastest growing rate. (The labor force participation of mothers with
preschool children rose from 22 percent in 1965 to 37 percent in 1975.)
There seems to be a definite need to present.young people with a more
realistic view of their future work and living options.

Expected Problems and Earnings

A very important question in terms of the objectives of this study
was "What kind of problems do you think you may have getting the kind of

job you want?" The results are shown in Table 4-26 below. The non-
traditional females anticipated encountering significantly more sex
discrimination than did the traditional females (2. < .04).5 For all

four groups, however, the most frequently anticipated problem was
competition with many others seeking the same job.

Perhaps most revealing was the frequency with which'"don't know"
was checked by all four groups. For all traditional students, as well
as for the nontraditional males, this was the most popular response.

This high degree of uncertainty affords further evidence of the need for
students to develop a more realistic understanding of their future work
lives, including problems they can expect to encounter. Awareness

of potential problems should result in better preparation for handling
them and increased likelihood of success in overcoming them. Both

groups of nontraditional students were slightly more likely (2. .03)

than were the traditional students to indicate that they expected no
problems. The analysis of the former students disclosed no significant
differences in the problems the traditional and nontraditional groups
encountered.

Many students were also unable to estimate the amount of money they

would earn one year after completing their education. From 34 percent

(of nontraditional males) to 59 percent (of traditional females) were
unable to make a guess. The amounts estimated by nontraditional and
traditional students or by males and females did not differ signifi-

cantly. Females expected to earn on the average almost tha same amount
as their male cohorts--$164 per week for females, $176 per week for

males. According to the most recent income statistics, however, men
earn more money than women even when their educational level is the same
(or higher for females), and the income gap between males and females is
increasing rather than decreasing--partly as a result of the occupa-
tional differentiation noted earlier in this report (see Chapter 2).
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TABLE 4-26

Problems Anticipated by Current Students
in Securing Desired 'Job, by Sex and
Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

Anticipated Problems

Females Males

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

%a
az,

Many others seeking same job 27 22 14 25

May not be accepted by em-
ployers because of sex 14

b
5 .4 2

May not be able to pay for
additional education,
training 13 6 12 15

May not be able to meet re-
quirement such as grades,
test scores, etc. 12 15 14 10

May have to leave this area 9 7 10 8

May not be able to pay for
necessary tools, equipment 3 8 4 6

Other 1 1 2

Expect no problems 18 15 18 12

Don't know 24 31 20 32

.Base Number 146 118 50 137

aThese percentages do not sum to 100 percent. Each figure represents
the percentage of all vocational students in the respective categories
that reported anticipating the problem listed. Any one student could

check all, some, or none.

b
Diffarence between nontraditional and traditional females signifi-
cant at the .04 level or.less.
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When the projected earnings for five years hence were examined,
even larger proportions of the students could make no estimate (from 44
percent of nontraditional males to 71 percent of traditional females).
A comparison of the percentages of males and females who could make no
estimate revealed a statistically significant difference (2. < .02).
Some of the traditional females probably could not make an estimate
because they did not anticipate being in the work force five years after
graduation. Again, um statistically significant differences obtained
between the estimates made by nontraditional and traditional students,
male or female. Males Trojected average weekly earnings of $262;
females, $249. Many mare males, however, estimated that their weekly
pay would be over $340 than did females (33 percent versus 21 percent),
with more of the nontraditional males anticipating being in this income
bracket than any of the other three groups. This is somewhat incon-
sistent with the overall level of the job aspirations of the various
groups (see Table 4-21 above).

Summary

This chapter has examined the responses of the current students and
their parents to the questions in the survey designed to identify
influences on the choice of a nontraditional vocational curriculum,
including family background, school and peer influences, and future
plans.

Family Background

Male students and their parents were less in favor of equal oppor-
tunity for women than females and their parents were. The parents of
nontraditional females were more supnortive of equal opportunity than
parents of other groups. Students and parents tended to share the same
attitudes toward sex roles. Most toys and tasks that the students were
exposed to as children were clearly labeled "male" and "female" in their
own and their parents' minds. The sex-role training these experiences
provide, however, does not appear to influence students' decisions to
enter nontraditional vocational programs. Parents did not appear to
exert strong influence on their children's career choices. Parents of
nontraditional females reported having tried to influence their children
by giving appropriate toys and books, although this is not reflected in
comparisons of student/parent reports of toys the students played with
as young children. Most parents were satisfied with their child's educa-
tion, whether traditional or nontraditional. Parents of nontraditional
females did, however, appear to be more aware of their daughters' career
choices.

-
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School and Peer Influences

Between 60 and 70 percent of all the students indicated that their
schools conducted programs or activities designed to describe different
courses of study. Less than half of the students believed that these
programs or activities were more than a little helpful (rated on a scale

from "not helpful" to "greatly helpful"). Less than half of all the
students in the group had been exposed to a course about careers.

Over 50 percent of all the students claimed that no one suggested
their particular course of study, and an almost equal percentage claimed
that they themselves were most influential in determining their voca-
tional course choice. For those who did report some other influence,
parents were most frequently named. School personnel--teachers and
counselors--apparently exerted little influence on the course selection
of the students in the sample, with the exception of the traditional
females.

Among the more interesting findings was that nontraditional females
were more likely to have had employment in mind when they chose their
vocational program than did any of the other groups. Approximately one-

quarter of the students in each group perceived some resistance or
criticism as a result of their vocational course choice. Both non-

traditional females and nontraditional males cited male friends as
critics more often than anyone else (22 percent of nontraditional males,
12 percent of nontraditional females). More nontraditional students
perceived resistance from their parents than traditional students did,
but the percentages were small and not significant--generally the stu-
dents perceived overwhelming parental satisfaction with their program

choices. About one of every three students in the sample was not enrolled
in the vocational program which was his or her first choice.

Approximately half of all the females in the sample had seriously
considered entering an occupation which was nontraditional for their

sex. Only 18 percent of the nontraditional males and 9 percent of the
traditional males had done so. Of those students who had considered a
nontraditional occupation, one-quarter to one-half had never discussed

the possibility with anyone. Of those who did talk it over, the dis-
cussants were most likely to be other students and parents.

Multiple Regression Analysis

A multiple regression analysis was performed in an effort to deter-

mine the relative importance of the many possible influences on choice

of a vocational program. As a result, it was discovered that female
students are more likely to be enrolled in nontraditional programs
in vocational, rather than comprehensive high schools, and that non-
traditional male students.are more likely to be nonwhite than white.
Most of the other variables failed to yield any significant relationships.
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Future Plans

Significant differences were found between the plans of the non-
traditional and traditional males, with a considerably higher proportion
of traditional males planning to go directly to full-time jobs after
being graduated from high school. The nontraditional males were more
likely to plan further education. Only 10 and 6 percent of the non-
traditional and traditional females planned to become housewives imme-
diately following high school.

Nontraditional females were more likely to hope for jobs in the
data-oriented professional and technical areas and less likely to desire
clerical jobs than were the traditional females. The nontraditional
males were more likely to want to be service workers and people-oriented
professional and technical workers than the traditional males, who were
more likely to be interested in skilled or semi-skilled work. However,
the most frequently checked response for all males was "undecided, don't
know."

Between 46 and 64 percent of the students were unable to estimate
the length of their future work lives. Of those who did make an esti-
mate, very few had a realistic idea about the average number of years
men Ind women work in the United States. Only 20 percent of the non-
traditional males and females estimated within the average range. Even

fewer of the traditional students made a correct guess.

Striking differences could be seen in the responses of the females
and males when asked about the future integration of their work and
marital lives. Only seventeen and 12 percent of the nontraditional and
traditional females claimed they expected to work "all the time" after
marriage, as opposed to 81 and 86 percent of the nontraditional and
traditional males.

Despite the documented income gap between the sexes, male and
female students in the sample estimated they would earn approximately
equal amounts of money both one and five years after completion of their
education.

The students were asked what kinds of problems they expected to
have in obtaining the kinds of jobs they wanted. There was a statis-
tically significant difference between the responses of the nontradi-
tional and traditional females on the item "may not be accepted by
employers because of sex." The most often anticipated problem for all
four groups, however, was competition for jobs.

The data examined in this chapter reveal a few significant dif-
ferences between vocational students in traditional and nontraditional
programs but do not suggest overwhelming disparities between the two in
terms of upbringing, background, or attitudes. It appears that many
students.could benefit from an effort on the part of the schools to
broaden the range of choices available to all students.
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FOOTNOTES

114ax U. Eninger, The Process and Product of T&I High School and

Vocational Education in the United States (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania:
American Institutes for Research, 1965) Chapter 5, p. 16; and Jacob J.
Kaufman, et al., The Role of the Secondary Schools in the Pre aration
of Youth for Employment (University Park, Pennsylvania: The Pennsyl-
vania State University, Institute for Research on Human Resources,
1967), Chapter 6, p. 37.

2Eninger, 2y cit., Kaufman, et al., oR. cit., and Pennsylvania
Vocational Education Management Information Directory, Bureau of Vo-
cational, Technical, and Continuing Education (Harrisburg, Pennsylvania,

1974).

3
Had the term homemakers been used instead of housewives, males

might have been more likely to consider this option, although it is
assumed that (because of the current societal expectations) even with
the nonsexist term, few males would have checked it.

4
See, for example, Ruth E. Hartley, "Sex-Role Pressures and the

Socialization of the Male Child," in And Jill Came Tumbling After:
Sexism in American Education, J. Stacey, S. Bereaud, and J. Daniels,
eds. (Dell Publishing Co., New York, 1974), pp. 185-198; Eleanor Maccoby
and Carol Jacklin, The Psychology of Sex Differences (Stanford, California,
Stanford University Press, 1974), pp. 284, 286.

5
Former students indicated that they actually encountered fewer

problems with sex discrimination than might have been anticipated (4
percent). See Table 8-5, Chapter 8.
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CHAPTER 5

SCHOOL EXPERIENCES AND ATTITUDES

Introduction

When young people enter nontraditional programs, how are their
school experiences affected? Do they have more problems in their
courses than traditional students? How are they treated by their
teachers and classmates? Do they have less time to participate in
extracurricular activities? How satisfied are they with their
education?

To some of our questions, the nontraditional females, but not
the nontraditional males, replied that their experiences differed
from those of traditional students. The nontraditional females, for
example, were more likely to have difficulties in their courses because
they lacked background in the area, and they experienced less encour-
agement from their teachers. Despite these and other differences
reported in.this chapter, however, nontraditional females were not less
satisfied With their education than any of the other groups.

The Courses

If the informal education of being raised as a boy or girl--
the socialization process--produces differences in interests and
abilitie, it seems likely that these would be reflected in the
experiences that young men and women have in vocational courses.
That is, a young man who engages in typical male activities while
growing up would probably know a little more about the use of hand
tools or the parts of a car than the average young woman. Conversely,

the typical young woman would probably know more about cooking or
cosmetology than the average young man. When these students enter
nontraditional programs--the female into carpentry, the male into
cosmetology--they may be at a relative disadvantage compared to their
traditional classmates.

To test for differences in the educational expet:iences of
traditional and nontraditional students, all students were asked
a number of questions about the courses they were taking. Students
were confronted with a list of problems they may have encountered
in their courses and asked to check each one they bad actually
experienced (see Table 57-1).
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TABLE 5-1

Problems Reported by Current Students in Vocational Courses
by Sex and Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

Problems

Females Males

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Interpersonal

Attitude of other

%a

students 13 8 21 20

Treated differently from
other students 7 1 9 3

Attitude of teachers 5 13 15 5

Subject-Related

Lack of background in
area 22

b
8 15 17

Course material boring 12 11 15 11

Difficult subject matter 10 16 9 9

Too much work required 6
b

16 15c 2

Not learning anything 1 1 6 3

Other 2 9 4

No Problems Reported 53 59 48 53

Base Number 96 83 33 109

aThese percentages do riot sum to 100 percent. Each figure represents

the percentage of all vocational students in the respective

categories that reported encountering the problem listed. Any one

student could check all, some.or none of the problems.

bDifference between nontraditional and traditional students of the

same sex significant at the .05 level or less .

cExpected cell frequencies too low to calculate reliable chi square.
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A little less than half of the current vocational students (46
percent) reported having problems or difficulties in their courses.
Traditional and nontraditional students reported significantly
different experiences in only two instances, both for females: lack
of background in area (22 percent of the nontraditional versus 8
percent of the traditional females cited this as a handicap), and "too
much work required" (6 percent of the nontraditional females versus
16 percent of the traditional females chose this response). That non-
traditional females cited their "lack of background in the area" as a
problem supports the socialization hypothesis presented above. If
the females had been enrolled in more "hard core" male courses (such
as construction trades or auto mechanics), it is likely that the
relative disadvantage they experienced would have been even larger.

The most frequently cited problem among the males (both tradi-
tional and nontraditional), was other students attitudes, but
on no item was there a statistically significant difference between
the responses of the traditional and nontraditional males.

It appears that both male and female stUdents in traditional fe-
male courses perceived the amount of work required as a problem (2. < .01),
although the same students felt that the traditional female programs
contained less difficult material than other courses (see Table 5-3
below). These responses suggest that the quantity of material being
presented outweighs its quality.

When the current and former students' responses are compared, it
can be seen that the former female students seemed to encounter more
interpersonal problems than did current female students (see Table
5-2). Current nontraditional females perceived their enrollments
as being more acceptable to their teachers than did former nontradi-
tional female students. The difference is not significant at the
5 percent level, but it might reflect the beginning of a trend toward
more acceptance of nontraditional enrollments. The proportions of
nontraditional female current students who reported course-related
problems, however, are greater on every item than those of former
nontraditional females. Thus, while interpersonal problems seem to
be decreasing, course-related problems may be increasing for
nontraditional females.

As for nontraditional males, the current students were less
likely to perceive that they were being treated differently from the
other students in their classes than were the former nontraditional
male students (9 percent versus 16 percent). In addition, more
former nontrnditional males found their course material boring than
did present nontraditional male students (32 percent versus 15 percent).
Unfortunately, the low frequencies involved in these comparisons
prevented the calculation of chi square values to test their significance.
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TABLE 5-2

Problems Reported by Former Students in Vocational Courses by

Sex and Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

Females Males

Problems
Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Non-
tradi-
tional

Interpersonal

Attitude of other

a

students 15 11 16

Attitude of teachers 13 13 16

Treated differently
from other students 6 16

Subject matter

Lack of background 13 16

Course material
boring 14 32

b

Difficult subject
matter 6 10 5

Too much work required 4 3

Did not learn anything 8 5

Other 11 4 0

Base Number 54 72 19

Tradi-
tional

:t

11.

14

4

8

9

2

2

3

7

92

a-,inese percentages do not sum to 100 percent. Each figure represents
the percentage of all vocational students in the respective
categories that reported encountering the problems listed. Any one
student could check all, some, or none of the problems.

bDifference be:ween noniraditional and traditional males significant

at the .05 level or less.
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Responses to the question, "How difficult is it to understand the
material covered in these courses?" revealed a statistically signifi-
cant difference between nontraditional and traditional females (a < .01)...
More nontraditional females believed their courses to be "a little hard
to understand" than did traditional females. The reverse pattern was

true among the males: nontraditional males found their course material
somewhat easier to understand than did traditional males, but those
differences were not statistically significant (Table 5-3). These
results, together with those on problems encountered, suggest that
among nontraditional students, the males have an easier time with
the material being covered.

None of the students--traditional or nontraditional--thought the
material was "very hard to understand"; vety few even found it "hard."
It does not appear that vocational -tudents in the sample are being
challenged to their fullest abilities.

There were indications that the traditional male programs required
more time. The differences reported were consistent whether the students
were of the traditional .r nontraditional sex for the course. The most
time was spent in the traditional male classes--58 percent of both
nontraditional females and traditional males reported that they
spent thirteen or more hours per week in these courses. In the
traditional female courses, only 29 percent of the females and
47 percent of the nontraditional males reported spending that much
time.

Attitudes of Teachers and Classmates

Teachers obviously have a major influence on how accepted non-
traditional students feel in their classes. If the teacher resists
or ignores nontraditional students, or treats them 'differently,'
the chances of the students' withdrawing L:om the program are
increased. When the current students were asked how much their
teachers encouraged them, no significant differences emerged from
the data between nontraditional and traditional males. Among the
female respondents, however, the differences were statistically
significant (p = .05). Twenty percent of the nontraditional females
perceived their teachers to be neutral rather than encouraging,
as compared to 8 percent of the traditional females. These responses
suggest that while vocational teachers do not openly discourage their
nontraditional female students, they withhold overt encouragement, an
unsurprising reaction if a teacher has mixed feelings about the
appropriateness of nontraditional females in his or her class.
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TABLE 5-3

Degree of Difficulty of Material Covered in
Vocational Courses as Reported by Current

Students by Sex and Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

Females Males

Degree of Difficulty
Non-

tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Very easy to-

understand 13
a

26 26 26

Easy to understand 39 48 47 38

A little hard to
understand 46 25 24 32

Hard to understand 2 0 3 4

Base Number 102 87 34 112

aDifference between nontraditional and traditional females

significant at the .01 level or less.

In light of the literature which indicates the importance of peer
pressure, the students were asked how friendly the other students in

their vocational courses seemed to them. Only one respondent (a tradi-

tional male) perceived his classmates to be "very unfriendly." The

remaining 334 students chose either "very friendly," "friendly," or

"neutral" (see Table 5-4).



There is probably a fine line to be drawn between the ratings
"friendly" and "very friendly," but a significantly higher proportion
of traditional females thought their classmates were yery friendly than
nontraditional females (52 percent versus 38 percent). This may reflect
the fact that traditional females rated mostly other females while the
nontraditional females rated mostly male classmates.

Among the male students, almost mice as many nontraditional
males perceived their classmates to be neutral toward them (21 percent
versus 11 percent). These data lend support to the contention that
in society in general, males who choose traditional female activities
are likely to face greater disapproval than females who choose
traltional male activities. However, the responses to the questions
on whether the students felt "looked down on" by other students and
teachers do not support this expectation. Answers to these questions
(Table 5-5) reveal that female nontraditional students were significantly
more likely to feel looked down on by both students and teachers.
Among the males the tendencies were the same, but the differences were
not statistically significant.

All of the students were asked whether they thought the students
in their vocational courses were "really serious about learning the
skills being taught." The question was asked twice, first regarding
the male students, then regarding the female students. All current
vocational students responded to both questions. When the question
referred to the seriousness of male students,the traditional male
students evaluated their traditional male classmates, and the non-
traditional males evaluated their nontraditional male classmates.
When the females responded to this same question about the seriousness
of the male students, the nontraditional females evaluated the
traditional males in their classes. When the question referred to
females, these relationships were just the reverse. The following
schema may clarify these relationships:

. Respondents

Nontraditional Male
Female

Traditional Male
Female

Question refers to

Females"-- -

Nontraditional
Traditional

Traditional
Nontraditional

Traditional
Nontraditional

Nontraditional
Traditional

The horizontal axis identifies the sex of the students the questions

referred to. The vertical axis identifies the respondent group. The

entries in the bcxes identify the group the respondents evaluated when

they answered the questions.
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TABLE 5-4

Current Students' Ratings of Friendliness of Other
Students in Vocational Courses by Sex and
Thaditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

Degree of Friendliness

Females Males

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Very friendly 38 52 44 43

Friendly . 53 43 35 45

Neutral 9 5 21 11

Unfriendly 0

Very unfriendly

Base Number 102 86 34 113
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TABLE 5-5

Current Students Who Reported They Felt Other Students

and Teachers "Looked Down" on Them Because of Courses

They Were Taking, by Sex and Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

By Students By Teachers

Females Males Females Males

Looked

On

Nontradi-

tional

Tradi-

tional

Nontradi-

tional

Tradi-

tional

Nontradi-

tional

Tradi-

tiraal

Nontradi-

tional

Tradi-

tional

often

imes

Y

% %

3a

2

10

32

53

0

0

12

24

64

10

2

14

30

44

2

1

12

28

58

3
a

4

8

27

58

0

1

6

20

74

6

0

4

32

58

2

4

7

21

65

Number 146 118 50 136 146 118 50 136

erences between traditional and nontraditional students significant

Females, by students, p .05

Females, by teachers, E < .03
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It is likely that the respondents found the questions more
straightforward than they may seem to the readers of this report.
The respondents were simply evaluating their male and female
classmates and were not concerned with who was traditional and who
was nontraditional (see questions 56 and 57, Appendix B-4).

What, then, did these questions reveal about the seriousness of

the traditional and nontraditional students? Table 5-6 shows that
male students were seen as more serious by the nontraditional females
than by the traditional females (62 percent versus 44 percent) ( a. <

.03). In other words, as viewed by their female classmates, the
traditional males were more serious about their studies than the non-
t-rtional males- Mben the responses of the male students were

emamined, there was nonsignificant tendency for the traditional
males to view the other males in their classes as more serious than
the nontraditional males v.,ewed their nontraditional male classmates
(58 percent versus 44 percent).

Table 5-7 shows that traditional females were viewed as more
seriously involved in their courses by the other traditional females
in their classes than by the nontraditional males in the same classes
(69 percent versus 46 percent). Nontraditional females in traditional
male classes were also more likely to rate each other "serious" than
the traditional males in these classes rated them (60 percent versus
46 percent).

It appears that two conclusions can be drawn from Tables 5-6 and
5-7 about the students in the sample:

(1) Traditional males appear more serious about their
vocational courses than nontraditional males accord-
ing to all groups in the sauple;

(2) Both traditional and nontraditional females are viewed
as more serious by their female classmates than by the
males in their classes.

Extracurricular Activities

To determine whether the students who made nontraditional occu-
pational choices also participated in nontraditional extracurricu3ar
activities, the respondents were presented with a list of typical
high school organizations and clubs and asked to check all those of

which theY were active members. It was hypothesized that nontraditional
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TABLE 5-6

Current Students' Ratings of Seriousness of Male Students in

Vocational Courses by Sex and Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

Seriousness of Male
Students

Females Males

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Yes, serious

Undecided

Not serious

z

62a

,31

7

44

39

17

Base Number 101 84

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

44 58

41 32

15 10

34 109

aDifference between nontraditional and traditional females significant
at .03 level or less.

TABLE 5-7

Current Students' Ratings of Seriousness of Female Students in
Vocational Courses by Sex and Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

Seriousness of Female
Students

Females Males

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

z

Yes, serious 60 69 46 46

Undecided 31 26 37 36

Not seriou6 9 5 17 18

Base Number 99 87 35 109
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females would be more likely to be.involved in sports than would
traditional females. The nontraditional:female, it was assumed,
would be less restricted by conventional patterns and therefore
more adventurous and willing tO-risk the disapproval of her class-
mates. Further, a school climate that accepted females in tradi-
tional male programs.might also be likely to accept females in
sports.

Nontraditional females participated in interscholastic and intra-
mural sports more frequently than traditional females (see Table 5-8),
but neither of the differences was significant. However, because
the interscholastic sports item included cheerleaders, typically a
female role in high schools, the females who indicated that they par-
ticipated in both interscholastic and intramural sports were analyzed,
Among the nontraditional females, 14 percent checked bsth activities;
among the traditional females, only 4 percent checked both. This
difference yielded a chi square value of 6.56 (2. < .02). There is
thus sollte support for the hypothesis that the nontraditional
females in the sample were more likely to participate in school-
sponsored athletics.

A significantly larger proportion of traditional males were
active members of vocational clubs (p < .002). The vocational
clubs for nontraditional males were those in which females predominat(
The nontraditional males may not have,felt as welcome in these more
informal social settings as in the classroom. The nontraditional
females participated in the male-oriented vocational clubs as much as
the traditional females did in theirs. There were no other significat
differences botweea the participation rates of traditional arri non-
traditional students of the same sex ir school organizations Jr
activities. Female students, overall (traditional and nontradi-
tional combined) were more likely to be involved in the listed
activities and clubs than male s:.udents (JE < .05).

Overall Satisfaction with Education

The current students were asked several questions concerning how
they felt about the education they were receiving. In general, most

students were satisfied. Seventy-eight percent of all the current

students reported that they were satisfied (52 percent) or very
satisfied (26 percent) overall (Q38 In the current student's questIon
naire, Appendix B-4). Six percent said they were dissatisfied, and

only 1 percent was very dissatisfied. The remaining 15 percent were

neutral. Among the vocational students, tbe level of satisfaction wi
their vocational courses was even higher. Nine out of ten were eithe
very satisfied (45 percent) or satisfied (45 percent). Most of the
remaining 10 percent were neutral (8 percent); 2 percent were dissati
fied, and less than 1 percent very dissatisfl-.d.

* Oheerleading could not be considered an interscholastic sport..
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TABLE 5-8

Current Students' Reported Membership in School Organization's
or Clubs By Sex and Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

Organization or Club

Pemales. .Males

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Non-
.a..adi-

r:.nral

-

Tradi-
tional

% %

vocational clubs 38 36
a

16 42

Interscholastic .sports 21 12 38 32

Intramural sports 19 12 36 26

Musical, dramatic, or
debating club, and
glee club

17 20 22 11

Student government 12 13 12 9

School newspaper 8 9 10 10

Subject matter clubs 8 14 14 6

Hobby clubs 5 8 20 15

Service clubs 4' 9 8 4

Other 14 19 12 11

Not involved in any 30 '30 22 30

organization or club
_

Base Number 146 118 50 137

aDifference between nontraditional and traditional males significant at

.001 level or less.
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Rather than analyze all of the questions related to satisfaction
separately, it was decided to factor analyze the relationships among
them to determine If a few basic response tendencies,.such as general
satisfaction, were reflected in the answers to the individual items
(see Appendix Tables C-7 and C-8). Two basic response tendencies
appeared to determine the answers: a general satisfaction factor,

and a vocational satisfaction factor. Perhaps the most interesting
finding to emerge was the overall similarity in the distributions for
both of the factors, for both sexes, and for both traditional and-non-
traditional students. In general, most resPondents were quite satis-
fied and only a few were very dissatisfied (see Tables 5-9 and 5-10).

TABLE 5-9

Factor Scores on General Satisfaction
with Education,Current Students by Sex and

Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

Factor Scores

Females Males

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

30 or less 4 2 0 5

31 to 40 13 9 16 11

41 to 50 39 31 31 36

51 to 60 33 47 41 36

61 or more 10 10 .12 12

Base Number 145 118 49 137

No significant differences were obtained between the traditional and

nontraditional students on any of the comparisons. The measures of

attivIdes toward education included in these factor scores provide

no evidence that nontraditional students were any more or less satisfied

than their traditional classmates. Thus, qontraditional programs do

not appear to yield any increased satisfaction, but neither do they

impose any dissatisfaction "costs" on students who choose to follow

them.
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TABLE 5-10

Factor Scores on Satisfaction with
Vocational Courses, Current Vocational
Students Only, by Sex and Traditional/

Nontraditional Enrollment

Factor Scores

Females Males

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

z %.

30 or less 3 4 9 2

31 to 40 9 6 -15 .
7

41 to 50 40 39 30 34

51 or more 48 52 46 57

Base Number 96 83 33 109

Summary

Students were questioned about their school experiences and
attitudes in order to discover whether or not nontraditional students
have different attitudes and experiences than traditional students
do. A few significant differences emerged.

Traditional male vocational courses were seen as more difficult
by nontraditional females. Nontraditional females were more likely
to perceive their teachers' attitudes as neutral., while traditional
females were more likely to rate their teachers' attitudes as encour-
aging. Traditional male students appear to their classmates to be
more serious about their courses than nontradiional males, according
to all groups in the sample, and female students appear more serious
to other females than to males.

Approximately one-half of all students in the sample reported
encountering some problems in their vocational programs. Significant
differences were found between nontraditional and traditional females
on two items: nontraditional females were more likely to cite "lack
of background in area"; traditional females were more likely to cite
"too much work required" as problems. There were no significant
differences in the problems reported by the -vo groups of males.
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When asked about their involvement in school activities, the
students' replies revealed that the nontraditional females in the
sample were significantly more likely to participate in school-
spcdsored athletics than were the traditional females.

Despite these-differences, however, there is no evidence to suggest
that nontraditional students are any more or less satisfied with their
education than their classmates im traditional programs.
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PAM IV
COUNSELORS AND TEACHERS
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CHAPTER 6

COUNSELORS' PERCEPTIONS OF AND ATTITUDES TOWARD
NONTRADITIONAL ENROLLMENTS

Introduction

This chapter examines the results of the interviews which were
conducted with counselors during the site visits in order to evaluate
the counselors' performance in expanding career opportunities for
young women. The sample is described and the counselors' responses
in the following areas are discussed: their perceptions of their
responsibilities as counselors and how they divide their time; students'
course selection and career choices; career-related activities of
schools and school districts; guidance materials; and the counselors'
role in job placement of their students. Where relevant, appropriate

data from the current students' questionnaires are examined in order
to compare students' perceptions of the counselors' influence on their
course and career selections with those of the counselors.

The guidance counselor is a potentially powerful influence on the
student's selection of a nontraditional program. Counselors can be
viewed as "gatekeepers" to the various vocational and nonvocational
programs offered by the schools who assist the studants in choosing
programs which are suited to their interests and abilities, and inform
them of the probable results of choosing unsuitable programs. viewed
from this perspective, the impact that counselors can have on nontra-
ditional program choice--and thus, presumably, entry into nontradi-
tional occupations--cannot be minimized.

Many of the contributors to the current literature on sexism in
education support this view of school counselors as critical influ-
ences with a special responsibility for working against occupational
stereotyping on the basis of gender alone. For example:

The broadening career opportunities which should be opened

to women place upon counselors a special responsibility to

raise the aspiratims of girls, to assist th.ztm in achieving

a satisfactory identity both as women and as workers, and to

help replace past occupatiohal stereotypes,1

In order to be effective, the counselor's efforts should not

be passive, but active; in other words, the counselor should

not wait i'jr girls to ask for help. They do not know that

they need it.2
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Counselors may reinforce female students' Ihinking about

curricular and career decisions, or encourage them to think

more narrowly or more broadly about their decisions.3

Beyond the tasks of specific guidance as to occupational
choice is a great need that general information be pro-
vided to adolescent girls concerning the economic facts
of life and what a female's realistic expectations about
financial support ought to be.4

Counselors err if they counsel females in such a way as
to encourage conformity to present society when future

society is likely to be much less supportive of traditional
roles and more supportive of a number of alternative and
combination roles for women.... The counselor...must find
ways to offer more support for female deviance from stero-

typic interests, attitudes, and behavior.5

Experience suggests that guidance can help girls--but
only if the guidance provided runs counter, in many re-
spects, to the myths concerning women's rcie and potential

in society and work life and helps to overcome the heavy

weight and crippling effect of prejudice and tradition.
Vocational guidance should have the aim of correcting the
rigid and unduly romantic image girls have of their future

work lives.6

Before presenting the counselors' responses te interview ques-
tions, three factors should be noted whiCh may confound the data:

1. The typical counselor is expected to do more than vocational/
occupational guidance. A host of other duties are regularly assigned
to counselors, including scheduling, recordkeeping and other admin-
istrative duties, and occasionally, occupational placement and the
handling of discipline and truancy cases. Such conflicting and
time-consuming demands (rather than incompetence or insincerity on
the part of the counselors) may result in lack of congruity between
expectations for counselors and their actual performance.

2. A multitude of other "molding forces" have shaped the students
before their arrival at the high school and after they are there.
The importance of early socialization to sex roles in the home and
elementary schools has been discussed elsewhere (see Chapter 2).
The high school setting and society at large continue to provide
cues to "appropriate" behavior based on sex. Thus, counselors'
efforts to encourage nontraditional enrollments may conflict with
other cues the r.tudents receive. Are the counselors able to overcome
these other forces? Can they be expected to?

3. Counselors' own sex biases may influence their activities. It is
hypothesized that counselors' own awareness of, and attitude toward,
the issue of sexism--in edocation and society in general--influences
the kind of counseling they provide. Counselors' attitudes toward
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sex-stereotypes have not been the focus of much research, but a
review of the existing literature suggests the following:

1. Many counselors are uninformed (or misinformed) about women
in the labor market.

2. Many counselors are unaware of the problems young wpmen face
concerning women's changing roles.

3. Counselors tend to react negatively to "deviate", i.e.,
nontraditional, goals for females.

4. Male counselors are more guilty of holding sex-stereotyped
attitudes toward female students than are female counselors.7

The responses of the counselors who made up the sample in this
study will be viewed with these general findings in mind. A descrip-

tion of the counselors who were interviewed at the sample schools is
provided in Table 6-1.

Counselors' Perceptions of Responsibilities avd Division of Time

Each counselor was asked the question: "What do you consider per-

sonally to be the main responsibilities of a counselor?" A number

of the nineteen counselors who were Anterviewed indicated that they
saw their role as including something like "help student to see his

[sic] fullest potential, to make tile most of himself." This, broadly

interpreted, could include selection of a career. However, only five

of the nineteen counselors specifically mentioned vocational (or oc-
cupational) counseling as one of a counselor's major responsibilities.
To many, dealing with a student's personal problems ranked higher.
To make a distinction between these two responsibilities may be mis-
leading since students' personal problems may very well include con-
cern about their futures, i.e., their occupational choices. However,

the failure of three-fourths of the counselors to use the term "voca-

tion" or "career" in describing the responsibilities of a counselor
has relevance for this study.

It was hypothesized that vocational school counselors would per-
ceive a greater responsibility for vocational/occupational guidance
than counselors at comprehensive high schools. The data do not sup-

port this hypothesis. As few counselors at vocational schools as at
comprehensive schools cited occupational counseling as a primary re-

sponsibility.

There was a great deal of congruence between the counselors'

own view of their roles and their perception of the schools' expecte-

ti=s for them. Only four counselors saw any inconsistency in the

two positions. They stated that their schools make administrative
paperwork demands which interfere with guidance counseling. The

averau amounts of time that the counselors estimated they spend in

various activities is shown in Table 6-2.
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TABLE 6-1

Statistical Data for Counselors Interviewed
19)

*

1. Sex:

Male 12

Female 7

2. Race:

White 15

Black 3

N.A. 1

3. Type of School:

Comprehensive 10

Area vocational 9

4. No. of years in education

Avg. 12.9
High 27.5
Low 1.25

S. No. of years as counselor:

Avg. 6,8

High 18

Low 1.25

6. State certification in
counseling:

Yes
No

16

3

7. Worked full-time in
occupational area
other than education:

Yes
No

11
8

8. Full-time or parttime
counselor:

Full-time 15

Part-time 4

9. Number of students
counseled:

Avg. 464

High 900
Low 150

Because of the limited number of counselors surveyed, generaliza-

tions made from our data must be considered cautiously.

1.75
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TABLE 6-2

Division of Time as Estimated by Counselors
(n = 19)

Keeping records

Conducting interviews and conferences
with students and parents 50

Administering tests 3

Handling discipline problems 3

OonsultinvWith teachers and other
school staff

Meeting with potential employers

Other

19

13

2

10

These data support the notion that counselors do more than vo-
cational counseling. One quarter of their time is spent in noncoun-
seling duties (e.g., keeping records, administering tests, and handling
discipline problems) and another 12 percent is spent consulting with
teachers. The counselors were also asked to break down the time they
spend counseling students into specific activities. The data for this
breakdown are shown in Table 6-3.

TABLE 6-3

Breakdown of Time Spent Counseling Students
(n = 19)

'Helping students select courses

Helping students make post-secondz,ry
educational plans

Helping students make post-secondary
vocational plans

Dealing with personal problems

Dealing with academic problems

Other

30

16

17

17

16

4
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Table 6-3 indicates that well over half of the time counselors
spend with students is devoted to occupational (or educational) plan-
ning, including course selection. So, in fact, despite the failure
of many of the counselors to cite vocational counseling as a major
responsibility, most of the time they spend with students appears to
be devoted to such counseling--helping students select their courses
(30 percent) and make their post-high-school plans (32 percent).

Course and Career Choices

As suggested earlier, counselors' attitudes towards sexism may
influence the efforts they make to reduce sex-stereotyping in voca-
tional programs and occupations. While no specific questions in the
interview guide aske( the counselors to state their positions on
sex stereotyping, several questions were designed to elicit responses
which could be used to assess their attitudes on the subject.

For example, counselors were asked how active a role they play
in recruiting students into nontraditional areas. Over half indicated
that they encourage students to take nontraditional programs, and
only four indicated that they ever discourage the same. Yet it ap-
pears that counselors offer encouragement only if the student first
indicates a nontraditional interest, and then (by their own admission),
they probe to be sure the student is "really serious," has "thought
it through," and is not suggesting such a vocation for its "shock
value."

What motivates such probing? It could result from the counselors'
awareness of the problems which workers may face in nontraditional occu-
pations and their desire to provide "realistic" counseling. For ex-
ample, community reaction to nontraditional enrollments was cited by
some counselors,as a reason they do not do more counseling toward
nontraditional enrollments. More than once, however, two counselors
from the same school perceived community reaction quite differently.
It thus appears that these counselors' own perceptions may color their
assessment of community attitudes towards nontraditional enrollments,
or that these counselors have had experiences with different segments
of their communities which resulted in different impressions.

According to the responses of the nineteen counselors in the
sample, sexism in school prugrams had been raised as an issue in only
four of the communities. In two of the schools, the vehicle used to
call attention to sexism was athletics. In one school, the issue was
whether or not to allow girls to try out for the soccer team; in the
other, whetly_r or not to admit girls into the varsity club. In the

third school, pressure from a local women's organization resulted in
some of its members being invited to talk to the behavioral science
classes. In the fourth school, members of a ..ocal women's organization
had demanded to take evening classes which they were told (but did not
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believe) were full. When they were admitted, the classes actually
were overcrowded. These were the only overt indications of any com-
munity awareness of or interest in sexism in the selected schools.

Another reason that counselors do not do more counseling towards
nontraditional programs may be (as suggested above) that counselors'
personal biases and attitudes toward women's changing roles in society

influence their professional advice. For example, one counselor (not
from one of the sample schools) told a member of the project staff,
"If I wanted to propagandize, I would try to encourage my students
into nontraditional occupations, but I don't feel that is my role"

(emphasis added). No matter what the motivation, it is hypothesized
that students who are tentative about a nontraditional choice are
likely to be "scared away" by too much probing of a nature which
implies that their occupational choice is a deviation from what is

II normal" for their sex.

There was no consensus among the counselors who were interviewed
concerning the type of students who select nontraditional programs.
However, the responses suggest that nontraditional students are, more
often than not, one of two kinds: those not afraid to explore the
unknown, to accept challenge; who are self-confident, independent.(not
greatly influenced by peer pressures); above average and serious; and

probably dissatisfied with traditional living; or, the student who is

not "making it" in school; who wants to shock or impress the counselor

to get attention. One counselor suggested that very few "average"
students select nontraditional courses. Another believed that those
with less ability tend to be more traditional. Some counselors per-

ceived differences between males and females who select nontraditional
courses.- One-suggested that males who do so tend-to have_a_"problem"_.

(defined as being "lesS masculine"). Another noticed tfiat females in
nontraditional programs tend to have high self-esteem; males in such

courses tend to be lonerq with lower self-esteem. Another pointed
out that females in nontraditional programs do not fit the stereotype

of "tomboy or mannish." ("We have one female in auto Mechanics, and
she's not bad looking.") One counselor believed that nontraditional
students come from families in which both parents are interested in

careers. Another claimed that such students are those who are most
comfortable with the opposite sex.
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Obviously, many factors influence a student's choice of program,
and many oi these factors begin operating prior to the student's ar-
rival in high schooi. Counselors were asked to list the reasons
students tended to give as the basis for their career interests. The
most frequent responses for female students were (1) employment (desire
for salable skills); (2) parental influence, and (3) interest and
personal experience (including exposure to coursework in the area).
For males, employment and interest were followed by father's occupa-
tion, parents, and peers. Several counselors cited a tendency for
female students to choose courses based on Ehe short-range goal of
securing employment immediately after graduation with little thought
to a long-range career. Oc(Cppational opportunities in the immediate
geographical area were also cited as being of concern to some students.

Tne counselors were also asked what they believed to be the
strongest influence(s) on the career interests of students. Most
often they cited money and parents, although one counselor suggested
that boys are less influened by narents than girls are. Half of the
counselors indicated that student, sometimes report that their parents
oppose their choice of a course of sudy. Only two claimed that they
do not take any action in such cases; the rest contact the parents.
Only two ccAnselors felt that these cuntacts do much good. According
to the others, results are usually ambiguous or negative. A discus-
sion of parental resistance revealed that some of it is seen by the
counselors as a conflict between child and parent basically unrelated
to course cl,oices; others perceive conflict only in the case of unac-
ceptable course choice, i.e., enrollment in nontraditional, predomi-
nantly male or female occupations. For example, auto mechanics is
considered a "dirty job"--especially for girls; fathers are more op-
posed than mothers if daughters want to go into technical areas;
parents of boys appear more "up tight" concerning cross-sex occupa-
tional choices.

Parental influence was hypothesized above as one of the "molding
forces" that may conflict with counselors' attempts to open up career
opportunities to young women. (Students' perceptinns of parental in-
fluence were examined in Chapter 4.) Other influences on girls
listed by the counselors were cultural conditioning and societal
forces, awareness of the increasing diversity of job opportunities,
and awareness that they do not have to pursue stereotyped roles.

Interf.!stingly, only one of the counselors viewed himself (or
counselors in general) as among the strongest influences on students'
career interests. None of the others suggested that anything they
said or did influenced students' career interests. In fact, as if
in response to an unspoken expectation that they should be strong in-
fluenzes but perhaps are not, several of the vocational school coun-
selors blamed the sending schools (and their counselors) for not en-
couragin.,: more students to enroll in nontraditional programs.
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Vocational schools can, however, provide information on nontradi-
tional occupations during the tours that most of them conduct for
students from sending schools (prior to enrollment), and--as some
schools are doing--by sending student representatives to the sending
schools to talk about and to encourage "crossover" enrollments. In

addition, the data on division of time call into question the validity
of vocational school counselors' placing all the blame on the sending
schools for low nontraditional enrollments. On the average, voca-
tional school counselors estimated that they spend 46 percent of their
time conducting interviews and conferences with students and their
parents; and of the time spent with students, 29 percent is devoted
to helping students select courses, 14 percent to helping students
make postsecondary educational plans, and 19 percent to helping stu-
dents make postsecondary vocational plans. Sixty-two percent of
their time with students, therefore, is spent dealing with questions
about course selection and career choices.

Counselors at comprehensive schools have more potential influence
on students' program selection, especially if junior and senior high
students are housed in the same building or complex. However, these
counselors estimated spending almost the identical amount of time in
the areas of course selection and career choice as the counselors at
the vocational schools. The student& own perceptions of their course
and career choices and the influences on those choices are presented
and discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.

Careef -Related Activities of Schools and School Districts

All of the counselors who were interviewed indicated that their
schools and school districts provide some activities to assist stu-
dents in their vocational development and vocational choices (see
Table (6-4).

It was not uncommon to find different counselors at the same
sample school responding differently to items listed in lable 6-4.
For example, at one of the vocational schools, two counselors indi-
cated that career programs for parents are held; a third counselor
responded that they are not. At one vocational school, a counselor
indicated that evening/summer care --related conferences involving
parents are held; another counselor at the same school indicated they
are not. Disparities als occurred concerning whether group coun-
seling on occupations takes place. Perhaps the greatest difference
was found in responses to the item asking whether the school dis-
trict had a systematic program to introduce material about careers
and the world of work to elementary school students. At half of the
schools, counselors responded inconsistently on this item.
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TABLE 6-4

Career-Related Activities Offered in Sample Schools
(n = 10)

Yes' No Not Ascertained

Career programs for students 9 0 1

/

Career programs for parents 5 4 1

Evening/summer career-related
conferences involving
parents

2 7 1

Group counseling on axupations 9 0 1

Separate counseling groups for
male/temale students 2* 6 2

Potential employers from
community brought into
school

9 0 1

Systematic program in school
dis.!: !_ct to introduce careers
to elementary school students 6. 1 3

At one of these schools, the counseling on occupations is (lane

in vocational classes. Because some of these classes are com-
posed of students of one sex, the counseling is necessarily sex-
segregated.

Much of the literature on socialization suggests that sex-role
stereotyping begins early in a child's life (see Chapter 2). One
ccLclusion of this literature is that efforts to combat sexism
must also be started at an early age. The data from the counselors
suggest that programs of career information are beginning to be in-
troduced to elementary school children in six of the ten school
di§tricts--an encouraging trend. At several of the remaining high
schools in the sample, however, counselors did not know whether
such programs were conducted. In fact, at one of the sample schools,
none of the three counselors interviewed could answer this question.
This lack ot knowledge indicates either that such programs do not
exist, or that they lack organization within the school district.
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All of the vocational school counselors claimed that they make
visits to the home schools in order to inform students of the career
opportunities available at the vocational school, and most provide
tours of the vocational facility for prospective students. However,

more needs to be known about the procedures involved in such visits.

For example, until 1974-75, one of the vocational schools in the sample
scheduled females to visit certain shops, males to visit others. If

students specifically asked to visit a shop that was not traditional
for their sex, they were allowed to do so, but such visits were not
suggested by the school. personnel. such a procedure very effectively

minimized crossover enrollments.

A few of the schools sent student "specialists" into the sending
schools to talk about the programs. The importance of nontradi-

tional sex role models in such programs cannot be overestimated, but
only one of the schools deliberately sent students of the nontradi-
tional sex.

It should be reiterated that the schools in the sample were
selected after a nationwide search for schools with nontraditits_al
enrollments. Yet even in the sample schools, systematic activities
to break down sex-role stereotypes were uncommon. However, these

schools did conduct some activities which, while not necessarily
seen by the schools as part of a program specifically designed to
break down occupational stereotyping. may have led to female entry
into traditional male areas. For example, several students in one
vocational school presented a olay at the various sending schools
which dealt with nontraditional enrollmentsfl (The participants felt,

however, ,hat it was not very well received.) At least one counselor
iudicated that his school sends students on field trips to acquaint
them with various occupations. These activities are other ways of

providing valuable role models for the nontraditional enrollee. One

of the counselors indicated that his school sponsored a "Career Day

for Women" in 1974-75 which focused specifically on the range of cc-

cupational options available to females. These schools, among the

"best" in terms of nontraditional enrollment, are doing relatively
little in a systematic way to encourage such enrollments, but they

are breaking down barriers. It can only be imagined what impact a

concentrated effort could have.

Five.of the six comprehensive schools in the samp:e have voca-
tiOnal advisory committees, as do all four of the vocatonal schools.
These committees inclde employers and workers in the _ticular oc-

cupational field th. __,mmittee advises. Owl-third of the couns,lors
who indicated that such committees exist_ in their schools also dis-

closcd that they have little or no contact with these committees.

These counselors thus seem to be limiting their opportunities to
learn of condit!-ons in these fields, thereby handicapping their ability

to counsel realistically about certain occupations. Here again, how-

ever, counselors' failure to meet with advis,ry committees may be a

functi.,n of lack of time rather than lack of tnterest.
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Guidance Materials

All but three of the counselors who were interviewed stated that
they use vocational interest or vocational preference inventories in
their work with students. Of these, none,indicated that separate
forms are administered for males and females. However, four counselors
indicated that separate scoring forms are used for males and females

(Kuder and Strong tests). (An indication of the generally low level
of awareness of sexism among the sample counselors was provided by a
man who ctated that it had not occurrd to him that he used separate
forms until the question was asked,

The issue of the use and abust_ -L ocational interesi, tests is

coming incr:asingly to the fore.8 L;%., selors and test constructors
face a dilemma because interest tests can only be validated against
the labor force--a labor force which reflects occupational stereo-
typing. If publishers and counselors cannot adapt tests so that
they present the complete range of occupations to women, and if they
feel thw; the inventories are too useful to be withdrawn, then they
might take Tiedt's advice and label them "Caution, this instrument
may limit your choices."9

The guidance matarials available to cot:nselors can certainly
hinder or further any efforts they may make to combat occupational
stereotyping. Seven counselors indicated that they had some guidance
materials available which encourage females to seek careers in trades
or other male occupations. For example, one school had just received
a newly revised booklet from the American Welding Society. The cover
letter, addressed "Dear Sir or Ms." stated, "Please read 'he or,she'
wherever the booklet now suggests that welders are 'men.' Women can

weld, and inspect, and become technicians and engineers. The fie-d

is open." However, only cne-third of the counselors expresscd satis-
faction with the adequacy of the vocational guidance materials avail-
able to them. ("Adequacy" was guaged in terms of recency, thorough-
ness, usefulness to students, and degree of sex stereotyping.) Those

who were satisfied with the materials cited the emphasis on coeduca-
tion in the new materials. Some of the most sex-stereotyped materials
seemed to be those emanating from state agencies. One booklet, published

by a Statr.! Advisory Council for Vocational and Technical Education,
and focusing on occupational opportunities, included only sex-segregated
pictures; e.g., sewing (all fern:1.es), operating machinery (all males),
blueprint drawing (all males).

Course catalogs or counselors' L.ndbooks are printed materials
issued by schools which describe the courses available to prospective
students. Some of these materials are blatantly sex-stereotyped. In

one course catalog in use at one of the sample schools, 'he' is used

in describing t7aditiona11y male jobs; 'she' is used :hen traditionally
female jobs are described. The pronoun one is used only for a few of,

the traditionally less-stereotyped courses. Examples from this book:

"A welder is a man who..."; "A laboratory technician is one who...";
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"The dental assistant will assist a dentist...so that his time may be
more efficiently utilized. Her primary function ..." (emphasis added).
In one counselor's handbook, while the text is nonsexist, most of the
drawings which accompany each course description depict a person of the
traditional sex for the occupation.

Some recent publications for use by counselors represent a great
improvement over much of the material counselors have relied on until
now. These are listed in abibliography at the end of this chapter.

CLunselors and Job Placement

The counselors interviewed did nor agree on the role they should
play in job placement. Responses langed from "highly important--now
becoming a priority in this school" to "really don't do much." One

counselor pointed out that his personal view was that he should assist
but lacks time to do so, even though the school viewed placement as
part of his job--another reflection of the varied roles counselors
are expected to play.

The estimated average amount of time counselors spent in meetings
_

with potential employers was 1.7 percent for those in comprehensive
schools and 4.5 percent for those in vocational schools. This tends

to confirm the counselors' perception that they play a limited--even

minimal--role in job placement of their students.

One vocational school, however, had a permanent, full-time em-
ployment counselor from the state employment service at the school.
This counselor stated that she was able to place almost every graduate

who wanted a job because of the good reputation of the school's stu-

dents. Although she had had little experience with nontraditional
females, she thought that employers generolly were open to employing
females with the excf=3.tfon of the construction trades or other jobs

which require physical strength.

Summary

Several of the findings to emerge from this examination

of counselor responsn questions designed to evaluate their impact

on students' career are:

1. The counselors in the sample (and, presumably, counselors in zen-
eral) are expected to serve in multiple capacities and to counsel
an average of 464 students. Their time is limited and priorities

must be and are set by them and their schools. Overall, eliminat-
ing sexism in vocational education s not a priority. As one
counselor--apparently unfamiliar with Title IX--put it, "Under the
law, we have o provide for the disadlr,!ntAged students with Special
needs, etc. Up to this point, the saw is not true for female
students." The implication is clear--discrimination which is
not thought to be illegal does r.lt get much attention.
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2. Three-fourths of the counselors in the sample did not consider
occupational counseling to be one of their main responsibilities.
This was borne out by their feeling that they have little influ-
ence on students' career interests. Results from the student
questionnaires substantiated this perception. Only 16.2 percent
of the students (18 percent of traditional students and 15 percent
o!' nontraditional students) cited counselors as among those who
influenced their choice of a course of study, and only 6.5 percent
thought their counselors had had the most influence on *heir
choice. (More positively, only 2.9 percent of the students
claimed to have encountered any resistance or criticism from
the counselors concerning their course of f,tudy.)

3. The impression given by the counselors in the sample was that
while they do not discourage nontraditional enrollments, they
usually encourage them only if the student first indicates a
nontraditional interest and even then they probe to be sure the
student is really serious. Such probing may in fact deter stu-
dents from entering nontradlaonal programs.

4. Those who want to see vocational stereotyping eliminated, thereby

broadening occupational opportunities for women (and men), might
be advised to educate counselors with facts and figures rather
than relying on abstract arguments concerning the justice o:

equality for women, and the inequity of keeping women in lou--aying,
low-skilled jobs. While such arguments are often presented using
such words as "self-esteem" or "fulfillment," terms familiar to
counselors Steeped in psychology ourses in college a more pro-
ductive approach to educating high school counseloi.; to work

against sex-role stereotyping may be one based on ticonomics.
Counselors might be most influenced by the information which in-
dicates that nine out of the ten of today's high school women
will work outside the home on an average of twenty to twenty-five

years; that 50 percent of the women who now work do so of economic

necessity; that there will not be enough "female" jlbs in ten
years for all the women who will have to work; and that there are

not now enough males to fill traditional male jobs.

It is becoming established that teacher and counselor training

institutions need to direct more attention to teaching about
but curricular changes will affect the attitudes of only pros :Aive

counselorsnot those already in positions of influence in the schools.

The latter need to be presented with information which can be absorbed

in short-term workshops and in-service training sessions.

One caveat must be added. Despite what appears to be a rather

negative assessment of the role that counselors at the-sample .schools

are playing in expanding career opportunitiet for their women students,

it should be stated that member.; of the viciting teams noted that

counselors--more than teachers or administratorswere the educational

personnel most aware of the issue of sex5sm and its limiting effects

on young people.
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A Partial Bibliography of
Recent Publications for Use by Counselors

1. Linda B. Stebbins, Nancy L. Ames, and Ilana Rhodes, Sex Fairness
in Career Guidance: A Learniu Kit, Wambridge, Mass.: Abt

Publications, 1975).

The curriculum consists of four chapters, which discuss traditional

and occupational roles for both sexes and provid3 an introduction

to a sex-fair guidance program. Aa annotated resource guide to

readings and audio-visual materials is included. The kit has been

developed for use by counselors, counselor-educators, teachers,

administrators, and librarians under a contract from the National .

Institute of Education.

2. Esther E. Diamond (ed.), Issues of Sex Bias and Sex Fairness in

Career Interest Measurement, (Washington, D.C.: National

Institute of Education, Department.of Health, Education and

Welfare, 1975).

This book is a series of papers with bibliographies which

not only give an overview of the issues of sex bias in

counseling and teaching, but also represent a comprehensive

analysis of sex bias in measurements and inventories.

3. Helen Farmer and Thomas Backer, Women at Work, (Los Angeles, Ca.:

Human Interaction Research Institute, 10889 Wilshire Blvd., 1975).

This is a three-part counseling series:

a. Women at Work: A Counselor's Sourcebook. Intended for

use primarily by practicing counselors who are "helping

women and girls make career decisions." Includes informa-

tion on career opportunities for women (in nontraditional

as well as traditional areas), legal rights of women in

the world of wr-rk, counseling techniques and strategies,

and discussions of recent research on counseling women.

b. Women at Work: Things are Looking Up. A booklet designed

for use by females who "are seeking career counseling

in various settings." (This is a condensed version of

the Counselor's Sourcebook).

c. Selected Annotated Biblt.maphy on Women at Work. This

includes 240 citations dealing with labor mar/;et experience

of women, psychology oFscareer choices, etc,
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4. Sex E uality in Guidance Opportunities. Project Director: Mary

Ellen Verheyden-Hilliard, (Washington, D.C.: American Personnel

and Guidance Association. 1607 New Hampshire Avenu, 1976).

This project represents "a coordinated national effort to

provide technical assistance to help elementary and

secondary school counselors and related educational

personnel to recognize and change ,the detrimental and limiting

effects of sex role stereotyping -which prevnt children
from developing and utilizing their full capabilities."

Includes a multi-media kit and material for conducting training

workshops.

5. Joyce Slayton Mitchell, I Can Be Anything: Careers_and Colleges

for Young Women (New York: College Entrance Examination Board,

1975). Descriptions of a wide range of careers, including educa-
tion or training requirements and average salaries. Illustrated

with photographs of women performing in many occupations.

6. Jane Lerner, Fredell Bergstrom, and Joseph E. Champagne, EVE:

Equal Vocational_Education (Houston, Texas: Center for Human

Resources, The University of Houston, 1976). See Appendix A

for a description of this project.

7. ExRloring Sex Roles: A Kit for Counselors. Available from Vanconver

Status of Women, 2029 West Fourth Avenue, Vanconver, B.C., Canada.

A useful and inexpensive kit that includes a number of ideas, games,

and exercises ..or secondary school students. Includes a biblio-

graphy.

8. Counseling California Girls, State of California Documents Section,

P. 0. Box 20191, Sacramento, California 95814. A packet that
includes a number of simulation games which encourage exploration

of sex roles and realistic problem-solving.
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CHAPTER 7

TEACHERS' PERCEPTIONS OF AND ATTITUDES TOWARD
NONTRADITIONAL ENROLLMENTS

Introduction

The responses of the vocational teachers who were inLerviewed
during the site visits for this study are examined in this chapter
in order to determine the teachers' perceptions of and attitudes toward
nontraditional students. The following topics are discussed: teachers'
perceptions of a) the.relationship between program objectives and sex
of enrollees, b) the differences in skills and motivational levels
between male and female students, and c) the positive and negative
aspects of do-ed classes; methods for increasing nontraditional
enrollments; the Leachers' efforts to place nontraditional students in
jobs; reasoas for course dropouts; and finally, the teachers' perceptions
of the general tone in their schools concerning female enrollment in
traditional male occupational areas.

The role of the teacher in breaking down sex barriers in vocational
education cannot be overrated. A counselor may encourage, or even
persuade students to enroll in a nontraditional program, but if the
teacher resists or ignores nontraditional students or treats them
differently, the chances of the students' withdrawing from the program
are increased.

As noted in the preceding chapter, counselors are frequently cited
as having potential impact on career selection of students, and
recognition of the need to eJ te sexism in counseling is growing.
Much less material is available on the role that vocational teachers
play in perpetuating sex stereotypes (particularly occupational
stereotypes) or on how tney treat nontraditional students in their
classes.

Role Models for_Women

It has frequently been suggested that high school women need role
models to help them make career choices. Mr. lack of women in admini-
strative positions in the secondary school- .as been documented (see
Chapter 2). The available statistics also suggest that female vocational
teachers most often teach traditional female -.ourses like office occu-
pations, food service, and health occupations. An HEW survey of
secondary vocational teachers shows the following allocations:
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TABLE 7-1

Estimated Percentage Distributions of Vocational Teachers
in Secondary Schools

Teaching Area Male Female

(Percent) (Percent)

Home economics (homemaking) 1 99

Trades/industry 89 11

Office/business 28 72

Agriculture 100

Health 12 88

Technical education 90 10

Home economics (occupational)
,... 98

Distributive education 77 23

Source: Vocational Education: Characteristics of Students and Staff,

1972, p. 37.

The absence of appropriate role models for females in traditional male

vocational programs is evident. (Characteristics of teachers in the

present study's sample are outlined in Table 7-2.)

Course Changes Resulting from Nontraditional Enrollments

The general consensus of the teachers was that no real changes have

occurred it the objectives of the programs with the advent of nontridi-

tional enrollees. One respondent .ndicated that he perceived the

reverse, i.e., the objectives changed, then nontraditional students

began to enroll in the courses (as a result of the changed objectives).
It was also suggested by several teachers that the changing nature of

some occupations has resulted in female enrollment in related programs.

For example, in recent years vocational agriculture has shifted away
from total emphasis on production agriculture to more teaching of

agribusiness and other agriculture-related occupations. The printing

industry has seen a shift away from the heavy. dirty letterset method

to offset printing, which utilizes typing skills. The implcations

are sexist, although perhaps reflective of a prevalent female preference

for certain kinds of work, e.g., work which is not "heavy" or "dirty".

Once the occupation becomes less dirLy or strenuous, females may'gravitate

toward it. The teachers suggested that female enrollment in agriculture

and printing should not be viewed as nontraditional since the features

which made these occupations traditionally male are changing. Another
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TABLE 7-2

Statistical Data for Teachers Int ewed

(n=34)

1. Sex:
Male 27
Female 7

2. Race:
White 28
Black 1

N.A. 5

3. Total number of males in
all classes:

Avg. 37.2
Hi 110

7. Permanent certification:
Yes 23
No 11

8. Married:
Yes 26
No 8

9. Spouse workimg outside the home:
Yes 12
No 14

Lo 1 10. School has advisory committee
for occupational area:

Yes 22
No 11
N.A. 1

4. Total number of females
in all classes:

Avg. 25.0
Hi 120
Lo 6 10a. Frequency of meeting:

5. 'lumber of years of
teaching:

Avg. 7.5
Hi 24
Lo 1

N.A. 4

as needed 1

once or tWiC7 a year 6

3 or 4 times a year 5

monthly 6

10b. Presence of person(s) of

6. Number of years of work ex- nontraditio%1 sex on com-
perienc* mittee:

Avg. 12.5 Yes 8
Hi 45 No 12

Lo 6 months N.A. 2

*It may be that teachers' attitudes toward nontraditional enrollments
are related to their prir employment experiences in the field. (For

example, two teachers whose attitudes toward female enrollees were
positive had supervised women in their respective fields [printing
and civil technology] prior to their entering teaching.)
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teacher suggested that while the objectives have remained the same in
his course (livestock science), the focus of the course has changed
with the entry of female students. One teacher indicated that female
enrollment in traditional male programs has generated a consciousness
of the sexist language used in writing course objectives.

Skill and Motivational Differences Between Female and Male Students

Skills. The teachers were asked about entry-level skills in use
of band tools, use of other tools and equipment, ability to read and
understand technical instructions, drawings, etc., and knowledge of
related mathematics. Very few of the teachers expected any entry-level
skills, so this criterion cannot be used as a reason to exclude non-
traditional students who may not have been exposed to such skills.
Although the teachers were asked specifically about sex differences
in entry-level skills, many of them took the opportunity to discuss
ot1-.er between-sex differences they perceived. Female students were

considered more mature by some, more conscientious, more patient,
more interested in getting good grades, better in basic academic

skills, more developed in motor skills and thought processes. Some

of these traits are those traditionally assoziated aith females; it
is impossible to determine from the responses whether these are
traits that the teachers actually cbserved or traits which they as-

sumed were present because of unconscious attitudes.

One teacher of a traditionally female course noted that male
enrollees "take suggestions better." This suggests an interesting
'hypothesis, at least partially supported by some of the teacher
responses to this question: that is, that nontraditional students
have a "better attitude"--they cry harder, act more mature, are
more willing to "try something different." As for specific skills,

teachers tended to agree that male students are more mechanically
inclined and more capable of heavy lifting.

Motivation. More than half of the teachei-s saw no differences
in the li-arning motivation of their female and male students, preferring
to stress ths_tt differences are individual rather than sax-related.

Of tl,ose eight who claimed females have more motivation, the following
"proofs" were cited: females have n higher level of maturity, are
more grade conscious, have more desire to learn, and are tiore attentive.

Positive and Negative Aspects of Having Female Students in a
Traditional Male Vocational_Program

None of the teachers openly objected to having a coeducational

class. In fact, most of them were not encountering nontraditional
students for Cie first time--all but tao of the teachers who were
interviewed had taught a few students of the nontl:aditional sex prior
to 1)74-75, although most noted that nontraditional enrollments had

been increasing annually. For this reason, five of the teacherFs claimed
the question about positive and negative aspects of co-ed classes was

not applicable to them. 192
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The answers of those who responded positively can be categorized
as follows:

1. Preview of working world.. E.g., a coed class presents a more
realistic picture of the working world; lets students know they will
compete for jobs with the opposite sex.

2. Pefformance level change. E.g., females increase class en-
thusiasm; set higher tone for class; increase competition; provide
varied experiences and opinions in discussions.

3. Stereotyped views of females. E.g., females tend to keep a
cleaner shop; females like to decorate for Christmas; females are clean
and well groomed; the presence of females keeps the language cleaner
(a notion advanced more than once); females provide a "calming"
influence.

4. Sexual attraction. E.g., having girls in Lhe classes attracts
more boys (implication being that teachers prefer boys anyway); boys

enjoy class more with females present.

Since the present study was not primarily concerned with males
in nontraditional vocations, only a few teachers of traditional female
classes were interviewed. Those who were indicated fhat the most positive
aspects of having males present were that males are less sensitive
about themselves; accept criticism more easily and are more realistic;
provide varied experiences; and "the chivalry of males is nice."

Approximately one quarter of the teachers perceived some negative
aspects of having females in their classes. The responses of three of
these teachers can be placed in a "personal relations" category:

One cited "bathroom visitations," an apparent reference to meeting
with boyfriends or girlfriends in the halls during class. The same
teacher noted that girls have parental problems which they bring to
class, and that girls talk about boyfriends but boys do not talk about
girlfriends.

One teacher said that by attracting boys, girls create a problem
of "relationships," although he added that he wouldn't have it any
other way.

In one traditionally female class, the teacher found the males "too

friendly."

Two other responses deal with the students' experiences in the
world of work:

One teacher gave the same answer for both the most positive and
most negative aspect of having female students in his class (printing):

lets males know females will be competing for jobs.
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In.a traditionally female child care course, the teacher
commented that more females than males in the class have, career
aspirations in the child care field and that the males' presence
may keep out some girls who want to pursue careers in child care.

The remaining four responses defy classification:

One vocational agriculture teacher indicated that the males
used to run the FFA program, but that females are noW taking over
and this affects leaLership growth (of the males, obviously).

Another vocational agriculture teacher stated that with increased
female enrollment, a "wider variety" of people is needed to teach the
courses.

A teacher of upholstery cited the tendency of females to expect
the males to carry the chairs and to do the heavy lifting.

A foods teacher cited "safety hazards" in jobs involving heavy
lifting.

Recruitment of Students into Nontraditional Fields

One of the most important questions on the interview form--that
which asked for recruitment suggestions--evoked some of the least de-
veloped answers. Few of the teachers who were interviewed had apparently
given much thought to nontraditional enrollments in vocational programs.
In fact, one teacher admitted, "I never thought about this until I heard
your group [visiting team] was coming here." The suggestions which did

emerge were of several kinds:

1. Girls should be recruited:

a. Send representatives from vocational schools to sending schools.
(This is being done in most schools, but not with the express purpose of
recruiting nontraditional students.)

b. Send vocational program representatives to elementary schools
to talk about careers and career opportunities. (Some elementary school
career programs are just starting, but it was not ascertained whether
occupational opportunities for women are fully explored:)

c. Send females to recruit females--either adult women who are
working in the occupation and could provide role models, or student
enrollees to present their classroom experiences.

d. Work with counselors to change their attitudes and
attitudes of female students.
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2. Physical problems need to be overcome:

"If we had the space, all we would have to say would be 'You can
take it." (At several of the sample schools, "space" seemed to be a
problem in opening courses and encouraging females to enter traditional
male programs, particularly auto mechanics. Under Title IX, this is
clearly illegal.)

3. Stereotyped course titles should be.changed:

"When we called the course bookkeeping, we rarely had any males
become interested; when we called practically the same course account-
ing, male enrollments increased markedly." (This observation was made
in agriculture and printing courses as well concerning increased female
enrollments.)

4. Employers should_take the initiative:

"Businesses must recognize their responsibility to hire females."
"We need more requests from employers."

5. A_good public relations_program is needed:

a. More publicity leading to occupational awareness is needed.
b. More relevant information should be provided in course bro-

chures.

Schools Attitudes toward Nontraditional Enrollments

Teachers expressed the belief that "the general tone" in their
schools was at best positive, or at worst neutral. None stated that
schools deal negatively with this issue. Several suggested that some
shops still resist female enrollments, but they implied that such
resistance is isolated and associated with individual teachers.
Visiting team members perceived neutrality or "benign neglect" on the
part of the sample schools. Although few obvious attempts to restrict
enrollment were observed, none of the schools appeared to have under-
taken sustained positive efforts to increase nontraditional enrollments
in vocational programs.

Placement of Nontraditional Students

Slightly over half of the teachers in the sample had tried to
place a student of the nontraditional sex. Of those who had tried,
the re'....ults were mixed (see Table 7-3).
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TABLE 7-3

Teachers' Efforts to Place Nontraditional Students in Jobs

Field Placement
YES NO

Comments

vocational agriculture
1 not a problem of sex

I had difficulty; sexy appearance;
conservative employer; "not girls'
work"

architectural drawing 1 not hired, question of "newcomer"
and 'women" prejudices

TV production 1 fired after 1 week because of
internal problem with personnel
department, now trying to rehire
her

printing 1 sometimes employers prefer females
over males

lab printer
(photography)

1 employers want females

civil technology I placed first one; gentleman wanted
females

industrial chemistry 1 employers constantly calling--
females acceptable for any job
except heavy work

foods 1 females placed as early as males

upholstery 1 husband not willing for wife to
work as manager of shop

marine environment
occupations

I tried only one--didn't get the
job, limited job opportunities,
finally placed as Boat Master (NT)

baking 1 employers usually ask for male
help, but they'll take instructor's
word if he recommends a female

soil science 1

1

employer favorably impressed
employers like females and even
ask for them

vocational electronics
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Attrition of Nontraditional Students

The te.:a..:.hers were.aSked whether any students had dropped out of
their courses during the current year. The number of males, number of
females, reasons given by the studentg, and reasons perceived by the
teacher were ascertained.

This question was designed to elicit indications of student with-
drawals because of difficulties associated with being of the nontradi-
tional sex in a particular course. Either such pressures do not exist
or the teachers interviewed do not perceive their existence. It might

be hypothesized that pressures work to exclude the potential non-
traditional students from the outset, i.e., such students do not enroll.
The only disparity between stated reasons and "real" reasons for program
dropouts perceived by teachers stemmed from unannounced pregnancies.
("She said she was moving to another school, but I think she was
pregnant.")

Summary

This chapter has examined vocational teachers' responses to questions
designed to determine their perceptions of and attitudes toward
students of the nontraditional sex. Several general conclusions can

be drawn from the data.

1. Most of the sample teachers do not regard the broad goals
of equal access and equal opportunity for all students
regardless of sex as issues of concern.

2. The teachers seem to have little awareness of how voca-
tional education can maximize the probability of success
for all students entering the work world. They seem to be
particularly unaware of the problems of nontraditional
women and men in vocational classes and the world of work.
Because of this limited awareness, no active efforts are
made to overcome the problems.

3. The teachers view the appearance of nontraditional students
in their classes as something that "just happened" and they
are now trying to accommodate to the situation. No efforts
to recruit nontraditional students had been considered.

4. The teachers are affected by many of the long-held myths
about sex differences. Despite Maccoby and Jacklin's
study (and others) dispelling these myths (see Chapter 2),
teachers still claim that-female students keep the shops
neater, themselves cleaner, the language purer, etc.
They seem to regard these as givens rather than the pro-
ducts of socialization.*

*Because the survey instrument did not include any attitudinal
questions, teachers' attitudes about appropriate roles for women were
derived from their responses to such questions as those about the most
positive and negative aspects of having females in their classes.
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5. Sample teachers did not exhibit any active resistance to

learning about the changing roles of women. As noted of

counselors in Chapter 6, teachers might also benefit from

participation in short-term workshops or inservice training

sessions.

The teachers generally perceived no direct relationship between

the objectives of their courses and the sex of the enrollees. Very

few of the teachers expected any entry-level skills,.sothese do

not appear to constitute a barrier to nontraditional enrollments.

The teachers.did, however, perceive between-sex differences--not

in skills, but in attitudes and traits.

Some of the positive features of having females in traditional

male vocational classes which the teachers cited were: they provide

male students with a more realistic preview of the working world,

and their presence results inheightened performance in the classes--

the result of increased competition and diverse experiences and

opinions. Approximately one-quarter of the teachers perceived some

negative aspects to having females in their classes. Most of these

could be placed in a "personal relations" category, e.g., physical

attraction.

Finally, the teachers were asked for recruitment suggestions. Their

responses included: (1) active recruiting of females via trips to sending

schools, sending representatives to elementary schools, using females

to recruit females; (2) changing course titles to be nonstereotyped;

(3) encouraging employers to take the initiative; and (4) developing

a good public relations program.
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PART V
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CHAPTER 8

EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCES FOLLOWING HIGH SCHOOL

Introduction

Many of the main criteria for evaluating the effectiveness of
vocational training are based on the experiences vocational students
have when they enter the labor market. Labor force experiences take
on special meaning for females who follow programs that are not
traditional for their sex. Are females able to find jobs that allow
them to use the skills they study? The analyses presented in this
chapter are addressed to this and related questions about labor
force experiences.

The chapter is organized around the themes of labor force
participation, including months employed, wages, job/training
relatedness, and satisfaction with high school preparation. In general,

the data do not suggest that taking nontraditional courses had any
major impact on the work histories of the respondents, either females
or males. There was some evidence that nontraditional students tended
to enter different types of occupations than traditional students.
Only among males, however, was the tendency to enter nontraditional
occupations statistically significant. Few significant differences
were found between traditional and nontraditional students with regard
to months of employment, wages, job satisfaction, and educational
satisfaction. These general findings are discussed in detail below.

Before presenting these findings, however, a few words about the
data are needed. The data focus mainly on the first regular full-time
jobs which the respondents obtained after high school. The question-
naire which the respondents completed (Appendix B-6) asked them to re-
port on three jobs: their first regular job, the job held-for the
longest time, and their current or most recent job. A large proportion
of the respondents (79 percent) provided information on their first
regular jobs, but far fewer provided addit4onal information on their
longest jobs (16 percent) and their current jobs (20 percent). Most of
those who did not provide additional information indicated that their
first regular jobs were also their longest jobs and.their current jobs.
In other words, since they have left high school, most of the respondents
have had only one regular, full-time job. Since the number of
respondents who provided information for the other jobs is much
smaller, far less confidence can be put in the results obtained for
these respondents. Consequently, the analyses in this chapter are
mainly limited to first jobs.
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Furthermore, since this report emphasizes comparisons between
students who take traditional and nontraditional vocational courses

while in high school, students not classified on this dimension

are not included. The definition of 'traditional' or 'nontraditional'
is based on the proportion of each sex that customarily takes the courses.
It is necessary, therefore, to present the results separated for each

sex. A small number of respondents, however--five males and sixteen
females, or 6 percent of the total sample--took courses that
could not be classified as either traditional or nontraditional.
These respondents are not included in the tables presented in this

chapter.

Labor Force Participation_

Employment Status

About half to three-quarters of the former students who returned
questionnaires were la. the labor force when they were surveyed:: The

question used to determine labor force status was based on the Bureau

of Labor Statistics definition. The question asked what the respondent

was doing "most of last week" and listed the activities shown in

Table 8-1.

As is usually found, labor force participation was higher for
males than for females. Although one might expect greater commitment

to careers among nontraditional females, their participation

rate was lower than that of traditional females. Taking nontraditional

courses did not appear to be associated with increased unemployment.
In fact, the unemployment rate for nontraditional females was the
lowest for all four groups, but these differences were not statistically

significant.

Me overall unemployment rate for all four groups was 9 percent,

only slightly higher than the national average during July through

October 1975 when the survey was conducted. During that period,

the national average was 8.4 percent (U.S. Department of Labor), and

19.8 percent for workers sixteen to nineteen years of age. Considering

that the average age of the respondents was 19.6 years, 9 percent

unemployment does not seem particularly high.

The data in Table 8-1 refer to the labor force status of the
respondents during the week preceding the completion of the questionnaire.

The respondents also reported, in reply to another question, the

number of months they had spent in various activities since leaving
high school. These activities are listed in Table 8-2,together with
the percentage of respondents who spent at least one month in the

activity, and the means and standard deviations for the months reported.

The interpretation of the percentages in Table 8-2 is fairly

straightforward. They indicate the proportions of each group which
engaged in the various activities for at least one month. For example,

among the nontraditional females, tL:ee out of four (77 percent) held
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TABLE 8-1

Labor Force Status of Former Students During Week
Preceding Completion of Questionn-ire by

Sex and Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

Labor Force Status

Females bales

tticri-

tional
Tradi-
tional

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

%

In the labor force 51
a

67 75 73

Working full-time (35
hours or more) 41 47 64 64

Working part-time 7 12 4 2

Temporary lay-off from job 0 0 4 1

Looking for work 3 8 4 6

Out of labor force 49 33 25 27

Attending school 16 10 11 14

Housewife or housekeeper 18 12 4 0

Military service 0 1 4 7

Illness, injury 1 0 0 2

Other 14 10 7 3

Base Number 95 83 28 122

Unemployment rate in percent 6% 12% 10% 9%

Base Number for unemployment
(Former students in the labor
force) 49 56 21 89

I

a
Proportion of nontraditional females in the labor force is signifi-
cantly lower ( 2. < .04) than proportion of traditional females.
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TABLE 8-2-

Activities Former Students Reported Engaging
in for One Month or Longer After

High School, by Sex and Traditional/Nontraditional
Enrollment

Activities Lasting One
Month or Longer

Remales Males

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Percent working 35 hours or
more a week 77% 69% 76% 86%

Mean months of activity 11.13 9.93 12.31 15.37

Standard deviation 11.17 11.03 9.96 12.21

Percent attending school or
college full-time 52% 51% 59% 52%

Mean months of activity 7.73 6.38 7.62 6.73

Standard deviation 10.23 9.08 9.58 8.74

Percent unemployed looking
for work 35% 32% 34% 30%

Mean months of activity 1.64 2.68 1.55 1.18

Standard deviation 3.35 5.66 3.22 2.99

Percent keeping house, not
holding a job 18% 12% 0% 0%

Mean months of activity 1.92 1.13 .00 .00

Standard deviation 5.36 3.56 .00 .00

Percent unable to work due to
sickness, injury 10% 47. 10% 10%

Mean months of activity .40 .31 .21 .46

Standard deviation 1.55 2.62 .68 2.13

Percent on active duty with
military 0% 1% 7% 7%

Mean months of activity .00 .04 .72 .89

Standard deviation .00 .33 2.96 3.47

Mean months out of high school 23.84 23.15 22.79 23.83

Sum of mean months of activities 22.82 20.47 22.41 24.63

Proportion of months out of high
school accounted for by activi-
ties reported .96 .88 .98 1.03

Base Number for means and
percents 95 84 29 126



a full-time job, half (52 percent) attended school or college full-
time, and one-third (35 percent) were unemployed and looking for
work.

The means are a little trickier to interpret. The means reflect

how the months after the respondents left high school were spent in
various activities. They are the sum of the months reported by the
respondents in the four groups divided by the number of respondents
in those groups. They reflect, then, the average way the respondents
in the separate groups allocated the total number of months available
to them after they left high school. The means could be said to
represent a mythical "average" former student. For example, the
average nontraditional female has been out of school two years (23.8
months). During this time she spent approximately half of these
months (11.1) working at a full-time job; one-third of them (7.7 months)
attendilig school; and the remainder unemployed because she was
keeping house (1.9 months), could not find a job (1.6 months), or was
too sick to work (.4 months).

It should be noted that while interpreting the means in terms
of an average student does show the relative distribution of the
activities of all of the stude.:ts in a particular group, such an
interpretation does not do justice to the reality of the experiences
of inrlividllal students. The few students who were homemakers or who
entered the military usually spent many months in these activities.
However, because the months they reported were averaged with all the
other students who did not engage in these activities, the means
calc-Jlated for these activities are low.

Having said this, the point of most importance for the present

study is that none of the differences between traditional and nontradi-
tional students was statistically sighificant. The average pattern
of post-high school activities was quite consistent across groups.
Even the patterns for males and females, with the exceptions of house-
keeping and military service, were quite similar. Having taken
nontraditional courses while in high school does not seem to lead to
different types of post-high school activities.

Another point of 1ntere3t is that the months respondents reported
having spent in the six major activities listed in Table 8-2 accounted,
overall, for 97 percent of the months the respondents had been out of
school. This single question yielded a very good, and apparently
accurate, summary of the major post-high school activities of the
respondents.

Types of Jobs Obtained

The types !If jobs the respondents obtained upon leaving high school
axe shown in Table 8-3. The respondents were asked to report on
their first regular job, defined as, "One you expected to keep, not a

seasonal or part-time job." Jobs at which the respondents worked for
thirty hours or less per week were not included in the analysis.
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TABLE 8-3

Type of First Regular Job Former Students
Obtained AftEr High School by Sex and
Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

Types of Job

Males

,eradi7

tional tional

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional -

Pfofessional, technical

-Sales.

Clerical

Skilled Work

Semi-skilled
(apprentices)

Service workers

Unskilled

Farm Work

14a

8

27

1

25

21

0

3

0

5

40

0

19

36

4a

21-

25

8_

12

-21

4

4

4

12

46

7

3

12

Base Number 71 63 24 104

aTypes of jobs held .by traditional and.nontraditional former
students differ significantly, females'R < .01; males 2_ < .001.
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Significant differences wer,1 found in the types of jobs tradi-
tional and nontraditional studenLs obtained. Nontraditional females
were more likely to have professional-technical and semi-skilled
jobs and less likely to be in clerical and service jobs. Nontradi-
tional males were more likely to be in sales, clerical, and service
jobs and less likely to be in semi-skilled and farm j.1:bs.

To determine if students who had taken nontraditional courses
in school also obtained nontraditional jobs, it was first necessary to
classify the jobs as traditional or nontraditIonal ' do this, a
definition similar to that used to classify vocatiou,,. courses as
traditional or nontraditional was adopted--nontraAitional jobs are
those in which workers of one sex represent a distinct minority. For
_occupations, the standard used to define traditional and nontraditional
was the one suggested by The Ohio State University's longitudinal
studies of labor market behavior: the proportion of the total civilian
labor force that is made up of females, plus and minus 5 percent.1
That is, females represented 38 percent of the total labor force in
1974. Occupations in which they made up 43 percent or more of the
total workers (38 percent plus 5 percent) were considered to be
traditional female occupations. Occupations in which they represented
33 percent or less of the total workers were considered nontraditional
for females. The labeling for males was just the reverse--a nontraditional

female occupation was a traditional male one and vice-versa. Occupations
in which females make up between 34 and 42 percent of the work force
were considered nonclassifiable--neither traditional nor nontraditional
for males or females. Once the occupations were classified, it was
possible to compare the courses the students had taken with the kinds
of jobs they obtained. Table 8-4 shows the results of this comparison.

Male students who had taken nontraditional courses were more likely
to obtain nontraditional jobs than were their female counterparts. The
difference betweeri traditional and nontraditional male students was
significant; the-difference between female students was not.

Whatever the reasons that prevented female students from obtaining
nontraditional jobs, employer prejudice against women was not seen as
a major reason by the students themselves. The respondents were asked
what problems they had encountered in seeking the kinds of jobs they
wanted. Most of the problems listed in Table 8-5 were included in the
questionnaire and the respondents were free to check any or all of them.

As Table 8-5 shows, sex discrimination was certainly not obvious
to any significant number of the respondents. The problems the
respondents reported were fairly consistent across all four groups
and referred mainly to the availability of desirable jobs and the
competition for them.

Relatedness of Training to Jobs

Besides the traditional/nontraditional comparison of courses and
jobs, two additional methods were uscd to test whether students obtained

jobs that used the skills they studied. The first was simply to ask

the student to rate the degree of relationship. The second was to
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TABLE 8-4

First Regular Job Glassified as Traditional or
Nontraditional Compared to Traditional and

Nontraditional Cou- Taken by Former Students by Sex

Job Classification

Females Males

Non7
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

_

CI
`Z (e

Nontraditional for each sex 35 19 54a 22

Traditional for each sex 59 76 42 73

Unclassified 6 5 4 5

Base Number 71 63 24 104

aMales who took courses which were nontraditional were significantly
more likely to obtain jobs which were nontraditional for their sex

(a < .01).
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TABLE 8-5

Problems Former Students Encountered in Obtaining
Chosen Jobs, by Sex. and

Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment
. .

Problems

Females Males

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Many others seeking same

za

jobs 36 35 38 25

Have not completed school,
training 13 8 14 8

Have not been able to pay
for education, training 11 11 0 11

Have had to leave home area 6 8 7 12

No jobs available, none I like 5 11 7 7

Have not been able to meet
requirements such as
grades, test scores 4 4

Have not been accepted by
employers because of my sex 4 1 2

Too young for job, age
discrimination 3 2 10

Have not been able to pay for
tools, equipment 2 1 0 4

Other 3 4 0 6

Base Number 95 84 29 . 126

a
These figures do not sum to 100 percent. Each figure represents
the percentage of all respondents in the respective categories
that reported encountering the problems listed. Any one student
could check all, some, or none of the problems.
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compare directly the courses taken in school to the type of first

regular job obtained. To conduct this comparison, the occupations

were classified using a code that was keyed to the code used to

classify vocational courses. The results from these two procedures

are shown in Tables 8-6 and 8-7.

Table 8-6 reports the students' own ratings on A four point

Scale. Table 8-7 reports the ratings by a research analyst,as to

the similarity between the todtd conrses and jobs In makingthese

--ratings it was-usually quite easy, to tate thoSe_courgesiandAobs,

that were the same or highly similar. For example, a student Who

took secretarial courses and becaMe a tetretary would:be rated "same."

The difficulty caMe in trying to distinguish betWeen "slightly!" and

"not at all." What should the rating be for 4 stndent Who studied

drafting and whose first job was as a carpenter's:aSsiStant? I'resumablY,

the-training in drafting...should be_helpful_in_readingblueprints
taking measurementS, and Making.calculations, but iS thia Sufficient

to justify a "slightly related" rating? Because of tlie difficulty of

making,such distinctions, the "slightly" and "not at all"ratings

were combined; and since there were very-fewmhighly7reiated"TratingS-,'

these were combined with "same."

The respondents whose courses and jobs could not be rated as

to similarity were mainly those who did not study an occupational

skill in high school, or those who entered jobs that could not be

classified on the job code keyed to vocational education courses.

This second group included respondents who entered military service.

Although there is some disagreement between the tables, neither the

students' nor the analyst's ratings are too encouraging. At best,

they suggest that one-third or less of the first regular jobs that

vocational students obtained were highly related to the skills they

studied, and they do not indicate that the nontraditional students were

any more or less successful than traditional students in finding

training-related jobs.

The final method used to assess the relationship between high

school courses and jobs obtained was a direct rating of high school

preparation. The ratings were made on the four-level scale shown

in Table 8-8.

In general, the ratings in Table 8-8 are quite similar to

those in Table 8-6. About one-third or less of the respondents

in each of the groups rated their preparation "gooe or "excellent."

Approximately the same proportion rated their jobs "the same" or

"highly related" to the occupational areas they studied in high school.

The correlation between the ratings of relatedness and preparation is

presented in Table 8-12 in the following section. The correlation

between them is .69, indicating a strong tendency for respondents who

obtained jobs that were related to their training to rate that

training favorably.
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Former Students' Ratings of Relationship Between First Regular
Job and Occupational Area Studied in High School by Sex and

Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

Ratings of Relatedness

Females Males

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Job same as occupational area
studied 20 10 10 20

Job highly related to occupa-
tional area studied 10 14 5 16

Job slightly related to
occupational area studied 22. 24 25 19

Job not at all related to
occupational area studied 49 52 60

Base Numbera 51 . 59 20 89

aThis table is limited to those students who reported studying an
occupational area in high school.

TABLE 8-7

Former Students' Ratings of Similarity Between High School
Courses and First Regular Job by Sex and
Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

Females Males

Ratings of Similarity
Non-

tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Non-
tradi-
tional

°R. %

Job the same or highly
similar to courses
studied

17 11 29

Job slightly or not at
all similar to courses
studied

78 80 58

Cannot rate similarity 9 12

Base Number 69 56 24
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TABLE 8-8

Former Students' Ratings of High School Preparation for First Ragular.

Job by Sex and Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

Females Males

Ratings of
High School Preparation

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Non-
tradi-
tionalI

Excellent preparation 10 9 0

Good preparation 27
_33

Fair preparation 17 35 27

Poor Or no-preparation 46, 41. 40

Base Numbera 48

.011.

46 15

Tradi7
tional

8

24

27

41

85

aThis table is limited to those students who reported taking high

school courses that inclued training for jobs.
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Satisfaction with Jobs and Education

Obtaining a job that was related to the skills studied in high
school did not seem to have much effect upon how satisfied the respon-
dents were with these jobs, or even with their education. As Table
8-9 shows, about three-fourths of the respondents in each of the groups
reported that they were satisfied or very satisfied with their first
regular job.

When the respondents were asked to rate their overall satisfaction
with the education they received in-high school (Table 8-10), tbp nattern
was similar to their ratings of job satisfactier A rIuuLA.Ly

one-quarter or les, were dissatisfied or very dissatisfied, and the
most commun response was "satisfied."

In addition to overall satisfaction with education, the respon-
dents were also asked to rate how hard their high school tried eo pre-
pare them for when they left school. The pattern of response was, once
again, quite similar to that evoked by the questions about satisfaction
(see Table 8-11).

Two sets of data thus appear to be in contradiction. On the one
hand, only one-third or less of the respondents in the four groups
found jobs that were the same as or highly related to the skills they
studied in high school, and about the same'proportion rated their
high school preparation for these jobs as good or excellent. On the
other hand, three-quarters or more of the respondents were satis-
fied or very satisfied with their jobs and with the education and pre-
paration they had received in high school. Clearly, when the respondents
made these general evaluations of their education, the degree to which
they had been prepared for jobs was not a major influence on their
responses.2

This point was made even more clearly by an intercorrelation of
the valious ratings. The correlations presented in Table 8-12 are based

only on matched pairs of observations. In other words, a respondent
had to have answered both of the items to be included in the calculation
of the correlation between those items. The numbers upon which the
correlations are based are presented in the upper triangle. Virtually
all of the total sample (99 percent) responded to the educational items,
but only 78 percent, those who had at least one regular job after high
school, rated their:satisfaction with their jobs, and only 58 percent
rated haw dell their-education prepared them for these jobs. (The 20

percent -Rho did notinate their preparation reported that their courses
did not Include training for jobs.)

Thellighest correlation in the table, r = .69, reflects the
degreeto which respnndents were able to obtain jobs related to the

stuuied_ Those workers who found such jobs tended tosrate
their-preparation favorably. All but two of the other correlations
are statistically significant, but only a few show a strong association.
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TABLE 8-9

Former Students'Overall Satisfaction with First Regular Job

After High School by Sex and Traditional/Nontraditional Etwollment

.T.16rderaa,

Satisfaction Rating .

Females

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Nen-

tional

Very satisfied 27 27 38

Satisfied 47 48' .54

Dissatisfied 17 16 8

_
-Very dissatisfied 10 '0

Base Number 71 63 24

les

:Tradir
tienal

_

104

TABLE 8-10

Former Students' Overall Satisfaction with High School

Education by Sex and Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

Satisfaction Rating

Females

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

7,

Very satisfied 16 20

Satisfied 41 34

Neutral, neither satisfied
nor dissatisfied 21 32

Dissatisfied 18 10

Very dissatisfied 4 4

Base NuMber 95 84

Males

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

z 7,

1.7

45

31

7

0

18

42

29

9

2

29 126

21.3
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TABLE 8-11

Former Students' Ratings of Efforts Made by High School "To Give
You the Preparation You Needed When You Left High School"

by Sex and Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

Ratings of Effort
Made by High School

Females es

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

_

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

CI CI

School tried very hard 16 13 ,14 16

School tried hard 31 40 38 40

School tried a little 32 26 38 25

School did not try very much 16 16 7 14

School did not try at all 5 5 3 5

Base Number 94 83 29 126
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TABLE 8-12

Correlations of Ratings of High

School Preparation, JobTraining Relatedness

and Job Satisfaction of All Former Students

Who Responded to Questions

(ST)

ST YT SS

330 333

-(17)
.33 332

(SS) .48 .25

(SC) .16 .18 .36

(JR) .21 .22 .22

(TP) .38 .31 .42

(JS)
*

.09
*

.10 ,19

SC JR TP JS

330 218

329 219

332 219

218

.18

.25 .69

-193 262

194 261

194 263

193 261

180 219

194

.15 .35 .27

Correlation coefficients are shown below the diagonal; the number of paired observations on which

they are based are shown above the diagonal.

All the coefficients are significant at,the .05 level or less except those marked with an

asterisk.



The rwo coefficients that are not significant compare the ratings

of job satisfaction with school preparation. Their lack of

correlation indicates that the degree to which respondents liked

their first regular jobs was not at all associated with their

general feelings about their high school preparation. In fact,

job satisfaction was only moderately associated (r = .27) with

their ratings of preparation for these specific jobs.

Other Indicators

In addition to the subjective ratings of relatedness and

satisfaction, information was also collected on more objective
dimensions of job experience such as months and hours worked,

and wages. These indices are summarized in Table 8-13.

Table 8-13 shows clear sex differences, with males
significantly higher on most of the variables. There are no

differences, however, between the traditional and nontraditional
students of each sex.

In addition to the tabular analyses presented above, multiple

regression analyses were conducted on many of the measures of j.ob

experience. Multiple regression is essentially a way of testing

at one time the effects of several independent variables upon a

specified dependent variable. For example, many other variables

besides the curriculum students took in school could influence

the wage rates they received. Some of these other variables are

the location in which the students looked for jobs (urban or

rural), their race or color, and their father's occupation. These

variables, together with father's and mother's education and

classification of school attended as vocational or comprehensive,

were entered as independent variables into an equation and regressed

against the following dependent variables:

1. Months of full-time employment, and
2. Employment status during week preceding completion

of questionnaire.

The following all apply to first regular job:

3. Months employed,
4. Starting wage,
5. Leaving (or current) wage,

6. Rating of job/training relatedness,

7. Rating of high school preparation, and

8. Rating of job satisfaction.

The basic point of these analyses was to determine if the

traditional/nontraditional variable had a significant relationship
with these dependent variables when the effects of the other indepeneent
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TABLE 8-13

Months Employed, Wages, and Hours Worked

In First Regular Job After High School, by Sex

and Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

yment Indices

Females Males

Non-

tradi-

tional

Tradi-

tional

Non-

tradi-

tional

Tradi-.

tional

s employed: Mean 11.28 10.87 17.00 18.24
Standard Deviation 12.04 9.93 13.33 16.70

ing wage: Mean $2.07 $ 2.00 $ 2.47 $2.53
Standard Deviation .71 .44 1.12 .84

nt (or leaving) wage: Mean $ 2.34 $ 2.14 $ 2.62 $3.00
Standard Deviation .92 .46 .82 1.07

worked per week: Mean 41.09 40.90 45.96 45.34

Standard Deviation 7.74 10.12 12.50 11.89

56-69 55-63 17-24 74-101

er varies because not all respondents answered all questions. Lar;ftst incidence of no answers
rred on current or leaving wage. Other means are based on numbers quite similar to largest number
n.
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variables were held constant. Since the definitions of traditional
and nontraditional differed for the males and females, the sexes
were analyzed separately. Of the sixteen regressions, eight for
each sex, the traditional/nontraditional classification was
significant in only one of the equations, and this was for males.
When other variables in the equations were held constant, nontradi-
tional males rated their job satisfaction higher than the traditional
males. However, the overall equation was not significant, so
little confidence can be placed in the values obtained for the
separate variables in the equation.

An equation that yielded overall significance and almost
reached significance on the traditional/nontraditional variable
is shown in Table 8-14.

Table 8-14 is presented to demonstrate the manner in which
the variables in the equation interact to influence the net regression
coefficients obtained for each variable. Each of these coefficients
is an estimate of the effect of each independent variable upon the
dependent variable, holding the other variables in the equation con-

stant. In the final form of the equation shown in the table, only
school location is significant. Respondents who graduated from
schools in rural locations were very likely to have received lower
leaving (or current) wages on their first regular jobs. The sixty

respondents included in the equation received an average leaving
wage of $3.01 per hour.3 The leaving wage for respondents from
rural high schools was ninety cents lower.

When the color variable was not included in the equation, the
traditional/nontraditional variable was significant and showed that
nontraditional students received seventy-six cents less per hour

than traditional students. However, when the color variable was
added, the traditionalnontraditional variable was no longer
significant, because color was significantly correlated with having
taken nontraditional courses (r = .38). Nonwhites also tended

(nonsignificantly in the total equation) to receive lower leaving
wages. When the intercorrelation of color and the traditional/
nontraditional classification was controlled, neither alone had a
significant relationship with leaving wage.

The overall conclusion from the sixteen multiple regressions
is very similar to that from the cross-tabulations analyseshaving
taken traditional or nontraditional courses appears to have relatively
little influence on employment experiences following high school.

One nagging question remains from the results presented above:

Why do most respondents report themselves to be satisfied with their
jobs and with t1leir general high school preparation, but not
satisfied with the specific preparation for the jobs they obtained?
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TABLE 8-14

Multiple Regression Analysis of Current (or Leaving) Wage,

Males Only

!nt Variables with Coding for Equation

Satisfaction

Rating

Regression Standard

Coefficient Error

Aonal-traditional courses (NT = 1, T = 0)

occupation

;ional, technical managerial (P,T,M = 1, Other = 0)

clerical, skilled worker (S,C,SW = 1, Other = 0)

cilled, protective-personal servi,:e (SS,P/PS = 1, Other = 0)
len (All others = 0)

lite = 1, Other = 0)

)cation (Urban = 1, Rural = 0)

Isive or vocational school (Comp = 1, Voc = 0)

education (eight point scale, none to grad. school)

education (eight point scale, none to grad. school)

-.56

-.10

.12

.29

.56

NE

NE

NE

**

.38

.40

.44

.46

.54

.29

: variable: Mean

Standard Deviation

correlation coefficien .11)c

!nt of determination (R )

! observations

3. 01

3.01

1.12

.36*

.13

60

Zet regression coefficient significant at .05 level (two-tail test).

Iet regression coefficient significant at .01 level (two-tail test).

: = Intercept, these observations entered into intercept value.

4E = Not Entered, F value for regression coefficient < 1.00.

:orrected for degrees of freedom.



One possible explanation is that the respondents do not hold
their schools responsible for placing them in jobs that are
related to the skills they studied. If they find such jobs,
they are much more likely to be satisfied with the training
they received in high school, but finding related jobs seems
to be viewed as an individual responsibility. Table 8-15
indicates that relatively few of the respondents found their
first regular jobs through their high schoOls. The most
common means of locating jobs were by making direct contacts
with employers and following referrals of friends and relatives.

A more direct explanation for dissatisfaction with specific
training is simply that the respondents, for the most part, had
positive feelings about their high school years which were reflected
in their general ratings of their education. When the ratings
referred to specific Jobs, however, their general attitudes were
less important than the degree of relationship between the jobs
and the training they had received.

Whatever the explanation, the crucial point for the present
study is, once again, the almost complete lack of significant
differences between the traditional and nontraditional students,
especially the females. In only one of the tables relating
school to work did the traditional and nontraditional females
differ--nontraditional students of both sexes tended to get different
types of jobs.- Females who took nontraditional courses, however,
were not more likely to obtain nontraditional jobs; males were.
Nontraditional males may have sought such jobs more actively, for
they were more likely than traditional males to have learned of
their first regular jobs through direct contact with employers or
through their high schools. Except for these few differences, the
nontraditional students appear to have had much the same job
-experiences and-to-have-similarattitudes-about-their -jobs-and-their
preparation for them as the traditional students.

This lack of significant differences can be viewed as a
positive finding. Me nontraditional students did not have more
successful job experiences, but neither did they penalize themselves
by taking courses which were unusual for their sex. This itself is
a very important finding. No evidence from this study indicates
that students who wish to take nontraditional courses should be
informed, or warned, that they are likely to have a hard time fiadibmg
jobs. (Keep in mind that the present study's sample was not straggly
nontraditional.) The evidence indicates that nontraditional studests
are, indeed, likely to have a hard time finding jobs that use the
skills they study, but so do students who take traditional courses.
Overall, the job experiences of students who study nontraditional
courses probably does not differ very much from the experiences of
traditional students.
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TABLE 8-15

How Former Students Learned of Availability of
First Regular Job, by Sex and Traditional/Nontraditional Enrollment

How learned of job

Femalep Males

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Non-
tradi-
tional

Tradi-
tional

Contacted employer 29 22 41a 12

Friend or relative 25 43 27 67

Advertisement 19 13 4 10

From high school
representative 14 13 23 1

State employment service 6 7 0 1

.Private_employment agency 3 2 . 0 1

Other. 4 0 4 2

Base Number 69 60 22 lal
aWays in_ which traditional and nontraditional former students learned
of jobs differ signifi=antly among males Qa ( .03).
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Summary

Pew significant differences emerged between traditional and non-
traditional students with regard to their employment experiences after
beiug graduated from high school. More males than females were in
the Mabor force in the year following graduation; the rate of unemployment
was comparable for all groups, and the overall pattern of post-high-
school activity was consistent across all of the groups.

Nontraditional females were more likely to have professional-
technical and semi-skilled jobs and less likely to hold clerical and
service jobs. Nontraditional males were more likely to have sales,
clerical, and service jobs than semi-skilled or farm jobs. Males who
took nontraditional courses were more likely to find nontraditional
jobs; females were not. Students did not report sex discrimination as
a problem in obtaining the type of job they desired.

Only about one-t....ird of the graduates found jobs that were highly

related to their courses of study. Nontraditional students were no
more and no less successful than others in finding related jobs. About
three-quarters of all the students were satisfied with their first
regular jobs, although only about one-third rated their preparation
for those jobs as good or excellent--about the same number as obtained
employment that was related-to their high school preparation. Most
of the respondents were, however, satisfied with the overall training
they received in high school apart from preparation for a specific job.

Having taken nontraditional courses while in high school appears
to have '1-1*--le relationship to employment experiences following high

school. This may be a positive fimding, because although nontraditional
students dEd not have more positive employment experiences, neither
mere they-wenalized for-their plemacicipation in vocational programs

mhich we/-=-imusual for =heir sex.
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FOOTNOTES

1U.S. Department of Labor, Dual Careers, vol. 3 (Washington
D.C.: Manpower Administration, Monograph 21, 1975), p. 22.

2
The educational ratings in Tables 8-1 to 8-11 are based on

the total sample. The job ratings are limited to those who held
jobs. A separate analysis was made of the'educatienal ratings
of only those who held jobs. The response patterns in this smaller
sample did not differ significantly from the total sample.

3
This sample is smeller than that used to calculate the mean

wages shown in Table 8-13 because only respondents for Whom com-
plete data were evallable were included in the regression analysis.
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APPMIDIX A

TWO PROJECTS DESIGNED TO ELIMINATE :SEX STEREOTYPING
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PROJECT EVE*

In 1975, the Division of Occupational Research and Development
of the Texas Education Agency funded a model program for Texas

schools to eliminate "the effects of past discrimination in trade and
industrial (T&I) vocational programs." The demonstration school

for this project was Sam Houston High School. In the year preceding

the start of Project EVE (Equal Vocational Education), there were no
females enrolled in any of the,five traditional male vocational courses
taught at the selected school!

The objective of this project was to develop a model which could
be used by other school districts in Texas to increase and maintain

female enrollment in nontraditional vocational programs. (An original

plan to recruit males for traditional female vocational programs had

to be abandoned because of limited resources and because the problems

are puubably not the same for both sexes.)

Me project model included: (1) providing information to all female

students ar: the school about the educational and career opportunities
available:to them through vocational education; (2) recruiting females

into tradttional male vocational classes; (3) establishing support ser-
vices for females who enrolled in these programs; (4) informing school

staff, parents, and the general community about the career opportunities
in these fields and wamen's ability to perform in nontraditional jobs;

and finally, (5) improving the image of vocational education in order

for it to be seen by students, parents, and teachers as a viable al-

ternative to the academic program at the school.

During the first year of the project (1975-76), five 'females

at the school enrolled in traditional male courses; during the second

year (1976-77), fifteen females were enrolled (two of them in the

second year of their programs).

Contact with project staff during the fall of 1976 revealed un-

certainty over the continued funding of this project by the Texas

Education Agency.

NEW PIONEERS PROJECT**

In North Carolina, a program was instituted in 1974 to eliminate

sex bias in vocational education programs throughout that state. The

basic objective of the North Carolina program (called "New Pioneers")

was to broaden occupational education opportunities for women and men

by devising strategies for attracting students to nontraditional

courses of study.

Enrollment changes in secondary and pos:.secondary programs in

North Carolina increased dramatically during the two years following

t alexia e in 1976 almost 1,000 more fe-

males were enrolled in agriculture, 700 more in trade and industrial

courses (including 77 more in bricklaying and 136 more in carpentry);

and 1,300 more males were enrolled in home economics programs.
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The core of the project consisted of state, regional, and local
workshops conducted hyproject personnel for counselors and directors
of occupational education. In addition, eigh' districts developed
"model programs" for nontraditional students.

Jane Lerner, Fredell Bergstrom, and Joseph E. Champagne, EVE: Equal

Vocational Education (Houston, TexaS: Center for Human Resources, The

University of Houston, 1976).

* *
The Federal Education Pro ect Newsletter, the Lawyers' Committee

for Civil Rights under Law, May 1976.
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APPENDIX B

QUESTIONNAIRES
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The Pennsylvania State University
Institute for Research on Human Resources

APPENDIX B-1
PREUMINARY DATA FORM

(Confidenffi/I: ';.lor Research Purposes Only)

Person completimg fotrm Title

WOMEN
in Traditional Male
Vocational Programs

General Information

School District

Address Telephone

Counties in district

Type of schnol:

Comprehensive 0 Area Tocatimnal-Technical EJ

Number of vocational progrsms offered (e.g., welding, production agriculture)

Full-time Part-time

Staff Male Female Male Female

Number of teaching faculty:

Number of administrators:

Number of coc-Iselors:

Number of pla=ement officers:

Racial origin of staff: White Black Hispanic Native American Other

"Traditional male wma7:ational programs" are those in which the vast
majority of studem=s and workers in the occupational area are males.

1. Have yrou conducted any remmultment program to bring female students into traditional

male-vocational programs? T-1N. oyes -,. What methods have you used? (Please

atta6b any materials avaEiAbie.)

2. Do yam anticipate conducting any recruitment programs to bring female students into

these:programs? No [Ties -9. What methods will be used?

3. What are the major obstacles to bringing feMale students into these programs?

For-comprehensive smhool, please turn to page 2.

For area vocationaItechnical school, please turn to page 3.
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Comprehensive Schools:

Number of full-Lime faculty involved exclusively with vocational programs.

Male Female

Number of part-time faculty involved exclusively vith vocational programs.

Male Female

Total enrollment of this school:

Male Female

Vocational..program enrollment of
this school (if a student is en-
rolled in more than one program,
count only once):

9th grade 9th grade

10th grade 10th grade

llth grade llth grade

12th grade 12th grade

Male Female

Estimated racial origin of .total
student body:

Estimated racial origin of vocationa
program student body:

White % White . %

Black % Black %

Hispanic % Hispanic %

Native American % Native American %

Other % Other %

Budget

(If data are npt readily available, please try to have estimates prepared for site
visit.)

Total amount budgeted for this school for 1974-75.

Total amount budgeted for vocational education program for 1974-75 $

Estimated amount of budget used both for voc. ed./non voc. ecli in
1974-75*

Estimated amount of budget used only for non voc. ed. in 1974-75 $

Vocational education program fund sources: Local

State

Direct Federal

*This would include instructional costs for classes which both vocational and non-
vocational students attend, a proportion of administrative costs, guidance costs,
etc.

Please turn to page 4
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-3-

Area Vocational-Technical Schools:

Number of sending schools served by this school:

Total population of these sending schools:

9th grade

10th grade

llth grade

12th grade

Total enrollment of this school:

9th grade

10th grade

llth grade

12th grade

Males Females

Males Females

Estimated racial origins of students enrolled in this school:

White % Black % Hispanic % Native American % Other

Do your students attend full-time or part-time

If part-time, is the schedule:

half day

alternate days

alternate weeks

other (specify)

Budget

(If data are not readily available, please try to have estimates prepared for site
visit.)

Estimated total budget of sending schools (combined) for 1974-75 $

Total budget of this school for 1974-75

Vocational education program fund sources: Local

State

Direct Federal

P1ease turn to page 4
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The following questions refer specifically to the program listed below.

Title of program

Program Instructors:

What are the objectives of this program? (If a written statement of objectives is
available, please attach.)

List any selection criteria qsed to admit students to the program.
.

Typical occupations for which program prepares students.

Hours of instruction each year of program:
Enrollment 1974-75-

Laboratory Total Original Present
Year Classroom (Shop) Weeks Male Female Male Female

1 ( 9th grade)

2 (10th grade)

3 (11th gride)

4 (12th grade)

Number of persons completing program last year: Male Female

Who is responsible for placing graduates of this program?

placement officer ED counselor r-] teacher F1 other (specify)

Has your school attempted to place females from this program?

0 No Yes .4- What were the results of this effort?
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The Pennsylvania State University
Institute for Research on Human Resources

PURPOSE OF STUDY

WOMEN
in Traditional Male
Vocational Programs

Our Institute is conducting a study of selected vocational education
programs. As part of this study we are interviewing students, members of the
professional staff, and of the community in the selected districts.

The interview is basically concerned with the effects of students entering
vocational programs which are not traditional for their sex.

Please sign your name on the line below to indicate your willingness to be
interviewed. Even after signing your name you still may decline to answer any
question or you may stop the interview at any point.

If you agree to participate, all information you provide will be held in
strict coLCidence and will be used only for research purposes by the Institute.

Signature Date

Printed Name

High School

The Pennsylvania State University
Institute for Research on Human Resources

PURPOSE OF STUDY

WOMEN
in Traditional Male
Vocational Programs

Our Institute is conducting a study of selected vocational education
programs. As part of this study we are interviewing students, members of the
professional staff, and of the community in the selected districts.

The interview is basically concerned with the effects of students entering
vocational programs which are not traditional for their sex.

Please sign your name on the line below to indicate your willingness to be
interviewed. Even after signing your name you still may decline to answer any
question or you may stop the interview at any point.

If you agree to participate, all information you provide will be held in
strict confidence and will be used only for research purposes by the Institute.

Signature Date

Printed Name

High School
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,nnsyIyaniaStatePhiveisitY:
tu*for Reiearch on Hinman Resources

APPENDIX B-2
TEACHER INTERVIEW GUIDE

(Class with Females in Traditional Male Program)

tructor
r7'

Interviewer

4or District

teas Telephone

Date of interview

iTIPWr Oft0

-Vocational ProgramS

.13ackground

PirstI
-

.401114 like.to get a little backgroOnd on.YOU-and_the course's you teach.

(BY_ OBSERVATION) SeX: M F Race: W B H NA 0

. Jihat courses do you usually teach?

:In total aPproximately how many male students and female students

have in all your classes?

How-many years have you been teaching?

you

Hoy many.years of work experience have you had in the occupational area in which
you teach?"

e. Do you have permanent certification in your area?

ElYesf--1No ee. Approximately what percent of the certification requirements

have you completed?

f. Are you married?

YesED No 4- SKIP to next section,

Does your spouse work outside the home?

Nol I Yes gg. What kind of work does he/she do?

Nontraditional Course

sr course(s) in has been identified as having several females who
preparing for an occupational area that has traditionally been predominately male. We

ad like to ask you some questions about having female students in this course.

inlet program is(are) this course(s) a part of?

What are the objectives of this program? (If a written statement of objectives is avail-

able, please attach.)
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4. Have the objectives of the prograinchanged at all since females began to enroll?

ONol 'Yes -4- a. En what way?

5. What are some typical occupations for which this program prepares students?

6. What material is covered in the first few weeks of the first year of the program?

7. What level of skill do you expect the average student to have reached by the end of

the program?

8. Now speaking specifically of your course in , what level of skill

do you expect of new students in this course with regard to--

a. Use of hand tools?

b. Use of other tools and equipment?

c. Ability to read and understand technical instructions, drawings, etc?

. . .

d. Knowledge of related mathematics?
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e. Knowledge of related scientific principles?

In your judgment are female students any different from male students on these skills?

ONo 1---1Yes -+ a. In what ways?

I. Have you made any changes in course content since you have females in the class?'

nNo IYes -* a. What changes?

..- Have you foundlcourself teaching this==ourse differently since- there are_females in17.the-

riass?

f--INo Yes-- a. How?

!. How have male students reacted to having females in this course?

1. How many male and female students are there in the class at the present time?

Male Female

Have any students dropped out of the zo,urse this year?

I I Yes Li No .4- SKIP to Q 15.

a. How many males dropped out?

b. How many females dropped out?

c. What reasons did they give for dropping out?
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14. Continued
d. What do you think were the reasons?

15. Have you ever had female students in this course before?

NorYes a. How many and for how many years?

16. Have you persomally made any effort(s) to attract females to your courses?

1
Nol iYes--*,-_a. What have you done?

. .

17. How would yon-7ta: the .learning mot2ration of the female students compared to the male

students? _firerttre females more motfvated , less motivated , or is there no

difference ? (Comment)

18. In general, do the females get along with the males in class?

Nor] Yes (Comment)

19. Does having females in the class cause any special problems in control?

No EYes -4- (Comment)

20. Do the female students seem to prevent any control problems you had when the course waE

all male?

r--] No Yes -4- (Comment)

21. What would you say are the most positive aspects of having female students in this clef
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What are the most negative aspects of having female students in this classil--.

Are these positive and negative aspects different from your experiences with male
students?

Wo Yes -4. a. In what ways?

IN.Yeeell, would you like to,see more
femeles in your classes? (Comment)

, less , or the same number

(IKMORE) a. Do you have any rdeas on how more female students might be recruited into

nontraditional area0

Advisory Committee, Community

Does the school have an advisory committee for your occupational area?

1--1 Yes FINo -4. SKIP te Q 26.
4.

a. How often does the committee meet?

b. How helpful has it been in planning the curriculum?

c. Are there any females on the committee?

No Ekes -4- cc. How many?

d. Has the issue of females in this occupational area ever been discussed?

No flj Yes -4- dd. What aspects were discussed?
1 1

What do you think is the general tone in the school regarding females in traditional
male occupations?
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. What particular obstaclms do you foresee for females:in this occupation?

±.28. How involved do you get in placing students fram this program in jabs?

a. Have you ever tried to place a female student?

ON°

Notes:

Yes ÷ aa. How did potential employers react?
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POSTINTERVIEW IMPRESSIONS

(BY OBSERVATION)

Pemale'Participation in Class:

1. Did the female students seem to be involved in all of the"class
activities?

Yes El No If no, explain.

2. Were female students scattered throughout the shop? ID Yes 0 No
If no, explain?

3. Weretibmorm any particular tasks which female students were doing
whith tales did not seem to be performing? No E:I Yes If yes,

list some.

Teacher Reaction to Female Students in the Class:

4. Did the teacher seem to make .yrl distinction in his/her treatment

of the females in the class? 11 No 0 Yes If yes, discuss.

5. Did you get the feeling that in this class the teacher views the
girls and the boys equally? 0Yes 0 No If no, explain.

6. Do you think that this teacher has been aware of the issue of
sexism? 0 No El Yes If yes, what is his/her attitude toward

the issue?

7. Do you think this teacher sees sexism. as a present or potential
.issue in this class? 0 No D Yes

8. Do you think that this teacher TEpects equal performance from all

students the class? El Yes L_J No
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A*01-i*afe WOMEN' '
tItuie'SfOr' Research on Human Resources in-Traditional. Male

Vocational Programs

APPENDIX B-3
COUNSELOR INTERVIEW GUIDE

Mselor Interviewer

001 District

Telephonetress

Date of interview

First I would like to get a little background on you and your job.

.(BY OBSERVATION) Sex: M F Race: W B H NA 0

a. 'How many years have you been employed in education?

'b. How many years have you been a counselor?

c. Do you have state certification in counseling? 0 Yes El No

. Have you ever worked full-time in an occupational area other than edUcation?

DNo ED Yes -4- dd. What areas have you worked in?

Are you a full-time or part-time counselor? (If part-time) How much of your

time is devoted to counseling?.

*Ask .counselor to complete questions 2 and 3 (last page of guide), noting name.

Do you counsel a particular group of students? LI No [ [Yes -4- a. Which group?

Alow many students do you counsel?

,On'the averageihow often do you meet with each of your students during the year?

Ylease estimate the average length of a meeting.

What do you personally consider to be the main responsibilities of a counselor?

Do you think this is consistent with what is expected of you in this school?

I
Yes No -0- Could-you exlain?
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10. What do you think should be the role of the counselor in job placement?

11. Do you ever feel like a discipline or truant officer?

No Yes -* Explain.

Activities of School and School District

12. What are some of the activities your school and school district conduct to assist studet

in their vocational development and vocational choices?

(PROBES, IF NOT MENTIONED) Yes NC

a. Does school have career programs for students? ( ) (

b. Does school have career programs for parents9

c. Does school have evening/summer career-related conferences involving
parents?

d. Does school provide group counseling on occupations? ( )

(IF YES) Ad. Are separate groups held for male and female students? . ( )

e. Does school bring potential employers from the community into the
school? ( (

f. Is there a systematic program in the district to introduce materials
about careers and the world of work in elementary school? ( ) (

13. Does your school have advisory committees for any of its occupational areas9

ElNo EjYes ÷ a. bo you have any personal contact with these cotnmitties?LJ Yes.0 I

b. (IF YES) Type and frequency of contact?

14. How much chance do you have to work with teachers regarding vocational Jpportunities

for students?
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Continued
a. Are there any vocational areas where the teachers tend to resist working with you?

Guidance Materials

Do you administer or use any vocational interest or vocational preference inventories

in your work with students?

El Yes ED No SKIP to Q 16.

a. What inventories are used?

b. At what grade(s) are they administered?

c. Are separate forms used for males and females? Yes F--1No

d. Are the inventories given to all students or only selected ones

e. Howuseful are these inventories in counseling students?

How would you evaluate the adequacy of the vocational guidance materials available to
you? (PROBE regarding currency, thoroughness, utility to students, extent of sexual
stereotyping.)
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17. Do you have anY guidance materials that encourage females to seek careers in the trades

or other traditional male occupations?

DNo LiYes -4- a. What are some of these materials?

b. If such material is (or was) available, how do (or would) you use ii

c. Do you have any guidance materials that encourage males to seek

careers in the trades or other traditional female occupations?

Student Vocational Choices

18. What are the occupational areas in which female students most often indicate an interest

18a. What are the occupational areas in which male students most often indicate an interest?

19. What are some areas in which females almost never indicate an interest?

19a. What are some areas in which males almost never indicate an interest?

20. What are some of the reasons female students tend to give as the basis of their career

interests?

20a. What are some of the reasons male students tend to give as the basis of their career

interests?

21. In your judgment what is the strongest influence on the career interests of young women:

21a. In your judgment what is the strongest influence on the career interests in young men?
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Students in Nontraditional 'Classes

When a student exPresses an interest in a nontraditional occupational area--that is, an
area, that is usually not considered appropriate for' his or her sex--what are some of the
things you discuss with him or her concerning that occupation?

-1s there a tendency for particular types of students to express interest in nontraditional__

occupational areas?

[1141es -4- a. How would ycal describe these students?

Do students ever report that they would not consider certain occupations because of

parental resistance?

EINo0Yes a. What are some of these occupations?

b. In cases such as these, do you ever meet with the P arents concerned?

Nor--1Yes bb. How do parents respond to such meetings?
J

Do you encourage students to consider career options not traditionally associated with

their sex? [ 'Yes
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26. Do you ever discourage students from taking any courses because of their sex?

EINorlYes a. What are some of your reasons?

27. Does your school conduct any special programs (e.g.,, workshops on family relationships,
career aspiration, role model seminars) to help overcome sexual stereotypes?

Nof 1Yes a. Who attends these programs?

b. What do you think has been the overall effect of these efforts?

28. Do female students in nontraditional occupational classes cause any special problems?

No[ fres Explain

a. If there are problems, what has been done to deal with the situation?

b. Would you say the problems and possible solutions are the same for male students in
occupational classes that are not traditional for males?

Explain.NoLlYes

Community

29. Has sexism in school programs ever been raised as an issue in this community?

1 I No[1:]Yes -i- a. What group(s) raised the issue?

b. How did they raise the issue?
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What is the typAcal work pattern of girls who leave your school?

What % of married women in your community hold regular jobs outside the home?

What is (or do yoa expect) to be the community reaction to students working in nontrad-

itional occupations?

Notes:
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Counselor School

2. Please estimate the percent of your time that is spent in the

following activities. (Estimates should total 100%)

keeping records

conducting interviews and conferences with students and parents

administering tests

handling disciplinary problems

consulting with teachers and other school staff

meeting with potential employers

other (specify)

3. Of the time you spend counseling with students, what percentage
would you estimate is spent in the folloWing activities- 7(Estimates

should total 100%)

helping students select courses and programs of study

helping students make post-secondary educational plans

helping students make post-secondary vocational plans

dea1in2 with emotiona1/peona1 problems

dealing with academic problems

other (specify)
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The Pennsylvania
State University
University I'ark,
Pennsylvania

INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH ON HUMAN RESOURCES

APPENDIX B-4

STUDENT ATTITUDES,
EXPERIENCES, AND

CAREER PLANS

Directions: Your high school is cooperating in a nationwide study of student atti-
tudes, experiences, and career plans. You have been selected as a representative of all other
students in the United States who are in special kinds of programs. Your answers are impor-
tant.

We hope you will answer every question. Most can be answered by placing an "X" or
checkmark (/) in.the box that best reflects your own experiences or attitudes. There are no
right or wrong answers. Your answers will be held in strict confidence and revealed to no one
outside the research staff.

Please-sign your name on the following line to indicate your willingness to take part
in this study. Even after signing your name, you still may decline to answer any question you
do not wish to answer or at any point you may decide not to continue any further.

Signed Name Date

Printed Name High School

. Home Address Vocational-Technical School

DDo not attend vocational-technical school.

[-

PRIZE NUMBER

!Card 12-61
IMPORTANT INFORMATION

PRIZE NUMBER

The number in this box enters you in the drawing for the prizes to
be awarded te participants in this study. Make a record of this number. If

you are a winner, a check will be sent directly to your home. Be sure you
have entered your correct home address.
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CONFIDENTIAL: FOR RESEARCH USE ONLY

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

1. What is your age?

1 ED 15 or younger 4 E] 18 years of age

20 16 years of age 5 0 19 years $3 age

.. ID 17 years of age 6 El 20 or older

!,!4 hat is your sex?

-1__; Male p Female
2

What grade are you in?

.k.0 9th grade 3 D llth grade

2 El 10th 3rade 4 [3 12th grade

4. Arc you currently taking any of the fol-
C!W lowing kinds of courses? (If more than

one, check major or main one.)

4:Business, office or commercial courses
such as bookkeeping, stenography, office
practice

2E1 Distributive education courses such aE
marketing, banking, wholesaling

3E1Hea1th courses such as medical-dental
technician, nurses aide

4DOccupational home economics such as
food service, interior decorating,
child care

DTrade and industrial courses such as
auto mechanics, welding, carpentry

6E:Technical courses such as electronics,
industrial chemistry

7E:Agr1cultura1. courses such as horticul-
ture, crop production

SONot taking any of these courses

5. How many brothers and sisters do you have?

Brothers Sisters

Older
1111

Younger
(121

1111 1141

6. What is the usual occupation of your father
13-16)(or the male head of your household)?

What kind of work does he usually do?

000 There is no male head of the household
SKIP TO QUESTION 11

9811 Father usually cannot work

590 I don't know

7. ;Approximately how :piny hours a week does
your father (or male head of household)
usually work?

(17-16]

8. Does your father (or male head) belong to
1131 a union?

ET] Yes [3 No r-] Don ' t know

1 2 3

9. What is the highest level of education
(2O) your father (or male head) reached?

10 None, or some grade school

2 Ei Completed grade school, 6t1 grade

EIJ Some high school (7-12), but not a
graduate

40 Graduated from high school

31:=1 Vocational or business school after
high school

6 ri Some college, but not a graduate

7[:=1 Graduated from regular 4-year college

sEl Graduate or professional school after
college

30 I don't know

10. Does your father (or male head) do com-
1213 munity work (such as Lions club, volunteer

fireman, Boy Scout leader, etc.)?

ONO E:]Yes 4 Approkimately how many
0 hours per week?
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11. How many of the years that you have been
in school has your mother (or the female
bead of your household) held a regular
job outside of the house? (BY "regular"
we mean a full-time or part-time job at
which she worked at least six months per
year.)

(22)

0 1 to 2 years 4E1 7 to 8 years

2 0 3 to 4 years 5[:] 9

to 6 years 60 11 to 12 years5

to 10 years

0 El There is no female head of house-,
hold--SKIP to Question 16

StOmother never held a regular job
SKIP to Question 14

12. What is the usual occupation of your
mother (or female head of household)?

[23-24]

13. Approximately how many hours a week does
your mother (or female head of household)
usually work?

(25-26)

[27] a Does your mother (or female head) be-
long to a union?

0Yes flflo FlUon't know
1 2 3

14. What is the highest level ol education
(2131 your mother (or female head) reached?

1 EjNone, or some grade school

2 DCompleted grade school, 6th grade

3 0 Some high school (7-12), but not a
graduate

4 0 Graduated from high school

s 0 Vocational or business school after
high school

60 Some college, but not a graduate

OCraduated from regular 4-year college

0 0 Graduate or professional school after
college

91:3 x don' know

15. Does your mother (or female head) do com-

(29)
munity work (such as Red Cross, hospital
volunteer, or Girl Scout leader)?

No ElYes + Approximately bow many

0 hours per week?

16. Does your family have a daily newspaper
(30) delivered to your home?

FlYes [2]N0
2

17. How many magazines does your family sub-
scribe to?[313

E] None D 1 - 2 El 3 - 4 [1 5 or more
0 1 2 : 3

18. many book, are there in your home
[32] (not counting encyclopedias)?

11-1 None, or very few (0-10)

2 0 A few books (11-25)

30 One bookcase full (26-100)

4 0 Two bookcases full (101-250)

50 Three or four bookcases full (251-500)

6 0 A room full--a library (501 or more)

19. How many rooms are there in your home?
1313 (Not counting bathrooms, unfinished areas)

2 0 2 or less 4[2:)4 rooms 60 6 rooms

30 3 rooms 51-15 rooms 7E17 or more

20. Check all of the following items that your
family has. (Check all that apply)

(14]0 Automobile

Autcmatic clothes washer.

(16)El Automatic clothes dryer

11710 electric dishwasher

(38)r-1 Home food freezer (separate from
refrigerator)

[39/ 111.-f i or stereophonic Set

(40) Desk at which you study

14130 Set of cncylopedias

(42)0 Telephone
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21. Listed below are some household tasks that must be done in most families. We would like

you to indicate how often you, your mother (or the female head'of your household), and

your father (or the male head of your household) do these tasks. For example, the first

task is "Carry out trash, garbage." If you always do this in your home, you would circle

the "A". If you do it sometimes, you would circle the "S". If you never de it, you

would circle the "N". After.indicating how often you do these tasks, please indicate how

often your mother and your father do them also. (If.your mother or father does not live

sdth you, skip these columns,)
AlWays S Sometimes N 0 Never

Now Often Do These Tasks
.

You Mother Father .

1 2 3 1 1 3 1 2 3

141-45) a. Carry out trash, garbage . . . . A S N A S N A S N

146-48) b. Clean the house A S N A S N A S N

(49-51) c. Cook meals A S . N A S .N . A S N

152-541d. Do the ironing A S N A S N A S N

155-57)e. Do the laundry A S N A S N A S N

1515-60)1. Handle the family budget . . A S N A S N A S N

161-63)5. Make beds .A S N A S N A S N

(64-66)h. . Make small repairs on the house A S N A S N A S N

10-69)i. Mend clothes, sew buttons . A S N A S N A S N

(70-72)j. Mow the lawn A S N A S N A S N

(23-751k. Shop for groceries A S N A S N A S N

176-78) 1. Take care of family car . . , A S N A S N A S N

(Card 2 2-61

17-9) m. Take care of younger children . A S N A S N A S N

110-42]n. Wash and dry dishes A S N A S N A S N

22. Please check the kinds of toys you usually played with when you were a small child.

(Check all that apply)

113, n BB Guns 118) 0 ,o...,,...,, aoeses, (23) 0 Toy cars and trucks
..

.1141 El Blocks (19)0 tlectric trains IN 0 Tay dishes, pots and
pans

1151 0 Building sets (20) 0 Model kits (cars, etc.)
(25) 0 Toy tool kits

(16) Ej Doctors' kits (211D Science kits
. 1261 0 Other (What?)

117) poll
(22)0 Sports equipmentEl s
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INFLUENCES ON CHOIC OF COURSE OF STUDY

23. Listed below are a number of experiences that sometimes influence people when they choose
what they want to study in high school. Please indicate whether or not you ever had such
experiences. If you did, please indicate how much they helped you to make your choice by
circling one of these responses after each one.

NA Not at all helpful 7 g. Undecided don't know Q Quite Helpful
L A little helpful VH = Very Helpful

No Yes How Helpful

a. Did you ever take a course about careers which showed what 0 1

(27)a variety of different occupations were like' NA

b. Did you ever take a vocational interest test which indi-
128) cated the kinds of jobs you were likely to find inter-

esting' 0 04. NA
c. Did you ever take a vocational aptitude test which indi-
1291cated the kinds of jobs you yould find most suitable to

your skills? Li [2]-,- NA

d. Did you ever read material from the guidance department
1303 or library that described various occupations? Ej. NA

e. Did your school conduct any programs or activities de-
131) signed to describe to students what different courses

of study wcre like' 0 0. NA

f. Did you ever discuss your choice of a course of study
1321 with other students?

g. Did you ever discuss your choice with your parents? . . . 0
f33)

h. Did you ever disviss your choice with your brother,
134) sister, or other relatives'

. i. Did you ever discuss your choice with teachers?
, (35)

j. Did you ever discuss your choice with a guidance
(36] counselor?

k. Did you ever have a part-time or summer job that
(37) influenced your choice?

1. Do you have any hobbies or leisure time activities
1363 that influenced your choice?
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0 4' NA

0 4- NA

04- NA

0 4- NA

0 NA

E] 4- NA

NA

4

Q
S

VII

L ? Q VH

L ? Q VH

L ? Q VH

L ? Q

L ? Q VH

L ? Q VH

L ? Q VH

L ? Q VH

L ? Q VH

L ? Q VU

L ? Q VH
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24. Who suggested that you take the course of
. study you are following? (Check all that

apply)

pstID No one suggested

IWO Another student

141)EJ Parent

142)0Brother, sister, other relative

P010Teacher

I44) 0 Guidance counselor

1451D Other (Who?)

25. Who had the most influence on your choice?
(46) (Check only one)

0 No one

2 0 Another student

30 Parent

40 Brother, sister, other relative

5 0 Teacher

60 Guidance counselor

70 Other (Who?)

29. Did you encounter any resistance or
criticism when ynu decided to take your
present course of study?

ONo, none

26. Was the program or course of study you are

1473 taking your first choice?

0 Yes D No
1 2

27. is there any program or course of study you
f46-49Jwould have preferred to take if it had been

available?

OD D No

Yes + a. Mat cnurse of study?

28. Were you ever teased by other students be
DO cause of thecourse of Jtudy youchose?'

ElYes ON()
1 2

ED Yes, from--(Check all that apply)

151) U Parents

152) El Brot;ier, sister, other relative

153)ED Feznle friends

154) U Male friends

155] Ej Teachers

1563 D Counselors

157) 0 Others (Who?)

0.-'lloW'satisfied do you think your parents
15s) are with your choice of a course of study?

ID Very dissatisfied

0 Dissatisfied

3 Li Satisfied

4 Very satisfied

5E:Undecided, don't know

1. What was the most importane reason you
f59).chose the course of study you are now

taking? (Check only one)
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ID To be in same classesWith friends

2 To prepare for employment

30 To prepare for college, business
school, technical school, etc.

40 To satisfy parents

60
To study things of personal interest

To have easy courses

7 ri Followed suggestion of school

80 Undecided, don't know main reason

0 Other (Specify)



SCHOOL EXPERIENCES AND ATTITUDES

32. Please check all of the school organiza- 35. How hard to you think your school is trying
ticns or clubs of which you are an active (72) to give you the preparation you will need
member. (Check all that apply) when you leave school?

140 0School newspaper, magazine or yearbook 10 School is trying very bard

(61) 0 Intramural sports--which play other 2 0 School is trying hard
teams from your own school

3 0 School is trying a little
1421 0 Interscholastic sports--which play

teams from other schools, cheerleaders 4 0 Sch0o3 is not trying very much

(6331-1 Student government--such as student 50 School is not trying at all
council, class officer

36. How ,hard are you, yourself, trying to get
16411-114osica1, dramatic, or debating clubs, [73/ the preparation you will need when you

band, glee club leave school?

16510Subject matter clubs--such as history, 10 I am trying very bard
. science, mathematics or language clubs

20 I am trying hard
ri Service clubs--such as Tri-Mi-Y,

School Booster Club 3n I am trying a little.

147] 01301,by clubs--such as photography, 40 I am not tryingNery much
model building, chess, car clubs

50 I am not trying at all
(500 Vocational clubssuch as V1CA, DECA,

FHA, FBLA, 4-H, etc. 37. How useful will the things you are studying
[741 be_when you leave high school?

[69) Ej Other (SpeciLy)

10 Not at all useful

33. Overall, how well do you like school?
(70)

1 0 Like it very much

20 Like it

30 Neutral, neither like it nor dislike it

'40 Dislike it

50 Dislike it very much

34. How much are you learning from the courses
(71) you are taking this year?

10 I am learning nothing

20 I am learning little

.3 E3 I am learning an average amount

41-11 am learning a lot'

30 I am learning a great. deal

20 A little useful

30 Somewhat useful

40 Quite useful

50 Very useful

38. Overall, how satisfied are you with the
1751 education you are receiving?

10 Very satisfied

20 Satisfied

30 Neutral, neither satisfied nor
dissatisfied

40 Dissatisfied

50 Very dissatisfied
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39. How good are your grades compared t,7

(76] other students?

1 0 Far above average

20 Above average

3 r-i Slightly abo.re average

4 0 Slightly below average

5 0 Below average

41-1 Far below average

40. Now good a reader do you think you are
(77) compared to other students your age?

10 Far above average

2p Above average

3 El Slightly above average

4 El Slightly below average

DBelow,average

(Card 3 2-63

44. How often do you feel other students "look
17) down" on you because of the courses you are

taking?.

1 F] Very often

2 0 Often

3 0 Sometimes

4 0 Rarely

.5 0 Never

45. How often do you feel teachers "look down"
18) on you because of tbe courses you aretaking?

1 n Very often

2 0 Often

3 Sometimes

4D Rarely

50 Never

46.. During this school year (since September

6 Ei Far below average. 19) 1974) have you taken any courses that
train you to obtain employment in regular

41. Since you have been in high school, how occupations?

178) often has a teacher made you report
to the principal or discipline office I n Took no such courses * SKIP to Question

because you were misbehaving in class? 62

EINever 0 3 or 4 times 2 Presently taking such cuurses

0 2

n 1 or 2 times ri 5 or more times 3 I-1 Took such courses but not in any at

1 3
4 present

42. Since you have been in high school, have

(79) you ever ben s...1spended from school (not (10-11) a. Why arc you no longer taking these

allowed to attend for a few days) because courses?

you broke a school rule?

0Ho 0Yes * a. How many times?
0

43. Approximately how many days during this
MI school year have you born. truant (played

"hooky") ? (Remember all answers are

confidential.)

op None '1 0 5 or 6 days

1 0 1 or 2 days 4 ED 7 or 8 days

2 0 3 or 4 days so 9 or more

47. What is the title of the course(s) you are
(were) taking?

(12.-11)
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48. Approximately how many total hoers per
OA) week do (did) you spend in class for

these courses? (If you alternate weeks
at a vo-tech school and your home school,
estimate your weekly avereqe. For ex-
ample, if you take 30 hours of vocational
classes one week and none the second week,
your average would be 15 hours per week.)

ID 3 hours or less 40 10 to 12 hours

2ci 4 to 6 hours 5 iiiii 13 to 15 hours;

.30 7 to 9 hours 60 16 or more hs

49. Approximately ley,' lelny male and how many
female students are in these courses?

Number of males , females
115-161 117-18J

50. How interesting are these courses?
1191 .

10 Not at all interesting

10A little interesting

30 Somewhat interesting

40 Quite interesting

50Very interesting

51. How difficult is it to understand the
1201 material covered in these courses?

10 Very easy to understand

20 Easy to understand

3E1 A little hard to understand

40 Hard to understand

EiVery hard to understand

52. How hard do the teachers in these courses
In) try to help you understand the material

they cover?

10Teachers try very hard

20Teachers try hard

ZOTeachers try a little

40Teachers don't try very much

SEITeachers don't try at all.

53. How much do the teachers encourage you
(221 to learn?

Very encouraging

10 Encouraging

30 Neutral, neither encouraging nor
discouraging

40 Discouraging

50 Very discouraging

54. How friendly are the other students in
123) these courses toward you?

10 Very friendly

El Friendly

3F-1 Neutral, neither friendly nor unfriendly

4F-1Unfriendly

51-1Very unfriendly

55. Have you encountered any problems or dif-
ficulties in these course(s)? (Check all
that apply)

WC Lack of background in area

(25)0 Course material is boring, uninterest-
ing

.2n Difficult subject matter

r

kte ra ce

(29)LJ Attitude of other students

(3011-1 Treated differently from other students

13110 Not learning anything

13211.0ther (What?)

13330 No problems or difficulties

56. Do you think the male students in these
134) courses are really serious about learning

the skills being taught?

ED Yes 0 No 0 Undecided
1 a 3



57: Do you think the female students in these
[35) courses are really serious about learning

the.skills being taught?

ElYes ON0 OUndecided
1 2 3

58:' Would you recommend these courses to male
061 students?

D Yes D No y
1 2

Undecided

59.. Would you recommend these courses to
1371 female students?

El Yes Olio 0 undecided
1 2 3

60, Overall, how satisfied are you with the
138) education you are receiving in these

courses?

1[:] Very satisfied

10 Satisfied

.1-1 Neutral, neithev satisfied nor dis-
satisfied

40 Dissatisfied

50 Very dissatisfied

61. If you had it'te do over again,would you
choose these courses?

El Yes [1:1 No Undecided
1 2 3

62. Have you ever held a regular part-time
or summer job? (By "regular job" we
mean one you worked at outside your
home, for five hours or more per week,
for one month or longer. This includes
voluntary jobs for which you aren't paid.

[I] Yes No

4. 0

a. How many such jobs have you held?
(40)

b. How many total months have you held
(41-42) such jobs?

c. Were any of these nchool supervised
143) (co-op) jobs?

o Yes
1

ova
2

FUTURE ruals

63. What are your main plans for
1441 leave high school? (Not including part-time

or summer plans. For example, plan
to work full-time and attend college part-
time, check get a full-time job. If you
plan to work in the summet and then go in-
to military service, check military service.)

ifTJ Get.a full-time job

20 Attend vocational, technical or busi-
ness school full-time

30 Attend college full-time
.

(D Go into military service.

50 Be a housewife

41] Other (Specify)

AD Undecided, don't knoW

64. After you have completed your education, how
(45) many years do you expect to hold a regular

part-time or full-time job?

Eli
1

D 2
2

E1 4
3

year or less 0 11 to 20 years
5

to 3 years f 21 to 30 years

to 5 years D 31 to 40 years
7

El6 to 10 years 41 years or more
4 a
0 No idea, can't estimate
9

65. Do you think you will someday get married?
1461

10 Yes 20 No 30 Undecided

a. Vow much do you think you will work
1471 after you are married?

10 Will not work after marriage

2E) Will work until we have children

501411 work until we have aildren
and after children enter school

40Will work all the time

50Undecided, don't know
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66. What kind of job do you hope to get after
you finish-your education?

148-49)

9 Undecided *,SK1P to Question 69

67. Do you personally know anyone who has
150) the kind of job you hope to get?

DYes 0 NO '+ SKIP to Question.68
0

. a. Is this person --

(513 b. What is the relationship of
son to you?

ri F riend

2 ri P arent

3 ri B rother, sister

4 ri Other relative (aunt,

5 El] Employer

6 0 Professional (teacher, doctot, etc.)

7 E] Other (SpecifY)

68. What kind of_problems do you think you may
have getting the kind of job you want?
(Check all that apply)

Female
2

this per-

cousin,.etc.)

(52) MaY not be able to meet requireMent SUCh
---as grades, test scores, etc. ,

[531 0.11any others seeking same jobs

I541 0 May have to leave this area

(5510May mot be accepted by employers because
of my sek

. ,

1500 May not be able to pay for additional
education, training

157) may not be able to pay for necessary

tools, equipment

(58)Ej Expect no problems

(59) Other (What?)

16010Don't know if I "ill have any problems

69. If you could do anything in the world of
work that you wanted to, what would you
most liku to do?

!4)-62)

70.1)id you ever think seriously about enter-
ing an occupation that is not traditional
for your sex? (For example, a female be-
coming an auto mechanic or a male becoming
a secretary.)

[2]Yes D No + SKIP to Question 71

00

a. What occupation did

161.64)

yoU consider?

b. Did you ever discuss the possibilities
165)0f_entering this occupation with anyone?

1E No, never discussed it

2 El Yes, discussed with--(Check all that

apPlY)
1

1600 Another student

(674:3 Parent

168)0 Brother, sister, other relative

169)0 Teacher

POE Guidance counselor

(71)0 Other (Who?)

71. How much money per week do you thit you
will be making_one_yeaY._quq_f.i.ye.years

eter you finish your education?
172) 173)

a One year b. Five years
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$100 or less

1:13
$101 to 140

o $141 to ISO

o $181 to 220

0 $221 to 260

$261 to 300

0 I:3 $301 to 340

80 0 $341 or more

[:-.] No idea, can't
estimate

90



OPINIONS ABOUT SELF AND SOCIETY

72. Listed below are statements rlf how people feel about themselves and People's roles in

society. Pleas c. read each statement,then indicate how much you agree or disagree with

it by circling one of these responses:

SA = Strongly Agree
A = Agree D = Disagree

? = Undecided SD = Strongly Disagree

[741 a. Most girls become housewives and rarely work outside the

home.

[751 h. I am able to do things as'well as most other people. . .

170 c Most executiie jobs can be handled better by men. a . .

(77)d. A woman must get married to feel completelpfulfillee. . .

(78) e. I have always felt pretty sure my life would work out

the way I wanted it to.

179) f. Being a housewife just isn't enoLigh to keep a woman happy.

(80 g. Women should stick to "women's" jobs such as teaching,

nurs:ng, secretarial work and not compete with met. .

(Card 4 2-63

I73 h. I take a positive attitude toward myself.

Is) i. I would rather decide things when they come up than

always try to plan ahead.

_
(93 j. A wife- should devote a lot-of her time to.satisfying

her )iusband

tlo) k. Most women have a low estimate of their own ability to

perform in difficult jobs

fill 1. A woman should be able to hold and be promoted in any

job she prepwres herself for.

I12)m: All in all, I am inclined to feel that I am a failure. ,

111)n. I feel I do not have much to be proud of.

,I14)o. I nearly always feel pretty sure of myself even when

people disagree with me

ils)p. A man ought to feel free to relax when he gets home from

pork.

(161q. Women should avoid politics and community activities and

put more time into doing a better job with their own

families.

(17)r. I seem to be the kind of person that has more bad luck

than goo,'. luck.

feel that I have a number of good qualities
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1 2 3 4

SA ? D SD

SA A 2 D SD

SA A ? D SD

SA A ? D SD

SA A ? D SD

SA A ? D SD

SA A ? D SD

SA A ? D SD

SA A ? D SD

SA SD

SA A D SD

SA A ? D SD

SA A ? D SD

SA A ? D SD

SA A 7 D SD

SA A 7 D SD

SA A ? D SD

SA A ? D SD

SA A 7 D SD



SA'w Strongly Agree 7 I, Undecided_ SD mo Strongly Disagree
A Agree P ", Disagree

1 2 3. 4 . S

imn t. I Wish I could have more respect for myself SA A 7 D SD

(20) u. It is difficult for a woman to have a career and still
keep her femininity SA A 7 D SD

(21) V. Raising children is more a mother's job than a father's. SA A ? D SD

(22) W. I never have any trouble making up my mind about impor-
tant decisions. SA A 7 D SD

(23) x. Having a challenging job or career is as important for
women as being a wife and mother. SA A 7 D SD

(243 y. There's not much use for me to plan ahead because there's
usually something that makes me change .my plans SA A 7 D SD

os) z. The employment of :hers leads to juvenile delinquency. SA . A 7 D SD

(26)ao. Host jobs can'be done as well by women as men SA A 7 D SD

(27)bb. Except in special cases, the wife should do the cooking
and housecleaning and the husband should provide the
family with money SA A 7 D SD

(28) cc- I have often had the feeling that it's no use to try to
get anywhere in this life SA A ? D SD

(29) dd. There is nothing-- Mere fulfilling to a woman than the
raising of her children SA A. ? D SD

(30)ee.

(31)ff.

At times I thj.nk I am no good at all. ,

If the hurband is working to support the family, his

SA A ? D SD

wife has no right to expect him to work while he's home. . SA A 7 D SD

[32)gg. A man who helps around the kitchen is doing more than
should he expected. ... SA A 7 D SD

(33) hh. I certainly feel useless at times SA. A ? D SD

(34)ii:: A woman's greatest natural ability lies in being a
mother. SA A ? D SD

(36)jj. I have always felt that I have more willpower than
most people have. SA A ? D SD

(36) kk. Women would rather work for men than other women. . . . .
SA A ? D SD

MM. I feel that I'm a person of worth, at least on an equal
plane with others SA A ? D SD

(38)mm. College educatiol is more important for men than for
Women . SA A 7 D SD

1393 mil. A husband has more respect for his wife if she has a
carce . SA A ? D SD
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THANK YOU VERY. MUCH
FOR YOUR COOPERATION
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The Pennsylvania State University
Institute for Research on Human Resources
University Park,,Pennsylvania

(Card 1 2-6)
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HIGH SCHOOL AND AFTER

A STUDY OF HIGII SCHOOL
EDUCATION AND POST.IIIGH SCHOOL
EXPERIENCES



CONFIDENTIAL: FOR RESEARCH USE ONLY

Directions: This quetionnairc is about
your high school education and your exper-
ience since leaving high school. It also
.contains some questions about your family
background and the roles that men and women
should play in the familYand in jobs.

Most questions can be answered by put-
ting an "X" or checkmark (i) in the box
that best reflects your own experiences

'or attitudes. You may decline to answer
any question.

Please sign your name on the following
line to indicate your willingness to par-
ticipate in the study.

Signed Name.

Date

Are you willing to have your high school
release to Penn State your grade point
aVerage and an IQ or similar test score?

Li Yes El No

BACKGROUND. INFORMATION'

1. What is your age?
(2-11)

2. What is your sex? El Male
191 1 2

3. What month pnd year did you graduate
(or leave) high school?

r.

Female

*Month Year
n(1.31) (12-13)

a. How good were your high school
114) grades compared to other students?

ElWell above average

2 D Slightly above average

a D Slightly below average

; OWell below average

4. When you were in school, what was
11846/ the usual occupation of your father

(or the male head of your houT.eho)d)?
What kind of work did he usually do?

oo El While I was in school there was
no male head of household

99 El Father usually could not work
while I waE in school

99 D I don't know

5. How many of the years while you
071 were in school did,your mother

(or the female head of your house-
bold) have a regular job outside
the hoube? (By "regular" we mean
a full-tio or part-time job at
which she worked at least six
months per year.)

Ll 1 to 2 years r-] 1 to 8 years

20 3 to 4 years on 9 to 10 years

30 5' to 6 years u 11 to 12 years

0 El While I was in school there was
no female head of household

PK1P to Question 7

9F-1 Mother never held a regular job
SK11' to Question 7

6. What was the usual occupation of
(1849) mother (or female head of house-

hold) while you were in school?
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7. What is the highest level of education
your father (or male head) and mother
(or female head) reached?

Father I")

Mother (21)

ri None, or some grade schoo

20 0 Completed grade e'chool, 6th
grade

30 0 Some high school (7-12), but
not a graduate

41:1 E:;Graduated from high school

60 0Vocational or business school
after high school

60 0 Some college, but not a graduate

7D DGraduated.from regular 4-year
collegd

60 ri Graduate or professiorml school
after college

[JI don't know

8. Please_chechthe.kinds .of toys...you
usually played with when you were a
small child. (Check all that apply)

122) 0 BB Guns

122) 0 Blocks

124) 0 B uilding sets

1251 0 Doctors' kits

126) 0 D olls

1271 0 Doll houses

0 Science kits Po)

D Sports equipment (31)

0 Toy cars, trucks (221

0 Tcy dishes, pots
and pans 1231

0 Toy tool kits .041

0 Other (What?)
1203 E lectric trains

I

I") 0 Model kits (cars,
ships, etc.) 135)
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9. Please check each of tbe household
tasks that you usually did in your
home when you were still in high
school? (Check all that apply)

,36, 0 Carried out trash, garbage

122) 0 Cleaned the house

128] EJ Cooked meals

130) 0 Did the ironing

[410) Di&the laundry

0Made beds

142) 0Made small repairs on the house

tau 01q(nded clothes, sewed buttonS

1441 ElMowed the lawn

(45) 0 Shopped for groceries

(46] 0 Took care of family car

147) LJT00% care of younger children

ElWashed and dried dishes

HIGH SCHOOL EXPERIENCES

10. While you were in high school did
t49) you take any courses that trained

you to obtain employment in. regular
occupations?
2 0

0 Yes ] No SKIP to Question 12

a. What was the title(s) of the
(60.53) course(s) you took?



11. Did you encounter any problems or dif-.
ficulties in these courses? (Check,

all that apply)

1500Lack of background in area

lopipl Course material was boring,
uninteresting

1564:Difficult subject matter

M2E:Too much work required

!ME:Attitude of teachers

;

i

13.

1642

2

2

3

4

b

How hard do you think your school
tried to give you the preparation
you needed when you left school?

[1] School tried very hard

0 School tried hard

0 School tried a little

0 School did not try very much

0 School did not try at all

rsLJ Attitude of other students 14.. How hard did you, yourself, try to
103 get the preparation you needed when

16o)LJ Treated differently from other

students

tailLiDid not learn anything

162111 Othe'r (What?)

12. What was the most important reason you

to3 chose the course of study you took in
high school? (Check only one)

2 EITo be in same classes_with friends

2 LaTo.prepare-for employment--

2 OTo prepare for co2lege, business
school, technical school, etc. 2 OVery satisfied

4 OTo satisfy parents 2 0 Satisfied

EiTo study things of personal 3 nreutral, neither satisfied nor

interest dissatisfied

a F-1To have easy courses 4 El Dissatisfied

you left school?

1 Li I tried very hard

2 D I tried hard

3 F-) 1 tried a little

4 D I did not try very much

a DI did not try at: all

15. Overall, how satisfied are you with
-1661 'the-education-you-eceived-irt-high..

school?

7 Ej Followed suggestion of school 0Very dissatisfied

a DUndecided, don't know main reason 16. If you had it to do over again,
1672 would you choose tne Courses you

9 E.] Other (Specify) took again?

ri Yes 0 No ri Undecided
2 2 3

2 68



POST-flIGU SCHOOL EXPERIENCES

17. Since you have been out of high
school, how many months have you--

Months
a. Worked at a full-time

job (35 hours or more
a week)?

b. Attended school or
college full-time?

C. Been unemployed awl
looking for work?

d. Been on active duty
with the military?

e. Not had a job beCause
you were keeping house?

f. Been unable to work
due to sickness or
injury?

IWO]

f7071J

[72.7.n

0475]

[7671J

rnpm
18. blat were you doing most of last
180) week? (Check only one)

D
D

WorkAng_at a. full7time.job
(35 hours or more a week)

Working at a part-time job

On temporary lay-off from a job

4 U Looking fol.: work

Going to scllool

N., 6 0 Serving in the military

Keepingliouse7

6 Eillnable to work because of ill-
ness, injury

9 ElOther (What?)

Ward22.61
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19. (Continued) First Regular Job

ACter High Schrol

Job Held for

Longest Time

Current or Most

Recent Job

e. What was your total starting

and leaving (or current)

wage or salary before any de-

ductions for taxes, social se-

curity, etc.? If you received

tips or other pay, estimate

what you averaged.

[1518
Starting:

$

08411
Starting:

$

(61.64)
Starting:

$

hour/week/month

(circle one)

Leaving: Emal
$

hour/week/month

(circle one)

Leaving: (4245)

$

hour/week/month

(circle one)

Leaving: Iss-cs:

$

hour/week/month hour/week/month hour/week/month

f. How many hours a week'do

(did) you usually work?

(23.24)

_hours per week.

(46.471

hours per week hours per week

g. How rtlated is (was) this job

to the occupational area you

studied in'high school? .

9 Did Lot study an occupa-

tional area in high school

Same as area i4s]

[-_,] Highly,related

0 Slightly

,
j No t a t all

Same as areatn

0 Highly related

Slightly

:Dot at all

ii Same as area (25)

20 Highly related

3E Slightly

0 Not at all

How well did your high

school training prepare you

for this job?

9 0 High school courses did

not include training for

jobs

0 Excellent
preparation

20 Good prepara-

tion

Fair prepara-

tion

0 Poor or no
preparation

[26) Excellent E41

preparation.

Good prepara-

tion

0 Fair prepara-

tion

0 Poor or no
preparation

3

Excellent (723

preparation

0Cood
tion

prepara-

0 Fair prepara-

tion

:Poor or no
preparation

i. How did you find out this

job was available?

[ 27 ) 1603

'T.--OVerall how satigia are

(were) you with this job?

How wall do (did) you like

it?

FiVery iatisfiapq

2 Satisfied

a 7 Dissatisfied

E Very dissatis-,

fled

E-Very-satisfiedir,ii

0 Satisfied

0 Dissatisfied

0 Very dissatis-

fied

1733

-7EIVery-satisfiedrAl

0 Satisfied

Dissatisfied

[-_]Very dissatis-

fied



20. What kind of problems have you had in
trying to get the kind of job you want?
(Check all that appiy)

pal D Have not been able to meet such re-
quircments as grades, test scores

(7c) 014any others seeking same jobs

177) n Have had to leave home area

pa] ID Hav3 not been accepted by employers
.because of my sex

FUTURE PLANS

22. What do you think you will be doing
one year from now?

(12-13) 0 Working -4- What kind of job?

(1446) E Attendi.ng school, college 4 What
will you he studying?

073 J In reAitary service
(7a) J Have not been able to pay for edu-

cation, training 11830Keeping house

119.2C)ri
[80] D Have not been able to pay for Other (What?)

tools, equipment

(Card 3 2-6)

0, L00161: (What?)

21. Did you ever take any educational or

(8) training programs after high school?

FlYes D No 4 SKIP to 22
+

(9) a. Where did you take the training?

DEmployer, place of work

Conmunity, 2-year college

3 0 4-year college or university

4 OPrivate business or technical
school

b r-I Area vo-tech school

G Oltilitary service

7 0 Other (Where?)

b. What did the program train or

(104t) prepare you for?

272

(21) 0 Undecided, don't know

23. How much money per week do you
122.23) think you will he making one year

and five years from now?

One Year Five Years

7 0

2 El

D $100 or less

D $10i to 140

3 0 D $141 to 180

4 0 $181 to 220

0 0 $221 to 260

6 $261 to 300

7 0 D $301 to 240

8 D $341 to or more

. D No idea, can't
estimate

24. If you could do anything in the

124-2&i world of work that you wanted to,
what would you most like to do?



ROLES OF MEN OD WOMEN

25. Listed below are some statements about the roles that men and women should play in society.
Please read each statement, then .indicate how much you agree or disagree with it by circling one ofthese responses:

SA = Strongly Agree ? = Undecided SD = Strongly Disagree
A = Agrce

D = Disagree

1 2 3 4 5(26) a. Most girls become housewi/es and rarely work outside the home . SA A ? D SD

Most executive jobs can be nandled better by men SA A ? D SD

(28) c. A woman must get married to f/-el completely'fulfilled
SA A ? D SD

. d. Being a housewife just isn't enough to keep a woman happy . . . . SA A ? D. SD

(110) e. 'amen should stick to "women's" jobs such as teaching, nursing,
secretarial work and not compete with men SA A ? D SD

f. A wife should devote a lot of her time to satisfying her husband. SA A I D SD

g. Most women have a low estimate of their own ability to perform in

difficult jobs SA A ? D SD

In) h. A woman should be able to hold and be promoted in any job she

prepares herself for SA A ? D SD

II0 i. A man ought to feel free to relax when he gets home from work . . SA A ? D SD

1351 j. Women should avoid politics and community activities and put more

Do k.

time into doing a better job with their own families

It is difficult for a woman to have a career and still keep her

SA A, ? D SD

feminiaity SA A ? D SD

(311 1.

m.

Raising children is more a mother's job than a father's

Having a challenging job or career is as important for women as

SA A ? D SD

being a wife and mother SA A ? D SD

(119) n.. The employment of mothers leads to juvenile delinquency SA A 1 D SD



Ho) o. Most jobs ean be Jone as well by women as men

fit) P. Except in special cases, the wife should do the cooking And house
cleaning and the husband should provide the family with mono!. . . .

(421 q. There is nothing mcre fulfilling to a woman than the raising of
her children

r. If the husband is working to support the family, his wife has no
right to expect him to work while he's home

s. A man who helps around the kitchen is doins more than should be
expected

l451 L. A woman's greatest natural ability lies in being a mother

[40 u- Women would rather work for men than other women

1.171 v. College education is more important fOr men than for women . . . .

WM w. A hunband nes more respect for his wife if she has a career . . . .

SA A ? D SD

SA A ? D SD

SA A ? D SD

SA A ? D SD

SA A ? D SD

SA A D SD

SA A ? D 'SD

SA A ? D SD

'SA A ? D SD

PLEASE RETURN THLS FORM IN TRE-ENCLOSED,POSTACE-PAID. ENVELOPE.
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CUNT1DENTIAL: FOR RESEARCH USE ONLY

Directions: This questionnaire con-
cerns your opinions of the education and

career plans of your son or daughter.

Anytime a question asks about son/daugh-
ter it refers to the one whose name is

on the mailing label of this question-

naire.

The questionnaire also has some
tteTnE. ort family background and the
roles that men end women skould play
in the family,and in jobs.

Most questions caa he answered by

putting an "X" or checkmark (/) in the

box that best reflects your opinion.
You may decline to answer any question.
All answers will be held in strict co-

fidence.

Please sign your name on the fol-
lowing line to indicate your willing-
ness to take part in the survey.

Signature

Date

BACKGROUND -INFORMATION

1. Who is completing this qaestion-

naire?

171 0 Mother ID Father El Guardian,

3 2 3 other

. . .

2. What is the usual occupation of
father (or tne male head of hciusehold)?

What kind of work does he usually do?

18.9)

CI There 4s no male head of the

oo houSehOld

OFather usually cannot work

99

(10)

3. Bow many of the years that your son/

daughter han been in school has mother
(or the female head of household) held a
'regulPr job odtside of the house? (by

"regular" we mean a full-time or part-
time jo:, at which she worked at least six

monthF .ear.) years of work

Ther no female head of household--

0 SKIP t.; Question 5

Mother never held a regular jobSKIP
to Question 5

4. Mat is the usual occupation of

mother (or female head of household)?
111,321

5. Mat is the highest level of education
you and your spouse (husband or wife)

reached.?

Level I reached 1131 #

I--
[-Level spouse reached(14)

1 0 0 None, or some grade school

2 0 F-1 Completed grade school, 6th uncle

3 0 ill Some bigh school (7-12) , but not

a graduate

4 0 r-] Graduated from high school

(

b n 0 Vocational or business school

I

after high school

6 L]fl Some college, but not a graduate

7 0 'Li Graduated from regular 4-:year

college

s 0 Ej Graduate or professional school
after college

9 Ej I don't know



. 9, Row self-confident a person would
6. Mien your son/daughter was growing you say your son/daughteris compared to
up, how would you describe your general others his/her age?
approach to discipline? 131)

115) D -Much more self-COnfident
DMade my child obey much more than

average parent does 0 Slightly more self-confident
2

01-lade child obey slightly more than 0 About average self-confidence
2 average a

O Slightly less self-confident
0Made child obey about average amount 4

3 Much less self-confident
0Made child obey slightly less than

4 average

0 Made child obey much less than
average

7. Please check the kinds of toys your
son/daughter usually played with when
Le/she was a small child. (Check all
that apply)

D D Cons pc) n Science kits 124)

1-1 B locks (11.) n Sports equipment (25)

D Building sets (1131 Lj Toy cars, trucks (26)

0 Doctors' kits po)LiToy dishes, pots fv7)

and pansD Dolls

D Doll houses 123
1 I Toy tool icits (28)

5

10. Ple_ast., check each of the household
tasks that your son/daughtur usually does
cr used to do when he/she was younger.
(Check all that apply)

0 Carry out trash, garbage 132)

F1 Clean the house [33]

Li Cook meals 1311

O Do the ironing 135)

Li Do the laundryiaq

E:i Make beds pfl

LjMakE. small repairs on the houserw)

0Mend clothes, sew buttonsPlq

n Mow te lawn [401.0 Other (What?) (29) h

Lj Electric trains [22)

DModel kits (cars,
ships, ctc.) 1231

8. How independent a person woui,: you
say your son/daughter is compared to
others his/her age?

130)

iliMuch more independent

O Slightly more independent
2

0About average independence
3

D Slightly less independent
4

r-I Much less independent

(45)
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O Shop for groceries 1411

Ej Take care of family car (42)

D Take care of younger children1431

Lj Wash and dry dishes144)

CONTACT WITH SCHOOL

11. Did your son/dauglvter-zver-discusli
what he/he wanted to study in high
schoel wh you Or your spouse?

[7] Yeg 0 No 0 Don'O remember
2 3



12. Did you or your spouse ever discuss
your son/daughter's course of study with
anyone from the high school?

)46]

EiNo, never discussed

['Yes, discussed with--
1 (Check all that apply)

EtIGuidance counselorpm

0Teacherio)

Orrincipal or director (491

D Other (Who?)

)50)

13. Did your Son/daughter ever want to
tnke a course of study that you were
opposed to?

DU
0Yes 0110 SKIP to Question 14
4

a. What was that course of study?

b. Why were you opposed? (Check all that
apply)

0 Course not appropriate for son/
daughter (54)

D Wanted son/daughter to prepare
for employment (55)

Course of study was inadequate PO

['wanted son/daughter to prepare
for college (51)

D Other (Why?)

14. Was your son/daughter ever prevented
from taking a course of study ber.ause of a
school rule or regulation?

EINo,.never prevented

0Yes (Check reasons why)
1. 2

[]Class was too fulliwn

0 Boys or gi-ls not allowed to
take certain coursesPn

Conflict with other courses tmo

['Other (Specify)

15. Overall, how satisfied zire you with
your son/daughter's educatioy?

(64)

OVery satisfied

0 Satisfied
2.

F-1 Neutral, neither satisfied nor
3 dissatisfied

['Dissatisfied
4

[9 5

ii

Very dissatisfied

a. Why are you dissatisfied?

(55) Mon)

2 7



CAREER PLANS

16. Dave you ever tried to influence
your sou/daughter toward certain occu-
pations?

1681 0 No

r-1 Yes (Check all mettods used)
1

By giving appropriate toys, kits,
books, ete. los)

Li By pointing out successful ex-
amplesoo;

u_ By encouraging related hobbies,
activities, or part-time jobs (71l

0 Through discussions 172)

0 Other (What ways?)

(72)

17. Is there any patticular type of occu-
pation you would like to see your son/
daughter enter?

ED No
00

Li Yes 4. What kind?
(7.4.751

18. As best you can recall, what was the
first occupation your son/daughter ser-

. iously considered entering?
176471

r. Son/daughter never expressed serious
interest in 4ny occupation

19. To your knowledge, did your son/
daughter ever think seriously about enter-
ing an occupation that is not traditional
for his/her sex? (For example, a female
becoming an auto mechanic o, a male be-
coming a secretary.)

0Yes FINo * SKIP to Question 20
4 00
a. What occupation did he/she consider?

[78491
,

[Card 2 2-61

b. How did you feel about this occupation
for your son/daughter?

to7]

0 In favor, encouraged him/her

ElHad some doubts but left decision
2 to him/her

0 Was opposed, discouraged him/her
3

0 Other (Specify)
4

20. What occupation is your son/daughter
now working at Or preparing to enter?

1891

0 Son/daughter has not decided on an
oo occupation

21. How satisf;ed are you with this
choice?

1201

0 Very satisfied

0 Satisfied
2

Lj Neutral, neither satisfied nor
3 dissatisfied

280

['Dissatisfied
4

EiVery dlssatisfied
o

El Son iaughter has not made a choice



POLES OF MEN AND WOMEN

22. Listed below are some' statements about the roles that men and women should play it society. Please

read each statement, then.indicate how much you agree or disagree with it by circling one of these re-

sponses:

SA = Strongly Agree ? = Undecided SD = Strongly Disagree

A = Agree D Disagree
] 2 3 4 5

Ewa. Most girls become housewives and rarely work outside the home SA A ? D SD

pub. Most executive jobs can be handled better by men SA A ? D SD

(1s)c. A woman must get married to feel completely tulfilled SA A ? D SD

pcd.

pale.

Being a housewife just isn't enough t.) keep a woman happy

Women should stick to "women's" jobs such as teaching, nursing, and

SA A ? D SD

secretarial work and not compete with men SA A ? D SD

as] f.

g.

A wife should devote a lot of her time to satisfying ber husband . . . .

t

Most women have a low estimate of their own ability to perfors in diffi-

SA A 9 D SD

pc h.

cult jobs

A woman should be able to hold and be promoted in any job she ptepares

SA A ? D SU

herself fo- SA A 7. D SD

i. A man ought to feel free to relax when he gets home from work SA A 9 D SD

(2o)j. Women should avo.',1 politics and community activities and put more time

into doing a better job with their own families SA A ? D SD

(mk. It is difficult for a woman to have a career and still keep her femin-

inity SA A 7 D SD

=1. Raising children is more a mother's job than a'father's SA A ? D SD

123)15.
Having a challenging job or career is as important for women as being

a wife and mother SA A ? D SD

n. The employment of mothers leads to juvenile delinql: nty SA A 2 D SD



(25) O. Most jobs can be done as well by women as men

p. Except in special cases, the wife should do the cooking and housecleaning

and the husband should pro7ide the family with money

1271 q. There is nothing more fulfilling to a woman than the raising of her

children

r. If the husband is working to support the family, his wife has no right

to expect him to work while he's home

pp) s. A man who helps around the kitchen is doing more than should be expected

toi t. A woman's greatest natural ability lies in being a mother

pliu. Women would rather work for men than other women

1321 v. College education is more important for men thr- 'or Women

1331 W. A husband has more respect for his wife if sh( career

SA A ? D SD

SA A ? D SD

SA A ? D SD

SA A ? D SD

SA A ? D SD

SA A ? D SD

SA A ? D SP

SA A ? D SD

SA A ? D SD

PLEAaE RETURN THIS FORM,IN THE ENCLOSED, POSTACE-PAID ENVELOPE..
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APPENDIX TABLE C-1

Varimax Rotation of Factor Loadings
of Indicator of Socioeconomic Status,

Current Student Questionnaire

Factor Loadings

Occupation/
Indators Possessions Education

Father's occupation (Q6) .20

Father's education (Q9) -.07
Mother's education (Q14) .11

Daily paper delivereda (Q16) -.32
Magazine subscriptions (Q17) -.23

NuMber of books in home (Q18) .39

Number of rooms in home (Q19) .54

Family possessions (Q20)
Automobile
Automatic clothes washer
Automatic clothes dryer
Electric dishwasher
Home food freezer
Hi-fi 03 stereophonic set
Desk at --I-11A student studies
Set of encyclopedias
Telephone

Percent of variance explained

.40

. 64

. 66

. 42

. .28

.34

. 46

. 47

.46

.52

. 75

.60

-.31
.27

.38

.21

.01

. 13

.25

. 32

.07

.03

.20

.06

.22

22% I 6%

a
-This indicator was coded so that a low score indicated da:ly deilvery.
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APPENDIX TABLE C-2

Rotated Factor Matrix of Self Esteem Items
All Current Students

Items from Question Number 72

cc. I have often had the feeling that it
is no use to try to get anywhere in
this life.

ee. At times I think I am no good at all.
m. All in all, I am inclined to think I

an a failure.
r. I seeo to be the kind of person who

has more bad luck than good luck.
y. There is not much 1;e for me to plan

ahead because there is usually some-
thing that makes...

hh. I certainly feel useless at times.
n. I feel I do not have much to be proud

of.

I would rather decide things when they
come up than always try to plan ahead.

t. I wish I could have more respect for
myself.

s. I feel I have a number of good qualities.
h. I take a positive attitude toward my-

self.
o. I nearly always feel pretty sure of

myself even when people disagree with
me.

e. I have always felt n7etty sure my
life would work out the way I wantPd
it to.

jj. I have always felt I have more will-
power than most people have.

w. I never have any trouble making up
my mind about important decisions.

b. I am able to do things as well as
most people.

11. I feel that I am a person of worth,
at least on an'equal plane with
others.

Percent total variance explained

Note: N = 448.

286
266

Negative
Items

Positive
Items

.59 .19

.57 .34

.55 .35

.53 .19

.53 .05

.51 .34

.46 .34

.40 -.05

.35 .12

.26 .63

.23 .62

.14 .49

.19 .48

.06 .4P

-.01 .47

.18

.32 .39

15% 15%



t

APPENDIX TABLE C-3

Intercorrelations of Student and Parent Reports of Household Tasks Usually Performed

CT CH CM DI

Student

DL MB MR MC ML SG TC TY . WD CT

-01

02 49

-10 52 42

-02 55 43 52

06 41 18 34 31

24 -01 06 -01 04 03

-04 50 36 51 46 46 -01
38 -17 -17 -28 -18 -11 33 -26
13 33 41 24 32 12 10 38 -04
20 -15 -03 -10 -14 -05 33 -04 31 -13

-11 38 32 34 34 24 -01 34 -18 27 04
10 53 40 41 45 34 -05 44 -13 28 -18 25

27 -06 -08 -11 -12 -11 17 -21 25 -03 25 -07 -10
-08 42 21 33 32 19 -06 26 -15 12 -21 22 33 07
-08 33 30 29 32 09 -01 23 -09 15 -20 21 24 08
-08 34 20 42

3,3
19 -10 26 -20 08 -20 17 30 12

-03 39 19 26 45 15 -04 21 -16 12 -13 17 28 08
-04 31 12 20 19 33 -04 19 -07 09 -12 18 26 17
14 -09 -07 -26 -11 -10 38 -15 21 04 25 -06 -15 28

-11 33 23 28 26 13 -10 34 -19 09 -14 26 24 -05
28 -30 -22 -34 -30 -22 21 -36 56 -11 27 -17 -26 44

-01 23 16 09 15 04 04 10 00 25 -07 11 13 20
18 -18 -04 -20 -20 -10 19 -19 -18 08 31 -15 -16 34

-17 29 2.0 14 15 14 -12 12 -26 12 -10 50 21 -02
-09 37 25 35 28 24 -13 27 -16 14 -29 23 42 06

ParenVi

CH CM DI DL MB MR 'MC ML SC TC TY VD

N 336

> 09 Significant

> 13 Significant

> 16 Significant

Decimals omitted

.05 level

.01 level

.001 level

47

48

53

53

-06

43

-10

37

00

29

64

52

54

34

05

41

-06

51

07

27

37

58

28

-06

46

-16

43

-01

32

39

3

-03

38

-10

44

01

33

40

00

25

00

30

09

23

51

-08

31

11

43

-01

-13

2

30

-13

29

32

0

31

-13

-09

2

27

31

03

..11 31
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APPENDIX TABLE C-4

Imtercorrelations of Student and Parent Reports of Toys Usually Played with as s Young Child

Student
BB 81 BS DK D1 DH ET MK SK SE TC TD TT BB 81

Student

BB

81 -06

BS 17 38

DK -13 24 17

D1 -42 09 -13 27

DH -38 07 -14 33 77

ET 30 15 24 -03 -29 -26
TK 39 08 25 -12 -49 -48 52
SK 27 12 26 07 -18 -18 29 29
SE 31 06 32 04 -30 -25 28 33 24
IC 26 15 29 -04 -44 -41 40 47 14 31
ED -38 15 -06 29 81 76 -26 -50 -20 -29 -44

32 20 38 13 -38 -33 41 46 29 34 47 -31

?areas

BB 50 -01 06 -13 -36 -32 19 32 17 18 18 -37 17
31 06 -27 21 -04 -02 -05 06 01 -01 06 09 -05 06 06
SS 18 12 .-30"-10 -29 -26 20 29 19 20 28 -35 19 22 40

-11 04 09 - 37 16 19 00 -12 -08 01 03 14 -05 -10 20
)1 -38 06 -14 21 74 -.63 -32 -47 -32 -29 -43 70 -39 -36 13
)H -34 06 -17 19 61- 66 -19 -46 -29 -25 -36 62 -36 -28 07
:T 28 04 11 -10 -45 -39' 41 .45 18 18 30 -48 29 38 12

37 -05 19 -19 -56 -57 32 54 23 27 39 -63 33 40 07
iK 18 06 17 02 -24 -18 19 20 .41'. 10 18 -21 18 18 11
iE 29 00 16 -06 -38 -31 18 26 19' 33 ..24 -40 21 29 20
CC 29 01 21 -14 -50 -43 27 39 15 25 45 -50 24 32 22
ED -39 05 -14 20 66 60 -31 -50 -30 -36 -43 .66 .,-42 -33 14
CT 32 00 21 -12 -45 -41 26 34 20 23 33 -45 ,36 33 14

Parent

BS DK D1 DR ET MK . SK SE TC TA

N 336

r > 09 significant .05 level

r > 13 significant .01 level

r > 16 significant .001 level

Decimals omitted

10

-24

-20

28

43

27

31

37

-2=i

36

27

27

-01

-08

15

05

-03

28

02

72

-43

-53

-21

-32

-44

82

-36

43
-50

-13

-26

-36

70

-32

52

'26

36

46

-39

38

31

34

50

-53

45

30

23

-17

25

39

-30

37

.41

50 -35
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APPENDIX TABLE C-5

Weighting for "Usual Toys" Index

Toys Males Females
Difference

M-F Index Weighta

B B guns (BB) 57.7 11.9 45.8 2.9

Blocks (B1) 72.3 70.3 2.0 dropped

Building sets(BS) 73.7 50.8 -22.9 .6

Doctors' kits(DK) 23.4 49.2 -25.8 - .9

Dolls (D1) 11.7 94.1 -82.4 -6.5

Doll houses (DH) 2.2 77.1 -74.9 -5.6

Electric Trains (ET) 65.7 17.8 47.9 3.1

Model kits (MK) 82.5 17.8 64.7 4.8

Science kits (SK) 46.7 15.3 31.4 1.4

Sports equipment (SE) 82.5 45.8 36.7 2.0

Toy cars, Trucks (TC) 92.7 39.8 52.9 3.6

Toy dishes (TD) 6.6 89.8 -83.2 -6.6

Toy tool kits (TT) 67.9 17.8 50.1 3.3

Base Number 137
I

118

aThe difference was reduced by 17 percentage points, the difference neces-
sary to be statistically significant at the .01 level, and multipled by
.10 to yield a weight rounded to one decimal place.

The index was calculated by multiplying the coded answer (0 or 1) by the
weight and adding 20

Index = (Code X .10Dm_F) + 20

The constant 20 was added to avoid negative scores. Sum all of negative

weights is -19.6. Sum of all positive weights is 21.7.

Maximum Score 21.7 + 20 = 41.7, Minimum Score 20.0 - 19.6 = .4
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APPENDIX TABLE C-6

Varimax Rotation of Factor Matrix for Tasks
Usually Performed in the Home by Current Students

Tasks

Female
Factor

Male
Factor

Carry out trash, garbage (CT) -.01 .39

Clean the house (CH) .71 -.20

Cook meals ((M) .53 .03

Do the ironing (DI) .71 -.08

Do the laundry (DL) .71 -.09

Make beds (11B) .41 -.13

Make small repairs on the house (MR) -.08 .69

Mend clothes, sew buttons (MC) .68 -.19

Mow the lawn (n) -.25 .48

Shop for groceries (SG) .44 .17

Take care of family car (TC) -.08 .66

Take care of younger children (TY) .41 .01

Wash and dry dishes (WD) .55 -.21

Percent total variance explained 24 11

f-,
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Factor Analysis: School Satisfaction

Appendix Table C-7 indicates that there was considerable inter-
correlation, especially in items 33 through 38, which were asked of
all current students. Fairly high intercorrelations also held among
items that were asked only of those students taking regular vocational
programs (questions 50, 52, and 58 - 61). These two groups of items,

however, had much lower intercorrelations with each other. (Current

students' questionnaire is included as Appendix B-4.)

The factor analysis confirmed the patterns that were detected
by examining the intercorrelation matrix. The first factor analysis
was performed only on the vocational students because they were the
only ones who responded to all twelve items. This analysis (see
Appendix Table C-8) revealed two fairly distinct factors. The first
had its highest loadings on items that referred to general satisfac-
tion with the education the students were receiving. The second factor
had its highest loadiugs cn those items that referred to vocational
courses only. Among the vocational students, it thus appeared that
two basic response tendencies determined their answers to the indi-
vidual items: a general satisfaction factor, and a vocational satis-
faction factor.

After these two factors were identified, two separate analyses
were conducted. The first was performed on the general satisfaction
items using all current students, and the second on the vocational
items using the vocational students only. The patterns from these
analyses, also shown in Appendix Table C-8, were used to generate
the factor scores reported in Tables 5-9 and 5-10 in the text. The
factor scores were standardized, as discussed in Chapter 3, to a
mean of 50 with a standard deviation of 10. The distributions on
the vocational factor are even more clustered than the general satis-
faction factor because the mean is very close to the highest possible
score.
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APPENDIX TABLE C-7

Intercorrelations of Attitudes Toward School Items, All Current

Students and Current Vocational Students Separately

as (Questionnaire Number) 33 34 35 36

Item

37 38 50 52 58 59 60

how well like school (33)

learning from courses (34)

school trying to prepare (35)

you trying to prepare (36)

al will courses be (37)

low satisfied education (38)

resting are courses (50)

teachers try to help (52)

d courses to males (58)

d cou-ses to females (59)

satisfied with courses (60)

oose these courses again (61)

.39

.42

.26

.32

.46

.16

.15

.14

.12

.31

.15

.36

.40

.29

.45

.49

.32

.36

.06

.13

.39

.20

.39

.41

.25

.40

.54

.18

.33

.01

-.01

.29

.12

.28

.33

.26

.32

.29

.20

.12

.03

.01

.16

-.02

.30

.49

.37

.36

.54

.32

.26

.02

.03

.33

.25

.48

.51

.56

.32

.50

.25

.36

.14

.06

.43

.14

.38

.27

.24

.55

.36

.11

.07

.46

.21

.32

.33

.40

.16

.25 .43

orrelations on first six items above diagonal based on all usable responses, N=500; correlations

n all 12 items below diagonal based on all usable responses from vocational students only, N=326.
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APPENDIX TABLE C-8

Factor Analysis of Satisfaction Oith School

Items, Vocational Students and All Students

Current Student Questionnaire

Items

First Analysisa

....

Second Analysis
b

General

Factor

Vocational

Factor.

General

Factor

Vocational

Factor

tudents responded

7a11, how well like school (Q33) .53 .13 .56 -

much learning from courses (Q34) .64 .20 .68 -

hard school trying to prepare (Q35)

hard you trying to prepare (Q36)

.67

.42

.02

-.00

.64

.46

-

-

useful will courses be (Q37) .63 .14 .64 -

All, how satisfied with education (Q38)

ional studen.:3 responded

interesting are courses (Q50)

.77

.31

.11

.57 .

.80

-

-

.68

hard teachers try to help (Q52) .41 .31 - .46

mmend courses to males (Q58) -.01 .58 - .48

mend courses to females (Q59) -.00 .41 - .34

all, satisfied with these courses (Q60) .45 .61 - .77

d you choose these courses again (Q61) .11. .63 .. .59

nt of variance explained 29% 10% ..41% . 33%

t analysis performed on vocational students only.

nd analysis performed on all students for general factor and vocational students only for vocational factor.
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